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Abstract

Processes initiated by the interaction between light and matter are a fundamental step in various
chemical, physical and biological phenomena. The present work investigates the photoinduced
processes in artificial molecular machines and small molecules with the help of quantum chemical
calculations. The research was performed in close collaboration with experimentalists, allowing
an in-depth look at the underlying mechanisms of these ultrafast processes.

The first part addresses the relaxation pathways after photoexcitation of the photoswitch
hemithioindigo (HTI) and the artificial molecular motors, motor-1 and motor-2. The pho-
tochromic compound HTI is a novel photoswitch capable of performing efficient isomerization
upon irradiation with non-damaging visible light. Based on time-resolved absorption and emis-
sion experiments and supported by high level quantum chemical calculations, a comprehensive
reaction model for its photoisomerization, including the effects of different solvents as well as
substitutions, is established. The structure of both molecular motors, motor-1 and motor-2, is
based on the HTI moiety. By clever design, this switch was turned into a molecular motor,
capable of unidirectional rotation. These motors are among the first light-powered molecular
motors that operate under ambient and non-damaging conditions. The underlying processes for
their multistep rotation was elucidated through multiscale broadband transient absorption mea-
surements and quantum chemical investigations of their excited state potential energy surfaces.
From these findings, pathways to improve the rotational speeds and efficiency of light-driven
molecular motors in general could be developed.

The second part of this work addresses the theoretical simulation of the ultrafast spec-
troscopy technique known as attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS). Attosecond
pulses in the extreme ultraviolet (XUV) or X-ray region provide a powerful tool for investigating
ultrafast nuclear and even electron dynamics in atoms, molecules and solids. Due to their high
photon energy, they are able to create electron wave packets extremely well localized in time.
This makes them an excellent choice for triggering photochemical reaction in a pump-probe
scenario. Further, their broad bandwidth provides element, charge and electronic state sensitive
insights by probing the inner-valence and core-level states of the excited molecules. To aid the
interpretation of the experimental data and provide further insights into these complex inter-
actions between light and matter, a comprehensive framework simulating XUV/X-ray transient
absorption spectra is presented. Using ab initio non-adiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD),
the ultrafast processes of excited molecules after laser excitation is simulated, enabling the res-
olution of both the changes in the electronic structure and the nuclear motion over time. Based
on this information, the time-dependent XUV/X-ray transient absorption spectra are calculated
by applying high-level multi-reference methods, namely restricted active space self-consistend
field (RASSCF) and restricted active space perturbation theory (RASPT2). This framework is
utilized in the two studies on the molecules vinyl bromide (C2H3Br) and trifluoroiodomethane
(CF3I). For both molecules the ultrafast coupled nuclear-electron dynamics after strong-field
ionization could be explained in great detail.
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Introduction

The study of the interaction between light and matter is of paramount importance in many
disciplines, such as physics, chemistry and biology. As a molecule gets excited by light, either
from the sun or by a laser in the lab, its electrons can be promoted from the molecular ground
state to electronically excited states or even to the continuum, causing ionization. This initial
interaction is followed by a concerted electronic-nuclear motion or, in other words, a photo-
chemical reaction. In nature, this fundamental process can be found in photosynthesis [1, 2], in
visual phototransduction - the process that enables our vision [3–7] - and is one of the main rea-
sons for the emergence of radiation damage in our genetic code [8–13]. Photochemical reactions
also play an important role in artificial systems, such as photocatalysts [14, 15] and molecular
machines, such as photoswitches [16–19] and molecular motors [20–22]. Therefore it is not sur-
prising that a detailed understanding of the underlying mechanism of these reactions is desirable.

After photoexcitation, a single molecule in the gas phase, unable to transfer the excess energy
to its surrounding, has two options to return to its ground state (GS): Either directly by emit-
ting a photon, or via radiationless transitions between the different electronic states, smoothly
decreasing the electronic energy until the GS is reached. The former is a statistical process,
which can happen on the whole potential energy surface (PES), with a certain lifetime depend-
ing on the initial and final states. When the multiplicity of said states is different, this process
is termed phosphorescence. Otherwise, it is called fluorescence. The latter process, allowing
the radiationless transition from one state to another, is mediated by crossings between both
involved states. Again, for these crossings a distinction can be made on the basis of the spin
states involved. If the spin state changes with the crossings (e.g. from singlet to triplet), one
speaks of intersystem crossing (ISC). If it does not, the process is called internal conversion (IC).
Especially this process, which mainly happens in the vicinity of conical intersections (CoIns),
allows for an ultrafast and very efficient transition between the electronic states [23–25]. CoIns
are extraordinary points on the PES where two adiabatic states degenerate, allowing the radia-
tionless transition between them [26]. Elucidating the PES and describing these extraordinary
points with theoretical methods can help with the understanding of the relaxation processes
after photoexcitation and aid the formulation of mechanisms for these types of reactions.

In the first part of this work, the research on the relaxation pathways after photoexcitation
of the photoswitch hemithioindigo (HTI) and the molecular motors, motor-1 and motor-2 is
presented. The photochromic compound HTI is a promising photoswitch, especially with regard
to biological applications [27–30], as it is switchable by non-damaging visible light. Further, it
is a very versatile switch, as most of its photophysical properties can be changed significantly
by introducing different substituent groups into its structure [28]. Based on time-resolved ab-
sorption and emission measurements supported by high-level quantum chemical calculations, a
comprehensive reaction model for its photoisomerization, including the effects of different sol-
vents as well as substitutions, is presented in chapter 1.1. The molecular motors, motor-1 and
motor-2, presented in chapter 1.2, are designed in the Lab of Prof. Henry Dube, based on the
general framework of the photoswitch HTI. The initial design, motor-1, is the first light powered
molecular motor that can operate under ambient and non-damaging conditions [31]. For its fast
and unidirectional rotation, a four-step process involving two thermal and two light-induced
steps was proposed [31]. Here, the presented theoretical and experimental investigation sup-
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2 Contents

ports the proposed mechanism. From the high-level calculations of the involved excited states,
a feasible CoIn could be identified, allowing for ultrafast relaxation in both light-induced steps.
The detailed understanding of the complete mechanism of the unidirectional rotation enabled
the formulation of three pathways to further increase the rotation speeds and improve efficiency
of light-driven molecular motors. The design of motor-2 [32] incorporated one of these pathways.
Reducing one of the thermal barriers, thus removing an isomer from the rotation, resulted in a
more efficient three-step process. This is again supported by high-level quantum chemical cal-
culations, identifying a similar CoIn for the photoisomerization. Therefore, the presented study
can confirm the validity of removing one metastable isomer in order to improve the efficiency of
light-driven molecular motors.

Alongside the ability to initiate photochemical reactions in photoswitches and molecular
motors, the interaction of light and matter also opens up the possibility to survey the ultrafast
dynamics of these processes with the help of a variety of spectroscopic techniques. To fully
time-resolve the dynamic response of a molecule after photoexcitation, very short laser pulses
are necessary. The tremendous progress in laser technology over the last decades saw the devel-
opment of laser sources capable of generating laser pulses covering a wide range of timescales
from attosecond to microsecond pulses with energies ranging from the infrared (IR) over the
visible (Vis) and ultraviolet (UV) to the X-ray (X-ray) regime [33–41]. This has allowed sci-
entists to not only resolve nuclear dynamics [42, 43], but also the motion of electrons [44, 45]
with great detail. Here especially, attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) could
be established as a powerful tool capable of resolving coupled non-adiabatic electronic-nuclear
dynamics with great spectral and temporal resolution [46–55]. The use of attosecond pulses in
the extreme ultraviolet (XUV)/X-ray region not only allowed for the creation of electron wave
packets extremely well localized in time, but also enabled element, charge and electronic state
sensitive insights by probing the inner-valence and core-level states of the excited molecules. In
general, the interpretation of these spectra is quite complicated if inner-valence states (usually
M edges) rather than genuine core-level states (K and L edges) are probed. Here, a simulation
of the ultrafast dynamics and the spectroscopic process can help in the understanding of these
complex interactions between light and matter.

In the second part of this work, a comprehensive framework, for simulating XUV/X-ray
transient absorption spectra is introduced (chapter 2.1). Using ab initio non-adiabatic molec-
ular dynamics (NAMD), the ultrafast processes of excited molecules after laser excitation can
be simulated, making it possible to resolve both the changes in the electronic structure and the
nuclear motion over time. Based on this information, the time-dependent XUV/X-ray absorp-
tion spectra can be calculated by applying the presented restricted active space self-consistend
field (RASSCF)/restricted active space perturbation theory (RASPT2) protocol. Utilizing this
framework, two studies uncovering the ultrafast processes after laser excitation in the molecules
vinyl bromide (C2H3Br) and trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I) are presented in chapters 2.2 and 2.3.



CHAPTER

ONE

Artificial Molecular Machines: From Switch to Motor

At the heart of every significant biological process lies a molecular machine performing an often
very complex task. In general, molecular machines are molecules that perform a specific task
in response to an external stimulus [56], and nature has found fascinating molecules to perform
its tasks [57]. One omnipresent example is the light-sensitive receptor protein rhodopsin that
plays a vital role in the visual phototransduction cycle enabling our vision. In rhodopsin, the
covalently bound 11-cis-Retinal and its isomerization to the all-trans-form was identified to be
the primary event in the vision cycle [3–7]. Here, the structural change during isomerization
after absorption of a photon triggers or switches on a cascade of further reactions, ultimately
resulting in an electrical signal that is processed by our brain [58–60]. Having processed the
visual signal, the brain might deem what it has seen to be funny and decide to react with a
laugh. This reaction will, of course, require the contraction of muscles. The contraction in our
muscle cells is made possible by another molecular machine, the motor protein Myosin II [61–
65]. In a complex sequence of molecular events called the cross-bridge cycle [66–68], it is able
to perform mechanical work using the chemical energy provided by the hydrolysis of adenosine
triphosphate (ATP) to adenosine diphosphate (ADP). Following the depletion of ATP, the body
needs to replenish its energy reserves, which is again done by the help of a molecular machine,
the protein ATP Synthase [69]. Structural ATP Synthase is comprised of two rotary motors
F o, F 1 [70]. The F 1 motor is able to synthesize ATP from ADP and phosphate by utilizing the
mechanical torque generated by the rotation of the second motor F o. Its rotation is powered by
the energy of the transmembrane pH gradient [71–74].

Of course, with understanding of how nature’s molecular machines operate, scientists started
to think about constructing artificial molecular machines to perform specific tasks. One of the
first examples of synthetic machines was reported in the early 1980s by Shinkai and Manabe [75].
Using the photoisomerization of azobenzene in combination with crown ethers, they were able
to control the transport of ions across liquid membranes. Since these initial steps, numerous
advances have been made in this area of research [20, 21, 56, 76–83]. Especially since 2016, when
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry was awarded jointly to Jean-Pierre Sauvage, Sir J. Fraser Stoddart
and Bernard L. Feringa “for the design and synthesis of molecular machines” [84–86], artificial
molecular machines have not only been in the spotlight of the chemistry community, but also
the general public. And not without reason, as the possible applications for artificial molecular
machines are far-reaching. For example, molecular switches are researched as a medium for
optical data-storage [87–90], in altering properties and functions of materials [78, 81] and more
recently to trigger reaction cascades in pharmacologic processes [91–95]. Moreover, molecular
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4 Artificial Molecular Machines: From Switch to Motor

motors have been used in drug delivery applications to physically open the lipid bilayer of cellular
membranes [96–98].

To further broaden the available building blocks for molecular machines, the search for
new molecular switches and motors is an ongoing and growing field of research [99]. Here,
especially in regard to possible biological applications, one group of molecules, the HTIs, is
very promising [27–30] (see Figure 1.1 for their structure). HTIs are novel photoswitches that
are switchable by near UV and visible light. Their photophysical properties can be changed
quite significantly by substituting at both carbon rings [28]. This versatility allowed Dube and
coworkers to build the first light powered molecular motor (see Figure 1.1 for its structure) that
can operate under ambient and non-damaging conditions [31].

Figure 1.1 – (Left) The HTIs group of molecules are photoswitches that combine a thioindigo and a
stilbene fragment. They can be substituted at both carbon rings (R1, R2), changing the isomerization
dynamics and general photophysical properties. (Middle) Introducing additional stereocenters by oxidiz-
ing the sulfur as well as substituting the ring-fused stilbene fragment, results in the molecular motor,
motor-1. (Right) The second motor, motor-2, is built with the same basic thioindigo-stilbene framework
in mind, but instead of the methoxy substitution on the stilbene ring, it incorporates nitrogen as a het-
eroatom into the phenyl ring.

In the following sections, the research on the photoswitch HTI and the two molecular motors,
motor-1 and motor-2, based on HTI is presented. Their chemical structures are shown in Fig-
ure 1.1. For all three molecules, the relaxation pathways after photoexcitation were elucidated
by experimental and theoretical methods. In the case of HTI, a general reaction model for the
photoisomerization was developed and the effects of different solvents as well as substitutions
are discussed. A thorough investigation into the mechanism of their unidirectional rotation is
shown for both motors.

1.1 The Versatility of Hemithioindigo Compounds

Since its first introduction in the early 1900’s by Friedländer [100], HTI has been discussed as
a molecular switch [101, 102]. HTI combines a thioindigo fragment with a stilbene fragment,
and it exists in two different stereoisomers (see Figure 1.2). Upon irradiation with light, it can
rotate around the central C––C double bond from the stable Z conformer to the metastable
E configuration. Compared to the more commonly utilized photoswitches, stilbenes [103–105]
and azobenzenes [18], the HTIs offer a set of distinct photophysical properties making them
particularly good candidates for biological applications [28, 29]. First, a high thermal barrier
for the cis/trans (Z/E) isomerization (typically >27 kcal mol−1) makes them a very bistable
switching system. Second, both directions of the isomerization can be induced by light of
different wavelengths (λZ→E and λE→Z). Third, both absorption wavelengths are redshifted
compared to the other mentioned photoswitches, allowing, the use of non-damaging visible light,
instead of the usually necessary UV light. Lastly, the photophysical properties can be tuned
and changed by introducing different substituent groups to both the stilbene and thioindigo
moiety [28].

In the case of the unsubstituted HTI, the reaction pathway and coordinates of the isomer-
ization have been investigated and described very thoroughly by Nenov and coworkers [16].
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Figure 1.2 – The light-induced Z/E isomerization of the HTIs, shown by the example of 5-methyl hemi-
thioindigo (5-m-HTI). Thermodynamically, the Z configuration is stable and can be switched to the
metastable E configuration upon irradiation with light of λZ→E ≈ 400nm. It is also possible to induce
the back isomerization with redshifted light of λE→Z > 475nm.

Building upon this work, research shifted to understanding the influences of substituents [106–
111], solvents [101, 112, 113] and oxidation state [114] on the photophysical properties. Here,
the presented article “Photoisomerization of hemithioindigo compounds: Combining solvent-
and substituent- effects into an advanced reaction model” comes in, combining the effects of
substituents and solvents, introducing a comprehensive reaction model for the photoisomeriza-
tion of the HTIs. The presented research opens up new possibilities in the systematic design
and tuning of molecular switches. The key points of the article are:

• The Z to E photo-conversion of 5-methyl hemithioindigo (5-m-HTI) in solvents of different
polarity in combination with an electron donor or acceptor substituent at the para position
of the stilbene moiety (see R in Figure 1.2) were measured by ultrafast transient absorp-
tion and emission spectroscopy. The solvents were varied starting with the non-polar
n-hexane, cyclohexane and dodecane, moving to the more polar dichloromethane (DCM)
and acetone, and ending with the most polar dimethyl sulfoxide (DMSO). For the three
solvents cyclohexane, DCM and DMSO, two additional compounds, 5-m-HTI-OMe and
5-m-HTI-CN, apart from the unsubstituted 5-m-HTI were measured to study the effects
of an electron donor substituent (–OMe, methoxy group) and an electron accepting one
(–CN, cyano group).

• Combining the time-resolved absorption and emission measurements allowed for the iden-
tification of the different timescales of the relaxation from the excited electronic state to
the ground state of the formed photoproduct, the E isomer. Fitting the recorded data sets
with multi-exponential functions revealed up to three time constants τ for the complete
decay, depending on the solvent and substitution.

• For unsubstituted 5-m-HTI, a strong interaction with the polarity of the solvent was
found. The absorption dynamics in the non-polar cyclohexane are modelled well by two
time constants, τ1 = 4.5ps and τ2 = 58 ps. τ1 is attributed to a fast initial relaxation
from the Franck–Condon (FC) point into an excited state minimum and τ2 to the further
decay pathway of the excited state to the ground state of the E isomer, i.e. the switching
of HTI. In polar solvents, e.g., DCM, a third time constant is needed in the analysis of
the recorded data set (τ0 = 1.5ps, τ1 = 32 ps and τ2 = 216 ps). The new constant τ0 is
attributed to a relaxed structure (RS) that is only stabilized in polar solvents. In general,
an increase of the final isomerization time constant τ3 with the polarity of the solvent is
observed, resulting in a maximum lifetime of 590ps for 5-m-HTI in DMSO.

• For substituted HTIs, it was found that electron donating groups accelerate the isomer-
ization and electron withdrawing groups slow it down. This trend was already discussed
by März et al. [109], and it is also present in different solvents. Introducing the polar
solvent DCM, the final time constant τ2 for 5-m-HTI-OMe of 12ps is faster compared to
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the 216ps of the unsubstituted 5-m-HTI, and much slower for 5-m-HTI-CN, where τ2 is
9000ps.

• These experimental observations suggest a transition from the excited state to the ground
state via a barrier whose height depends on the solvent and substitution effects. This
is supported by the excited state energy profile calculated at the complete active space
self-consistend field (CASSCF) level of theory. Here, all critical points on the ground and
first excited state PES were optimized. By further analyzing the electronic wavefunction
at optimized points, the different effects of solvents and substitutions on the switching
speed could be explained by the change in magnitude and direction of the dipole moment
throughout the isomerization process. See Fig. 4 of the publication for the complete excited
state energy profile and the critical points.

• After excitation to the first excited state S1, which is of ππ∗ character, the system populates
a region with significant dipole moment, µFC = 6.5D, pointing from the oxygen to the
sulfur atom. Here, the electronic structure relaxes and the solvent molecules reorient
themselves, leading to an excited state minimum RS, which is still planar but has a stronger
dipole moment pointing from the stilbene to the thioindigo moiety. The RS only forms
a distinct minimum in polar solvents, resulting in the additional time constant. Now
partially rotating around the central C––C bond, the system relaxes into the S1 Minimum
(MinZ), with a similar large dipole moment of µMinZ = 8.9D pointing roughly in the same
direction. During further rotation, the system passes a region, labeled ‘region V’ in the
paper, where the second excited state S2, having charge transfer (CT) character (nπ∗),
comes energetically close to the S1 state. This avoided crossing forms a barrier on the
relaxation pathway to the ground state of the E isomer. Here the system’s wavefunction
becomes a mixture of the ππ∗ and CT configuration. After passage of the barrier a
zwitterionic configuration at about 90◦ rotation is reached. This state can be stabilized
in polar solvents, but otherwise is a transition state (TS) connecting two CoIns leading to
the ground state. At this TS the dipole moment of µTS = 8.4D has flipped, pointing now
from the thioindigo to the stilbene moiety. Therefore, at the barrier ‘region V’ the dipole
moment nearly vanishes because, here, the ππ∗ and CT states with their opposing dipole
moments mix.

• The excited state energy profile leads to the conclusion that the switching speed is dictated
by the height of the barrier in ‘region V’. But with no significant dipole moment, the
barrier itself can not be influenced directly by the polarity of the solvent. The observed
influence of solvents can be explained instead by the stabilization of MinZ in polar solvents,
consequently changing the effective barrier height and resulting in the increased time
constant τ2 as well as the additional τ0. Direct influence on the barrier height is only
possible by changing its electronic character through the introduction of electron donor or
acceptor substituents.

Hereafter, the article “Photoisomerization of hemithioindigo compounds: Combining solvent-
and substituent- effects into an advanced reaction model” published in Chemical Physics is
reprinted with permission from Chem. Phys. 515, 614–621 (2018). Copyright 2018 Elsevier.
The supporting information for this article is available under: https://doi.org/10.1016/j.
chemphys.2018.07.043.

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.chemphys.2018.07.043
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A B S T R A C T

Time resolved absorption and emission experiments are combined with quantum chemical calculations to obtain a quantitative understanding of the light-induced Z
to E isomerization of the hemithioindigo photoswitch. Substitution and solvent polarity change the Z to E reaction time by three orders of magnitude from 9 ps for the
para-methoxy substituted 5-methyl hemithioindigo in the unpolar cyclohexane to 9 ns for the para-cyano substituted molecule in di-chloromethane. A comparison
with quantum chemical calculations reveals the role of the solvent polarity on the reaction speed for distinct substitution patterns of the stilbene moiety. The dipole
moments of the different hemithioindigo photoswitches strongly vary on the excited state potential energy surface. Energetic stabilization of the minimum and
simultaneous destabilization in the transition region increase the effective reaction barrier for polar solvents, thus strongly decelerating the reaction.

1. Introduction

Photoswitchable molecules have interesting applications ranging
from optical data storage, structural switching in smart media, photo-
pharmacology for targeted medical treatments, control of biochemical
functions and (artificial) molecular motors [1–5]. For specific applica-
tions different classes of photoswitchable molecules are used with
adapted chemical properties [6]. A versatile and well-studied class of
photochromic molecules is based on hemithioindigo (HTI), a compound
introduced originally in the early 1900’s and discussed extensively as a
molecular switch for more than two decades [7,8]. The HTI molecule
features efficient photoswitching by visible and UV-light and thermal
stability of its two stereoisomers Z and E (see Scheme 1). HTI is com-
posed of a hemi-thioindigo and a hemi-stilbene moiety that are con-
nected via a central double bond. HTI can undergo photo-isomerization
between the stereoisomers Z and E. While the Z-form is thermo-
dynamically favored, a substantial ground state barrier renders the E-
isomer metastable for many hours before thermal reconversion to Z
takes place at room temperature (see Scheme 1). Depending on the
specific substitution pattern of HTI, optical excitation leads to Z/E-
photoisomerization on the picosecond time scale with photochemical
quantum yields of up to 50% [9–12].

Detailed studies of HTI using systematic chemical substitution

revealed a Hammett-like behavior of the photochemical reaction
[11,13,14], allowing a directed optimization of the switching speed.
This knowledge was utilized in HTI-chromopeptides where HTI oper-
ates as a backbone switch to trigger conformational changes in peptide
structures [9,15–18] and more recently also for building artificial mo-
lecular motors with kHz rotation speeds [3,19]. Ultrafast and reversible
switching of light-operated HTI-hairpin peptides could be demonstrated
in picosecond infrared experiments [17].

In a previous publication HTI compounds with strongly donating
substitutions were studied to obtain photoswitches with highest
switching speed [11]. Surprisingly a speed limit was observed. A rise of
reaction speed with increasing donator strength of the substitution on
the hemi-stilbene moiety was followed by decreasing reaction speed for
very strong electron donors. In another more recent study pre-twisting
of the HTI-structure was induced by ortho substitutions [12]. In these
molecules a strong dependence of reaction speed and reaction pathway
– double bond isomerization versus the formation of a twisted in-
tramolecular charge transfer state – on the solvent polarity was ob-
served.

In this paper we lay the ground for a quantitative understanding of
the photoinduced reactions of HTI also with respect to solvent en-
vironment and substitution. First steps were already taken previously
using quantum chemical calculations for non-substituted HTI in
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vacuum [10]. A refinement introduced here allows to treat substituted
HTI and the role of the surrounding solvent. For this we combined time-
resolved spectroscopy on substituted HTI molecules in different sol-
vents with quantum chemical calculations. The Z to E photo-conversion
of 5-methyl hemithioindigo (5-m-HTI) was investigated in solvents of
different polarity for different substitution patterns at the stilbene part
in para-position by groups of electron donating or withdrawing power.
Special emphasis was put on combination of time-resolved absorption
and emission measurements to identify the timescale of photoproduct
formation, i.e., the transition from the excited electronic state to the
electronic ground-state and the product E-photoisomer. A theoretical
analysis explains the obtained results within the scope of a previously
presented reaction model [10]. The comparison of experiments and
theoretical analysis shows that the dipole moment of HTI in the excited
electronic state strongly changes during the motion on the potential
energy landscape. The influence of the reaction on the polarity of the
solvent reflects the modulation of the energetic landscape in the excited
electronic state by the stabilization of polar states of HTI. Our study
shows the power of combined experimental and theoretical methods to
improve the understanding of relevant photochemical processes and
facilitates the rational design of photoswitchable compounds with tai-
lored properties.

2. Materials and methods

The methods for time-resolved experiments have been published
previously [20]. Here, we provide a brief summary: Steady state spectra
were recorded using a spectrophotometer LAMBDA 750 (Perkin Elmer)
and a spectrofluorometer Fluorolog 3 (HORIBA). The time resolved
fluorescence signal was recorded using a Hamamatsu streak camera
(C5680-24C) setup. The excitation pulses were generated from the
output of a CPA-system (Clark, MXR-CPA-2001) with pulse duration of
about 180 fs at 778 nm. Second harmonic generation (SHG) resulted in
excitation pulses centered at 389 nm. Pulse energies ranging from
100 nJ to 500 nJ were employed. Time zero in the emission traces was
not determined experimentally. The zero positions of the time axis of
Fig. 3 are influenced by the timing between laser system and streak
camera and do not coincide with the peak of the excitation pulse. In the
fluorescence traces of Fig. 2, time zero was determined as a fitting
parameter in the data analysis procedure.

Transient absorption changes were measured with a UV/Vis pump-
probe setup according to [20]. Excitation pulses (pump) and white light
continuum (probe) were generated from a Ti-sapphire femtosecond
laser-amplifier system (Spectra Physics, Spitfire pro) with central wa-
velength at 800 nm and 90 fs pulse duration. While the excitation light
at 400 nm was generated by SHG, the probe pulse was produced by a
continuum generation process in CaF2 [21]. Both pulses were focused
onto the sample, under magic angle conditions with typical beam dia-
meters of 150 μm and 50 μm, respectively.

The analysis of the time resolved absorption and fluorescence data

was performed using a sum of exponential functions where the time
constants and the amplitudes are determined by a least square fit. In the
global analysis, each data set recorded at different probing or emission
wavelengths was fitted with one set of time constants for all wave-
lengths. The fit amplitudes determined as a function of wavelength
yield the decay associated spectra.

For all time resolved measurements the sample solution was
pumped (by a peristaltic pump) through a fused silica flow-cell (0.5 mm
sample layer thickness) with a speed allowing to exchange the irra-
diated volume between consecutive laser pulses. Throughout the ex-
periments the sample container was illuminated by a cold light source
(SCHOTT, KL2500 LCD) equipped with long-pass filter (SCHOTT GG
475, 3mm thickness) in order to avoid accumulation of the E-isomer.

All solvents used for spectroscopic experiments were obtained from
Merck (Darmstadt, Germany) or Sigma Aldrich (Taufkirchen, Germany)
in the highest purity available (spectroscopic grade) and used as re-
ceived. Substitution of the investigated HTI molecules was varied in
para-position of the stilbene ring (see Scheme 1). Besides standard 5-m-
HTI (R=H, 5-m-HTI-H) we used an electron donating (5-m-HTI-OMe)
and electron withdrawing (5-m-HTI-Br, 5-m-HTI-CN) substitution. The
HTI derivatives were synthesized by the lab of Karola Rück-Braun ac-
cording to published methods [7,22–25] and were already used and
described in previous publications [13].

If not otherwise stated all quantum chemical calculations were
performed using the program package Molpro2012 [26] and the 6-31G*

basis set. The geometry of the Franck Condon point (FC) was optimized
at the DFT level of theory using Gaussina09 [27] and the hybrid
functional B3LYP. The geometries of the planar relaxed structure (RS),
the minimum of the S1 state (MinZ) and the S0 transition state (TS(S0)*)
were optimized using the complete active space SCF (CASSCF) method.
For RS and MinZ an active space (AS) of 12 electrons and 11 orbitals
was used (AS(12,11)) including the central carbon-carbon double bond,
the sulfur lone pair as well as two sets of bonding and antibonding π
orbitals on the stilbene part and the thioindigo part. The TS(S0)* geo-
metry was optimized with an AS(2,2). All dipole moments were cal-
culated on the single state CASPT2 (SS-CASPT2) level of theory as
implemented in Molpro2012 (RS2), based on CASSCF AS(2,2) wave-
functions of the optimized geometries. All shown electrostatic poten-
tials (ESP) are also based on these CASSCF wavefunctions.

3. Results

3.1. Stationary spectroscopy

A first qualitative overview on the influence of the solvent on HTI
properties was obtained from stationary absorption and fluorescence
spectroscopy. The spectra of 5-m-HTI-H in different solvents are shown
in Fig. 1. For the non-polar solvent cyclohexane we find an absorption
spectrum (Fig. 1A) with vibronic progression and a major peak at
436 nm. When 5-m-HTI-H is dissolved in a more polar solvent the ab-
sorption spectrum broadens, loses vibronic structure and shifts weakly
to longer wavelengths. For 5-m-HTI-H in DMSO the absorption peaks at
443 nm. A stronger effect of the solvent is seen in the emission (Fig. 1B).
The fluorescence spectrum in cyclohexane peaks at 461 nm and exhibits
a weak Stokes shift of 1244 cm−1. For more polar solvents one observes
broadening and a strong red shift of the emission spectra. As one ex-
ample one finds for 5-m-HTI-H in DMSO λfl=529 nm and a corre-
sponding Stokes shift of 3670 cm−1. For substituted 5-m-HTI-H similar
trends regarding the emission peaks are found (for details see
Supplementary material SM-Fig. 1). The observations point to an
emitting state with a dipole moment increasing upon substitution from
OMe via H to CN. The dipole moment leads to a stabilization of this
state in polar solvents causing the increase of the emission wavelength.

Scheme 1. Molecular structure of the studied 5-methyl-HTI compounds with
residues R=H, OMe, CN. Photoisomerization from Z→ E can be induced by
excitation light≈ 400 nm (hν1), while the back reaction (not studied here) is
exclusively triggered by wavelengths above 475 nm (hν2).
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3.2. Time resolved experiments on the Z to E isomerization

Fig. 2 gives an example for the influence of the solvent polarity on
the reaction dynamics. The results from time-resolved experiments for
un-substituted 5-m-HTI-H in the non-polar solvent cyclohexane are
shown on the left part, those for the more polar solvent di-
chloromethane (DCM) on the right. In the upper part A we compare
transient absorption and emission data. From these it is evident that
both techniques monitor similar processes: The excited state decay (as
seen by fluorescence transients, Fig. 2A) correlates with the decay of the
induced absorption (as seen by transient absorption experiments,
Fig. 2A) thus monitor excited state dynamics. Both techniques show a
non mono-exponential excited state decay and that the reaction is faster
in the non-polar solvent.

The central part B of Fig. 2 presents an overview of the transient
absorption data ΔA(λpr, tD) recorded at different probing wavelengths
λpr as a function of delay time tD. The results of a global analysis of
these data by multi-exponential functions, are given in the lower part.
For the non-polar solvent cyclohexane the absorption data are well
modelled by two exponentials with time constants τ1= 4.5 ps and
τ2= 58 ps. The related decay associated spectra (DAS) are shown in the
lower part C of Fig. 2. The fast kinetic component reflects some changes
in excited state absorption and in stimulated emission (around 580 nm)
which are likely related to a motion out of the Franck-Condon range.
The dominating component with a time constant of τ2= 58 ps, reflects
the final decay of the excited state absorption and the recovery of the
essential part of the ground state absorption. This interpretation is
supported by the time-resolved fluorescence with a time constant
τfl=60 ps which is in agreement with τ2 from the absorption experi-
ment. The offset seen at late delay times represents the absorption shift
due to the formation of 5-m-HTI-H molecules in the E-form. The ana-
lysis of the emission data yields the longer time constant τfl=60 ps
nearly identical to τ2 from the absorption experiment. This experiment
supports the interpretation that the decay of the fluorescence emission,
i.e. the transition from the excited electronic state to the ground state
occurs simultaneously with the dominant absorption change observed
in the transient absorption experiment. Modeling the absorption data of
the 5-m-HTI-H in the polar solvent requires three kinetic components.
For 5-m-HTI-H in DCM time constants of τ0= 1.5 ps, τ1= 32 ps and
τ2= 216 ps are found. Again the longest time constant in absorption
also appears as the final decay time in the emission data and represents
the transition away from the excited electronic state to the ground state.
These data shown here are in good qualitative agreement with recent
results from other HTI molecules with similar substitutions [11,13].

Additional information on the solvent dependence of 5-m-HTI-H is

obtained from a set of time-resolved emission experiments (see Fig. 3)
which supply the time constants of the decay of the excited state. The
results are summarized in Table 1, where the time constants τfl= τ2
representing excited state decay (i.e. the isomerization) are given for
the different solvents. The time constants depend strongly on the po-
larity of the solvent represented by the dipole moment μsol or the di-
electric constant ε. Short lifetimes in the 50 ps range are found for
μsol < 0.1 D. We find longer decay times between 200 and 600 ps in
polar solvents μsol > 1.5 D. In contrast, only a weak viscosity depen-
dence is found for the excited state decay. As one example, the che-
mically related n-hexane and cyclohexane have a 3-fold differing visc-
osity, but the fluorescence lifetimes τfl of 5-m-HTI-H varies only by a
factor of ∼1.33 (see Table 1).

Additional time-resolved absorption and emission experiments were
performed for substituted 5-m-HTI-OMe (electron donor substitution)
and 5-m-HTI-CN (electron acceptor substitution) in the solvents cyclo-
hexane, DCM and DMSO. The time constants of the excited state decay,
i.e. τfl (which are equivalent to τ2), are summarized in Table 2. The
corresponding emission data is shown in SM-Fig. 3. The following
general features are observed: (i) For the electron donating substituent
methoxy group, R=OMe the decay of the excited electronic state is
always much faster (e. g. τfl=12 ps in DCM) than for un-substituted 5-
m-HTI-H (e. g. 216 ps in DCM). For the electron withdrawing sub-
stituent, R=CN, a much slower decay (τfl=9000 ps) is observed. (ii)
In comparison between different solvents, a lower solvent polarity fa-
vors faster excited state decay.

3.3. Quantum chemical treatment of the excited state of HTI

The experimental observations indicate that the transition from the
excited state to the ground-states is controlled by a barrier whose height
depends on the substituents and the polarity of the solvent. We calcu-
lated the optimized structures of the critical points in the ground (S0)
and first excited ππ* state (S1), which leads to the energy profile of the
isomerization shown in Fig. 4. By inspection of the electronic wave-
function we can predict how this profile will be influenced during the
reaction by polar solvents. The main barrier (marked as region V in
green) for the isomerization from the Z-isomer to the E-isomer arises
from an avoided crossing between the initial ππ* configuration, and a
charge transfer state S2(CT). The CT character is stabilized during the
isomerization. The rotation around the central double bond lifts the π
bond and both electrons switch to the remaining p-orbital of the
thioindigo fragment.

The important geometries on the excited state with ππ* character
are the Franck-Condon point FC*, the relaxed structure RS and the

Fig. 1. Normalized spectra of 5-m-HTI-H in different solvents. A) Absorption spectra. B) Stationary fluorescence emission upon photo-excitation at 398 nm.
Absorption and emission spectra of other substituted HTI are shown as Supplementary Material (SM-Figs. 1 and 2).
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minimum MinZ. In the region V of the barrier the adiabatic wave-
function becomes a mixture of both the ππ* and the CT (nπ*) config-
uration. Further rotation will lead to the zwitterionic configuration at
90°, which can be stabilized in polar solvents and becomes otherwise a
transition state (TS) connecting two conical intersections (CoIn) with
the ground state [10] symbolized as one CoIn in Fig. 4. It was not
feasible to optimize this TS in the excited state, therefore we used the
geometry of the S0 transition state (TS(S0)*) as closest reference point. It
is the TS of the isomerization in the electronic ground state. A measure
for the change in electron distribution along the reaction profile is the
dipole moment and the ESP. Both are calculated for the critical points
and are shown in Fig. 4 (top) and in Table 3.

Comparison of the dipole moments shows, that their direction

nearly flips between the ππ* state and the CT state. A small component
of the dipole moment remains pointing from the oxygen atom to the
sulfur atom throughout the isomerization. The larger components point
along the central double bond. For the ππ* configuration this part
points from the stilbene moiety to the thioindigo fragment and for the
CT configuration in the reversed direction. Due to the mixture of
electronic character in the region V of the barrier the dipole moment
nearly vanishes in this area. The calculated ESP supports this finding.

4. Discussion

Previous experiments on substituted HTI in polar solvents revealed
a pronounced substitution dependence which was explained by a

Fig. 2. Absorption and emission dynamics for 5-m-HTI-H in the non-polar solvent cyclohexane (left panels) and the polar solvent DCM (right panels). A) Transient
absorption change (blue points) at the peak of the excited state absorption (see dashed lines in B) and fluorescence signal (red points) at the emission maximum. Solid
lines: Multiexponential model functions describing absorption and emission curves with one set of lifetimes for each solvent. B) 2D-display of the absorption changes
(color coded) at different wavelengths and delay times. C) Decay associated spectra (DAS) obtained upon a multiexponential modeling of the absorption data with the
indicated time constants. Grey bars cover absorption data influenced by stray light from excitation pulses. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)
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Fig. 3. Time-resolved emission data (color coded) for the unsubstituted 5-m-HTI-H in different solvents. The time constants τfl range from 45 ps to 590 ps (see
Table 1). Spectral resolution of the recorded data was 10 nm. The pixels along the wavelength axis were suitably binned to obtain amplitudes (counts/pixel) allowing
a reasonable quality of the fitting process. (For interpretation of the references to colour in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Table 1
Results of the time resolved fluorescence measurements of un-substituted 5-m-
HTI-H in different aprotic solvents. τfl refers to the lifetime of the major
fluorescence component representing the decay of the excited electronic state
(data see Fig. 3). Solvent parameters dipole moment μsol and viscosity η (at
25 °C) are taken from [31] and dipole moments indicated by * from [32].

n-Hexane Cyclohexane Dodecane DCM Acetone DMSO

τfl [ps] 45 60 70 216 360 590
μsol [D] 0.09* 0.00* 0.00* 1.60 2.88 3.96
εr 1.89 2.02 2.01 8.93 21.01 47.24
η[mPa s−1] 0.30 0.89 1.38 0.413 0.306 1.99

Table 2
Results of the time resolved fluorescence measurements of 5-m-HTI with para
substituted hemi stilbene in different aprotic solvents. For each combination the
reaction limiting time constant τfl is shown which refers to the decay of the
major fluorescence component. This time constant is qualitatively reproduced
in the time resolved absorption experiments. The corresponding fluorescence
data are shown in Fig. 3 and SM-Figs. 3 and absorption data in SM-Figs. 4.

Solvent

Cyclohexane DCM DMSO

para-substitution –OMe 9 ps 12 ps 25 ps
–H 60 ps 216 ps 590 ps
–CN 180 ps 9000 ps 6000 ps
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qualitative reaction model [15,16]. The Franck Condon State FC* po-
pulated by light absorption relaxes quickly (τ0≈ 1 ps) by reorientation
and redistribution of the polar solvent molecules and by a first re-
arrangement of the structure of HTI. In this process a relaxed state RS is
formed in polar solvents. In a subsequent reaction (τ1) the system
evolves to the excited state minimum MinZ by changing the electronic
structure and slightly twisting around the central double bond. From
MinZ the reaction proceeds over a barrier V where the isomerization
reaction to the E isomer or the back reaction to the ground state of the
isomer Z occurs. The observed substituent effects on the lifetime τ2 can
be explained by tuning the height of the effective barrier V, either by
changing the energy of MinZ and/or by changing the electronic char-
acter at the barrier. This was already predicted on the basis of detailed
quantum chemical calculations on HTI [10]. We now extend this study
to obtain a consistent picture of the reactions of native and substituted
HTI in different solvents. We make use of the fact that the dipole mo-
ment is a quantitative measure to monitor the changes in charge dis-
tribution upon electronic excitation and during the isomerization of

HTI. The temporal change in charge distribution, together with the
polarity of the solvent tune the energetics and finally determine the
reaction dynamics.

When HTI is optically excited, it starts from a ground state with low
dipole moment μZ,S0= 1.4 D to the Franck Condon state FC* which has
a significant dipole moment of μFC*= 6.5 D. This fast induced dipole
moment is oriented with an angle δ=46° towards the central double
bond (see Fig. 4 and Table 3) thus pointing from the oxygen to the
sulfur. Rearrangement of the electronic structure and reorganization
lead to a relaxed state RS which is still essentially planar, but has a
stronger dipole moment forming a small angle (δ=26°), i.e., the dipole
moment points from the stilbene to the thioindigo part. The lifetime of
this relaxed state is visible in the polar solvents via the intermediate
time constant τ1. In non-polar solvents this state does not form a distinct
minimum on the potential energy surface. Accordingly the experiments
for HTI compounds in non-polar solvents do not show a related time
constant τ1 in the reaction dynamics. Partial rotation around the central
double bond combined with a pyramidalization leads to the minimum

Fig. 4. Reaction model with molecular dipole mo-
ments at important areas of the excited state po-
tential surface. The upper part shows the electronic
potential isosurface at an electron density of 5-m-
HTI-H. The corresponding molecular structures are
shown underneath together with the dipole mo-
ments drawn to scale and centered at the molecular
center of mass. The reaction scheme in black illus-
trates the results of quantum chemical computations
of un-substituted 5-m-HTI-H in vacuum. The blue
potential surface rationalizes the deformation of the
potential surfaces by the influence of a polar solvent.
(For interpretation of the references to colour in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the web
version of this article.)

Table 3
Molecular dipole moments μD and angle δ towards the central C]C double bond of the HTI compounds for different substitutions and for characteristic regions on the
excited state surface. Between MinZ and TS(S0)* the projection of the dipole moment onto the central double bond (µD cos(δ)) changes sign. See Fig. 4.

Transient states

FC FC* RS MinZ TS(S0)*

Substitution OMe 3.1 D 72° 7.0 D 3° 9.7 D 36° 8.9 D 41° 10.3 D 154°
H 1.4 D 59° 6.5 D 46° 9.4 D 26° 8.9 D 31° 8.4 D 148°
CN 6.0 D 27° 11.5 D 71° 14.7 D 2° 14.3 D 6° 4.7 D 144°
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MinZ. The molecule still has a large dipole moment (μMinZ= 8.9 D) in
roughly the same direction. From this long-lived state the dominant
part of the fluorescence emission originates. With a further rotation
around the central double bond the system passes the region V where
the second excited state S2(CT) comes energetically close to the S1 state.
Beyond this region the transition state TS(S0)* is reached at approxi-
mately 90° rotation, where the dipole moment has flipped. It has an
angle δ≈ 148° and points from the thioindigo to the stilbene part. The
charge distribution reflects the zwitterionic character at this geometry
(Fig. 4).

This charge migration during the photoinduced isomerization of the
HTI molecule can explain most of the experimentally observed solvent
dependence. When 5-m-HTI-H is in a non-polar solvent the changes in
dipole moment of the solute do not lead to significant stabilization of
the respective states. There should be only a weak shift of the fluores-
cence emission and a small reaction barrier should lead to a fast S1-
decay. After light absorption, the reaction will proceed with a fast
motion away from the Franck Condon state FC* towards the excited
state MinZ. The weak stabilization of MinZ for small dielectric constants
of the medium results in a small Stokes-shift of the fluorescence emis-
sion (see Fig. 1). Subsequently the reaction proceeds via the barrier V
with a small height ΔG passing thereafter the transition state TS (S0)*

from where the CoIns to the groundstate can be reached. Thus the poor
stabilization of MinZ results in a fast reaction.

In polar media energetic stabilization may become important. The
red-shift of emission spectra of 5-m-HTI-H directly demonstrates a
significant stabilization of the fluorescing state MinZ. The stabilization
due to the solvent occurs with delay times related to electronic and
reorientational response of the solvent with respect to the change in
charge distribution during the isomerization and is indicated as the blue
energy profile in Fig. 4. The degree of stabilization of the critical points
depends on their dipole moment and the dielectric constant of the
solvent (see Table 3) [28–30]. This stabilization can explain the ap-
pearance of an additional transient component during the excited state
reaction of 5-m-HTI-H in polar solvents when the region corresponding
to state RS is stabilized due to its higher dipole moment and becomes a
local minimum. Another consequence of a strong stabilization appears
at MinZ. Due to the large dipole moment μMinZ= 8.9 D the energy of
MinZ is strongly stabilized in the polar solvents. As already mentioned
the dipole moment nearly vanished in the region V (Fig. 4), which is
thus not stabilized. Since the subsequent reaction is controlled by the
effective barrier the overall reaction is decelerated.

For substituted 5-m-HTI the combined action of substitution and
solvent polarity are described within the same model. The Stokes shift
increases with polarity and the reaction slows down. Comparing the
molecular dipole moments of the excited state intermediates (Table 3)
one finds that for all substitutions the dipole moments flip their direc-
tions between MinZ and TS(S0)* by large angles. Therefore one can
expect that the dipole moment in the region of the barrier is vanishing.
Thus stabilization of MinZ by polar solvents slows down of the photo-
reaction. A direct confirmation comes from the electron accepting
substitution CN where the largest dipole moment of MinZ was calcu-
lated and where the longest time constants were found in polar sol-
vents.

5. Conclusions

In conclusion, the presented experimental and theoretical in-
vestigations lead to a consistent picture of the photoisomerization re-
action of HTI-compounds in different solvents. The changes in reaction
dynamics which range from few picoseconds to the nanoseconds, can be
well explained with quantum chemical modeling. Upon optical excita-
tion the different HTI-molecules proceed on the excited state potential
energy surface via regions with strongly changing dipole moments.
Thus the potential energy surface in the excited electronic state is
strongly affected by solvent polarity and by substitution. Note that

stabilization due to the solvent typically occurs with a time delay re-
flecting the response time of the solvent to the changes in charge dis-
tribution during the isomerization. Most important is the stabilization
of the excited state minimum where the dipole moment of the HTI-
compounds varies with substitution. Combined with a small or van-
ishing dipole moment in the range of the energetic barrier this leads to
the strong changes in the reaction time constants. The presented reac-
tion model gives important insights into the behavior of molecular
switches in different environments and opens new strategies for the
design and the systematic tuning of molecular switches.
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1.2 Hemithioindigo Based Molecular Motors

Building upon the versatility of the HTI platform, Dube and coworkers synthesized motor-1 [31],
a molecular motor capable of fast unidirectional rotation at ambient conditions upon irradiation
with visible light. Starting from HTI, the introduction of additional stereocenters by oxidizing
the sulfur and ring-fusing the stilbene fragment confined the rotation around the central C––C
to one direction and suppressed unwanted back-movements. Further substitution of the stilbene
resulted in the four isomers A-1, B-1, C-1 and D-1 shown in Figure 1.3. From the ground
state energy profile and low temperature time resolved nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR)
spectroscopy, a reaction pathway for the rotation, consisting of four steps, two thermal and
two light-induced, was proposed [31]. But, due to its very fast rotation, direct experimental
access to all four intermediate states was only possible by significantly increasing the sterical
hindrance and operating the motor at very low temperatures (−105 ◦C) [115]. However, the
light-induced processes on the excited state PES are still unknown, so that critical insights into
the mechanism of the rotation are missing. The following section 1.2.1 presents the theoretical
and experimental investigation on the complete unidirectional rotation of the molecular motor,
motor-1. It uncovers the complete mechanism of the rotation, the relevant reaction coordinates,
as well as the critical points on the excited PES. Based on these findings, three possible pathways
to improve the efficiency as well as the rotation speeds of light-driven motors are derived. These
improvements were utilized in the design of motor-2 [32], the second molecular motor built upon
the HTI framework. Its unidirectional, three-step rotation pathway is presented in section 1.2.2.

Figure 1.3 – The four isomers A-1, B-1, C-1 and D-1 of the HTI based molecular motor, motor-1. The
complete pathway of the rotation consists of two thermal steps (∆), shown in red, and two light (hν)
induced ones, shown in blue. Further, the time constants τ for all four steps and the quantum yields ϕ
for the two light-induced steps are shown.

1.2.1 The Complete Mechanism of the Hemithioindigo Motor Rotation

To gain insights into the complete light-driven mechanism, the rotation of motor-1 was scruti-
nized by a combination of multiscale broadband transient absorption measurements, covering
time scales from fs to ns, with a high-level theoretical description of the involved excited states.
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Further, the absorption measurements allowed the extraction of the time constants τ for all
four steps and the quantum yields ϕ for the two light-induced ones. The article “Complete
Mechanism of Hemithioindigo Motor Rotation” was published in the Journal of the American
Chemical Society. The key statements of this study on the rotation mechanism of motor-1 are:

• Calculations at the coupled-cluster, including singles and doubles (CCSD) and time-
dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) levels of theory revealed that upon ir-
radiation with 460nm light pulses, both isomers A-1 and C-1 transition to the first excited
state S1, which is of nπ∗ character. Here, the n orbital denotes the oxygen lone-pair of
the carbonyl group and the π∗ orbital the central C––C double bond. The first two triplet
states, T1 and T2, of ππ∗ and nπ∗ character, respectively, are located energetically close
to S1, indicating a possible interaction down the reaction pathway.

• With the help of extensive CCSD and TDDFT benchmark calculations as well as previous
research on HTI [16, 17, 109], a suitable active space (AS) for the CASSCF calculations
of twelve electrons in eleven orbitals [AS(12,11)] was chosen. The complete AS with all
included orbitals is reprinted in appendix D.1.

• The calculated ground and excited state energy profiles at the CASSCF level of theory are
in very good agreement with the observed experimental behavior, supporting the four-step
process shown in Figure 1.3 as the mechanism of the unidirectional rotation.

• Starting at the thermodynamically stable isomer A-1, excitation leads to population of
the S1 state, where the reaction pathway can split into two possible branches: (1) Rotat-
ing around the central C––C double bond an S1 minimum is reached. Further rotation
to about 90◦ leads to a CoIn, where the system is able to cross over to the S2 state and
subsequently to the ground state of the B-1 isomer. Because all critical points on this reac-
tion pathway lie energetically below the FC region, the system possesses enough energy to
reach the isomer B-1, completing the first 180◦ of rotation. From the transient absorption
measurements, a time constant of 1.5ps and a quantum yield of 7% are extracted for this
relaxation. (2) In the vicinity of the FC point, the system also has the possibility to cross
over to the T2 state via ISC by tilting of the stilbene moiety. After crossing to the T1 state
and further rotation, a T1 minimum is reached at about 90◦. From here, only a relaxation
back to the ground state of A-1 by ISC was found. For this unproductive pathway a time
constant of 100ns and a quantum yield of 8% were determined.

• For the following thermal step from the metastable isomer B-1 to the thermodynamically
stable one, C-1, a small barrier of 0.25 eV and a time constant of 3.0ns at 22 ◦C was found.

• Excitation of the C-1 isomer also leads to population of the first excited state S1. Similarly
to the first light-induced step, two relaxation pathways are possible. (1) Staying on the S1
potential surface, a minimum is reached by rotating around the C––C bond. Afterwards a
CoIn with the S2 state can be reached, allowing the system to relax to the ground state
of the D-1 isomer. For this pathway, a time constant of 7.9ps and a significantly higher
quantum yield of 24% is derived from the transient absorption measurements. (2) In the
FC region, the triplet pathway is accessible via ISC to the T1 state. Subsequent relaxation
into a T1 minimum at about 280◦ of torsion only leads the system back to the ground state
of C-1. The transient absorption measurements did not show any formation of this loss
channel.

• The final step from D-1 back to A-1 is subject to a slightly higher barrier of 0.57 eV. The
time constant of 1.2ms is significantly longer compared to the first thermal step from B-1
to C-1. But with isomer A-1 being the thermodynamically stable one, this step completely
converts, completing the full rotation.

• The maximum rotation rate of motor-1 can be determined by the highest barrier of the
complete multistep process. Here the 0.57 eV of the final thermal step results in a maximum
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rate of about 1 kHz at ambient temperatures. However, a rate model calculation including
the photoreactions forming the thermodynamically metastable states B-1 and D-1, revealed
the constant population of isomer D-1 as rate limiting and not the thermal step from D-1
to A-1 itself. Therefore, the realistic maximum rotation rate decreases to about 0.01Hz
to 1Hz at 20 ◦C.

• Three pathways to improve the rotation speeds of light-driven motors are derived. First,
enhance the quantum yields of the photoreactions. Second, lower the barriers of the
thermal steps, thus effectively removing the metastable isomers from the reaction pathway.
Third, enhance the extinction coefficients and absorption range to increase the probability
of a photon absorption.

Hereafter, the article “Complete Mechanism of Hemithioindigo Motor Rotation” published in
the Journal of the American Chemical Society is reprinted with permission from J. Am. Chem.
Soc. 140, 15, 5311–5318 (2018). Copyright 2018 American Chemical Society. Parts of the sup-
porting information of this article are reprinted in the appendix D.1. The complete supporting
information is available at: https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.8b02349.

https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.8b02349
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ABSTRACT: Hemithioindigo-based molecular motors are powered by
nondamaging visible light and provide very fast directional rotations at
ambient conditions. Their ground state energy profile has been probed in
detail, but the crucial excited state processes are completely unknown so
far. In addition, very fast processes in the ground state are also still elusive
to date and thus knowledge of the whole operational mechanism remains
to a large extent in the dark. In this work we elucidate the complete light-
driven rotation mechanism by a combination of multiscale broadband
transient absorption measurements covering a time scale from fs to ms in
conjunction with a high level theoretical description of the excited state.
In addition to a full description of the excited state dynamics in the
various time regimes, we also provide the first experimental evidence for
the elusive fourth intermediate ground state of the original HTI motor.
The fate of this intermediate also is followed directly proving complete
unidirectionality for both 180° rotation steps. At the same time, we uncover the hitherto unknown involvement of an
unproductive triplet state pathway, which slightly diminishes the quantum yield of the E to Z photoisomerization. A rate model
analysis shows that increasing the speed of motor rotation is most effectively done by increasing the photoisomerization quantum
yields instead of barrier reduction for the thermal ratcheting steps. Our findings are of crucial importance for improved future
designs of any light-driven molecular motor in general to yield better efficiencies and applicability.

■ INTRODUCTION
Molecular motors1 are archetypical molecular machines2−6 as
they allow conversion of energy input into directional
mechanical motions and ultimately into mechanical work at
the nano scale.7−12 Nowadays a variety of molecular motor
designs are available,1,13−25 the most efficient of which use light
energy to power unidirectional intramolecular rotations of a
rotor part relative to a stator part.13,17,18,21,22 We have recently
reported on a new molecular motor 1 (Figure 1) based on the
hemithioindigo (HTI) chromophore, which is driven by
nondamaging visible light and achieves complete unidirection-
ality with very high rotation speeds (up to 1 kHz at ambient
temperature under ideal conditions).18 Because of its fast
rotation, direct experimental access to all intermediate states of
1 in the electronic ground state could not be achieved. Only
after introduction of significantly increased sterical hindrance it
was possible to observe all four ground state intermediates
populated during rotation in a related HTI motor derivative at
very low temperatures (−105 °C).26 Despite this progress, a
characterization of the ultrafast kinetics in the electronically
excited state has not been available for this type of molecular
motor. Excited state measurements are so far only available for
Feringa-type molecular motors.27−32 For very fast ground state

molecular motor processes measured with sufficient time
resolution, see refs 33 and 34, and for time-resolved
measurements of different molecular machines, see for example
refs 35−38. This leaves the crucial light-powered movements of
the new HTI motors completely in the dark.
In the present work, we provide a comprehensive

mechanistic picture for the unidirectional rotation of HTI
motor 1 using a variety of spectroscopic techniques. We
extensively use time-resolved absorption spectroscopy with a
multiscale broadband setup39,40 as well as a thorough
theoretical description of both the ground41 and the excited
state. For comparable theoretical modeling of the excited state
of light-driven molecular motors see refs 42−48. Our work
gives unprecedented insights into the intricate details of
unidirectional HTI motor motion and delivers a quantitative
picture of the whole operational mechanism. From these
findings, clear recommendations can be made for improved
molecular motors with higher efficiencies and rotation speeds,
which stress the importance of increasing the photoisomeriza-
tion quantum yield over the reduction of thermal barriers. Our
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conclusions can be generalized to any light-driven molecular
motor system and are therefore of crucial importance for a
broad variety of molecular machines and nanosystems.

■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
In order to follow the processes from the femtosecond (fs) to
millisecond (ms) time scale, a multiscale broadband transient
absorption setup is used. The setup is based on a 1 kHz Ti:sapphire
amplifier system (CPA2001, Clark MXR), which is electronically
synchronized with a wavelength tunable nanosecond (ns)-laser
(NT242 SHG/SFG, EKSPLA) operating also at 1 kHz. This allows
the gapless recording of the initial photoinduced (isomerization)
dynamics as well as the subsequent thermal dynamics of the
photoproducts. The probe pulse, generated by supercontinuum
generation in a CaF2 plate, ranges from 285 to 720 nm39 and is
recorded by a double CCD-frame camera system with single-shot
spectral referencing for high sensitivity and fidelity. To follow the
ultrafast photoinduced processes, the sample is excited with fs-pulses
varying between 350 and 460 nm. These are generated by frequency
conversion in a noncollinear optical parametric amplifier (NOPA)
with subsequent frequency doubling.49 This allows us to study the
temporal evolution with a time resolution of <50 fs up to a delay of
2 ns. For the slower and/or thermal induced dynamics, the same

sample is pumped with the ns-pulse and probed with the same
supercontinuum. Delays up to 700 μs with an instrumental response
function of 2.5 ns are possible.40,50 This time range is further extended
by chopping down the ns-laser to a repetition rate of 50 Hz and then
probing the same excited volume multiple times. Delays of up to 18 ms
are achieved with this setup.

Data evaluation was done by analysis of the temporal dynamics and
by reconstruction of the species spectra. The disentanglement of the
kinetics from the overlapping species is done by fitting the data with a
set of exponential functions at a single wavelength or by global
analysis.51,52 The spectra of the individual species are reconstructed by
a quantitative spectral analysis. This is done by subtraction of the well-
known ground state bleach (GSB) signal making use of its unique
spectral features. For the species present at this delay time its spectrum
is determined and the scaling of the GSB gives its current
concentration. Comparison with the total number of excited molecules
via reconstruction at early delays allows the quantum yield for this
species to be retrieved. In this way we could deduce the reaction times,
the species spectra, the quantum yield for the photoisomerization
steps, and follow the thermal steps from time-resolved data. For more
details on the experimental setup and conditions as well as on the data
evaluation, we refer the reader to the Supporting Information.

■ RESULTS
Ground State Energy Profile and Absorption Spectra.

The ground state energy profile of HTI motor 1 has been
analyzed previously both theoretically as well as experimentally
(see Figure 1a for a comparison of the theoretically predicted
and experimentally assessed ground-state energy profile of 1).18

Four energetically different stable states are found, i.e., isomer A
(with E-(S)-(P)/E-(R)-(M) configuration), B (Z-(S)-(M)/Z-
(R)-(P)), C (Z-(S)-(P)/Z-(R)-(M)), and D (E-(S)-(M)/E-(R)-
(P)). Isomer C is the thermodynamically most stable state
followed by isomer A, both of which can be isolated and
studied separately. The rate limiting step for the complete
unidirectional 360° rotation is found to be the thermal helix
inversion from D to A. This thermal step could directly be
followed by low-temperature NMR spectroscopy establishing
an associated energy barrier of 0.57 eV for this process. The
complementary helix inversion from B to C is significantly
faster and could therefore not be observed up to now. In this
work we provide a comprehensive and quantitative picture of
the dynamic processes of the HTI motor function including the
so far elusive fast thermal helix inversion step from B to C.
The optical spectra of the four isomers A−D (see Figure 1b)

differ sufficiently to allow optical detection of the various
conversion processes. The spectrum of stable isomers A and C
can be directly measured. The spectra for B and D were
extracted from the transient measurements (see below).

Excited State Energy Profile. To shed light on the excited
state processes, we calculated distinctive points along the
rotation pathways on both the singlet and triplet potential for
motor 1 using the complete active space SCF (CASSCF)
method with the 6-31G* basis set. Because of the size of motor
1 it is not feasible to include all π-orbitals in the active space of
the CASSCF calculations. Using benchmark calculations at the
time-dependent density functional theory (TDDFT) and
coupled clusters singles and doubles (CCSD) level of theory
as well as previous research on the related HTI chromophore53

we comprised an active space of 12 electrons and 11 orbitals
(see Figure S25). It includes the central CC double bond (π5),
the CO double bond (π2), two sets of bonding and antibonding
orbitals on the stilbene part (π3, π4), and one set on the
thioindigo part (π1) as well as the oxygen lone-pair (n1) of the
CO double bond.

Figure 1. (a) Comparison of the theoretical (blue) and experimentally
determined (black) ground state energy profile of HTI molecular
motor 1. Only the (S)-enantiomers are shown for clarity. The energy
barrier of the thermal helix-inversion leading to conversion from
isomer B to C and the completeness of this step as well as the
corresponding conversion of D to A at ambient temperature are
measured for the first time in this work. (b) Molar absorption
coefficients of all four isomers A−D of HTI motor 1. The spectra of
the B and D isomers are extracted from the transient absorption
measurements.
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The pathways in the excited state were followed starting from
either A-1 or C-1 to uncover the whole 360° motion. The
obtained energy profiles are shown in Figure 2 (see also Table
S1 for the underlying data and Tables S3−S20 for the exact
geometries of the shown points).

Starting from A-1 with a torsional angle of 16.3° around the
central double bond, excitation leads to population of the S1
state (nπ*). Here the reaction pathway can split into two
branches (labeled 1 and 2 in Figure 2a). As a first step on the
singlet branch 1, the system relaxes into a S1 minimum (S1
Min1) accompanied by elongation of the central CC double
bond as well as a rotation to 56° torsion around it. Further
double bond rotation to a 90° torsion angle allows the molecule

to reach a conical intersection (CoIn1) after passing a
transition state (TS2 interpol.). CoIn1 allows the system to
cross to the S2 state and subsequently relax to the ground state
potential surface of B-1 isomer to complete the first double-
bond isomerization.
From the transition state (TS2 interpol.), the molecule can

also reach a second minimum on the S1 potential (S1 Min2).
The S1 Min2 is characterized by a dihedral angle of 91.1°
around the central double bond. Interpolating between the
geometries of both S1 minima revealed an upper limit for TS2,
which energetically lies below the CoIn1 (see TS2 interpol. in
Figure 2a). From the S1 Min2, the molecule can also reach
CoIn1 and subsequently the ground state B-1 isomer. As both
the TS2 and the CoIn1 energetically lie below the FC point, the
molecule therefore possesses enough energy to reach the
ground state of B-1 after excitation of A-1.
The second pathway, labeled 2, starts in the vicinity of the

FC point where it is possible for the system to reach the T2
state (nπ*) via intersystem crossing (ISC). This intersection is
characterized by elongation of the central CC double bond as
well as a sideway tilt of the stilbene part as depicted in Figure
2a. It seems plausible that the system reaches the ISC directly
from the FC point, but a back rotation from the S1 Min1 could
also be possible. Interpolating between the geometries of the
S1/T2 ISC point and the S1 Min1 revealed an upper limit for
the barrier (TS1 interpol. in Figure 2a), which lies energetically
below the FC point. Thus, both ISC possibilities mentioned are
feasible for reaching the triplet state after the optical excitation.
Once crossed into the T2 state, an energetically close lying
CoIn (T2/T1 CoIn) with the T1 state (ππ*) can be reached by
a downward tilt of the stilbene part. Now, a relaxation into the
T1 minimum (T1 Min1) can follow, which is accompanied by
rotation around the central double bond as well as further
tilting of the stilbene part. However, all ISC points found with
S0 lead the system back to the ground state of A-1 and are
therefore unproductive in terms of isomerization.
The calculated excited state pathways for the second part of

the directional 360° rotation are depicted in Figure 2b. Starting
from C-1 with 189.0° torsion around the central double bond
excitation also leads to population of the S1 state (nπ*). Again,
we find two different possible pathways (see 3 and 4 in Figure
2b). The S1 state relaxes into the minimum S1 Min3 in
pathway 3 by elongation of the central double bond and a
rotation around this bond to an angle of 270°. Rotating even
further, the system can reach CoIn2 at 277.4° with the S2 state.
Although the CoIn2 lies energetically higher than the S1 Min3,
it still is below the FC region, which allows the system to cross
to the S2 state and subsequently relax to the ground state of the
D-1 isomer. The triplet pathway 4 is accessible via an ISC
between the S1 and T1 state (ππ*) somewhat further away from
the FC at a dihedral angle of 195.8°. Subsequent relaxation into
the T1 Min2 is accompanied by a further rotation around the
central double bond to 280° torsion. Again all found ISC points
with S0 lead the system back to the ground state of C-1, making
the triplet pathway again a competing loss channel for the
motor rotation.

Time-Resolved Absorption Measurements. Time-re-
solved absorption spectroscopy was used to probe the ultrafast
dynamics of the electronically excited states and the follow up
photoproducts after excitation of the pure A and C isomers of
motor 1. The measured transient absorption data are shown in
Figure 3 for both photoisomerizations starting either from pure

Figure 2. Calculated reaction paths for photoexcited A-1 (a) and C-1
(b). The ΔE values (in eV) of the optimized structures relative to the
ground state energy of A-1 (a) or C-1 (b) are plotted against the
dihedral angle (in degrees) of the central CC double bond
(highlighted as yellow circles on the FC geometries). Important
second coordinates are indicated by the red surfaces. Furthermore,
structural differences at the S1/T2 ISC (blue), the S1/T1 ISC (green)
and the T2/T1 CoIn (green) compared to their respective FC point
(gray) are shown. Likewise, the differences at the S2/S1 CoIns (black)
compared to the S1 Min2 and S1 Min3 (both gray) are shown as well.
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A-1 or pure C-1 and for the respective thermal conversions of
isomers B-1 and D-1.
After exciting A-1 at 22 °C in CH2Cl2 solution with 460 nm

light pulses, a very strong excited state absorption (ESA, red
colors in Figure 3a) is observed similar to other HTI
photoswitches (Figure 3a).54−60 At the same time the GSB is
clearly visible at around 350 nm (compare blue spectrum in
Figure 1b) while still overlapped by the ESA. We observe the
decay of the ESA with a time constant of 1.5 ps leading to

longer lived absorption features and 85% recovery of the GSB.
Spectral analysis of the remaining absorption reveals an unusual
long wavelength wing up to 550 nm, which is not found in the
absorption of isomers A−D (compare Figure 1b). As described
in the following, the product absorption found here is the sum
of B-1 intermediate and A-1 triplet (3A-1*), which are
generated simultaneously and can only be disentangled by
their different dynamics on longer time scales.

Figure 3. Time-resolved absorption spectra of motor 1 after optical excitation in CH2Cl2 at 22 °C. (a) 1. Transient spectra after 460 nm excitation of
A-1 on the fs/ps time scale. 2. Kinetic fits for the dynamics of different species at selected wavelengths (indicated in color code in inset a-1). 3.
Reconstruction of the absorption spectrum of intermediate species B-1 and 3A-1* populated after the decay of A-1*. 4. Spectral reconstruction at
early delay times and comparison of the GSB bleach contribution at later delay time to receive the isomerization quantum yield. (b) 1. Transient
spectra obtained during thermal decay of B-1 and 3A-1* on the ns/μs time scale. 2. Fitted kinetic data of the B-1 and 3A-1* decay. 3. Reconstruction
of the absorption spectrum of the B-1 decay product, which is identical to the spectrum of C-1. 4. A 50% GSB bleach recovery is observed during the
3A-1* decay while the C-1 signal stays constant. (c) 1. Transient spectra obtained after 460 nm excitation of C-1. 2. Kinetic fits for the decay
dynamics of different species at selected wavelengths (indicated in color code in inset c-1) on the fs/ps time scale. 3. Reconstruction of the
absorption spectrum of the intermediate species D-1 populated after decay of photoexcited C-1*. 4. C-1 GSB comparison for the quantum yield
determination. (d) 1. Transient absorption spectra obtained during thermal decay of D-1 on the ms time scale after 350 nm excitation of C-1. 2.
Fitted kinetic data of the D-1 decay. 3. Reconstruction of the absorption spectrum of the D-1 decay product, which is identical to the spectrum of A-
1. 4. The C-1 GSB stays constant over 10 ms (scaled by the flow out dynamics of the flow cell, which reduces the signal strength by 55%).
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On the ns time scale (Figure 3b) we observe a change in this
product absorption with a time constant of 3 ns, while the GSB
remains unchanged. Spectral analysis of the corresponding
decay-associated difference spectra (DADS) allows us to extract
the absorption spectrum of the responsible decaying species
(see Supporting Information for details). Very similar features
compared to the C-1 isomer are found in this absorption;
especially, the faint shoulder at longer wavelengths indicates the
presence of a Z configured double bond. This spectral feature is
also reproduced in the calculated absorption of B-1.18

Therefore, the species populated 1.5 ps after excitation of A-
1 and decaying thermally with a time constant of 3 ns can be
assigned to the hitherto elusive B-1 intermediate.
Subsequently, an even slower decay of the residual red-

shifted absorption band is observed with a time constant of 100
ns while about 50% of the residual GSB recovers. Therefore,
this decay only leads to restoration of the initial A-1 absorption
and represents an unproductive pathway (A-1 to A-1
conversion) that does not allow double-bond isomerization.
The QM calculations reveal a possible intersystem crossing in
the excited state of A-1 before the double-bond isomerization
reaches 90° rotation. Therefore, the strongly red-shifted band
can be assigned to the T1 (

3A-1*) excited state of A-1.
After the 3A-1* state has decayed completely back to the S0

state the remaining and very long-lived product absorption is
identical to the C-1 absorption (see Figure 3b). Thus, the
above-described 3 ns decay of B-1 exclusively leads to
formation of C-1 (no GSB recovery during this process).
Because the absorptions of the 3A-1* excited state and C-1
overlap, the final product can only be identified after
completion of the slow decay of 3A-1*.
Excitation of C-1 with 460 nm light leads again to a very

strong ESA covering the entire probe wavelength range (285−
700 nm, Figure 3c). Decay of the ESA proceeds with a time
constant of 7.9 ps leading to a new long-lived absorption and
76% recovery of the GSB. A full spectral reconstruction of the
corresponding species at later delay times delivers a fourth
absorption spectrum different from the A-1, B-1, and C-1
spectra. Therefore, this absorption spectrum can be assigned to
D-1. Very similar features compared to the A-1 isomer are
found in this absorption spectrum, especially the plateau at
longer wavelengths indicates the presence of an E configured
double bond. This plateau is also reproduced in the calculated
absorption of D-1.18

On the ns/μs time scale no changes in the spectral signals of
D-1 were observed. An additional time-resolved absorption
measurement was conducted at the ms time scale to monitor
the slow thermal decay of the D-1 isomer at 22 °C (Figure 3d).
This process has been measured before at low temperatures
using NMR spectroscopy. The decay of D-1 proceeds with a
time constant of 1.2 ms and leads to a complete conversion into
only the A-1 isomer. In this way not only the previously
determined energy barrier of 0.57 eV can be confirmed; at the
same time, the completeness of this step is now demonstrated
at ambient temperature directly. These results raise the upper
limit for the energy difference between D-1 and A-1 isomers to
0.08 eV (see Figure 1).
In summary, the photoisomerization of A-1 to B-1 proceeds

in 1.5 ps with a quantum yield of ϕA/B = 7% while the de-
excitation of an unproductive triplet state (ϕA/A(T1) = 8%)
occurs with a time constant of 100 ns. The thermal helix
inversion proceeds exclusively from B-1 to C-1 and takes place
with a time constant of 3 ns at 22 °C, which corresponds to a

free activation enthalpy of ∼0.25 eV. This value is in very good
agreement with the theoretical description predicting 0.24 eV.
The analogous photoisomerization of C-1 to D-1 proceeds in
7.9 ps with a considerably higher quantum yield of ϕC/D = 24%
and without obvious formation of a triplet state. The 1.2 ms
thermal decay of D-1 to A-1 was followed by a time-resolved
absorption measurement at 22 °C and confirmed the previously
determined activation energy of 0.57 eV as well as the
completeness of this process at ambient temperature. All
measured time constants and quantum yields are summarized
in Figure 4.

■ DISCUSSION
We have followed the excited state dynamics of the HTI motor
1 as well as the fast helix inversion steps in the ground state at
ambient temperature using time-resolved absorption measure-
ments that span time scales from fs to ms. The experimentally
observed behavior as well as quantified thermodynamic and
kinetic data are in very good agreement with the theoretical
description for both the ground state as well as the excited
state. It is therefore now possible to derive a comprehensive
mechanistic view of all crucial processes governing the
unidirectional rotation, which adheres to a four-step motor
model with two fast photoisomerization equilibria and two
slower thermal steps breaking microscopic reversibility. Figure
4 shows the full mechanistic picture for motor 1.
Starting from stable state A, a first photoreaction takes place,

which populates a second thermally unstable state B by
photoisomerization of the double bond and concomitant
helicity inversion within 1.5 ps after a pulsed excitation. Of
all optically excited molecules a fraction of 7% is indeed
converted. For a more complete conversion multiple excitation
is needed. Thermal decay of the second state leads to a further
helicity inversion and proceeds only in one (forward) direction
driven by sufficient energy difference to the next more stable
(third) state C in 3.0 ns. This time of 3.0 ns is the relaxation
time of all molecules that have been transferred into state B. At
this point microscopic reversibility is broken, and from the third
state a second independent photoreaction takes place leading to
a fourth, thermally unstable, state D in 7.9 ps after optical
excitation. The yield of 24% for the third step is quite sizable.
Its thermal decay again proceeds only in one direction and
completely reforms the first state A in 1.2 ms.

Figure 4. Comprehensive mechanism of HTI-motor 1 operation
under irradiation conditions at ambient temperature. All measure-
ments were conducted at 22 °C in CH2Cl2 as solvent. Processes
involving excited states are shown in blue or gray arrows; thermal
processes in the ground state are shown with red arrows.
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We have additionally observed the intermediate population
of a nonproductive triplet excited state 3A*, which is populated
with a yield of 8% after photoexcitation of the A isomer. As the
photoisomerization of A to B proceeds similarly efficient, this
unwanted side pathway seems to significantly diminish the
efficiency of the motor operation. However, employing a simple
rate model (see Supporting Information for details), it becomes
clear that it is much more important to diminish the high
quantum yield of the unproductive internal conversions A* to
A (85%) and C* to C (76%) in favor of the desired forward
reactions A* to B and C* to D. Actually, the presence of the
triplet state does not lead to a significant reduction in
performance; much more important is the intrinsically low
quantum yield for the forward reactions.
With the measurements performed at 22 °C we have now

unambiguously established complete unidirectionality of light-
powered HTI motor 1 rotation at ambient temperature. By
determining the highest kinetic barrier in this multistep process,
the theoretically maximal rotation speed at a given temperature
can be estimated. The highest barrier is found for the thermal D
to A conversion with a value of 0.57 eV, which is in very good
agreement with the previously measured barrier at low
temperatures (0.56 eV). This gives a theoretical maximum
speed for the rotation of approximately 1 kHz at ambient
temperatures. However, to establish the rotation speed of a
photon-driven molecular motor under realistic irradiation
conditions the whole process needs to be taken into
consideration, especially the photoreactions leading to
thermally instable states B and D. Only if the photoreactions
are able to keep the motor in the thermally limiting step
(isomer D in this case) is it possible to achieve the theoretically
maximal rotation rate.
To obtain the irradiation conditions needed for maximum

rotation speed we have set up a rate model similar to published
models42,48 and solved it numerically (see details in the
Supporting Information). For motor 1, we obtain light
intensities of about 1000 W/cm2 to constantly populate rate-
limiting state D. This would amount to 10 W light even on a
diameter focus in the sample as small as 1 mm. Similar values
are obtained for any light-driven motor, for which quantum
yields of the photoreactions are available in the literature.28,29

Surprisingly, under typical irradiation conditions the light-
driven population of state D becomes rate-limiting rather than
the thermal step, which reduces the maximum rotation rate of
motor 1 to about 0.01−1 Hz at 20 °C. One reason for this
astonishing result lies in the low quantum yields of the
photoreactions achieved so far in synthetic motors. It becomes
clear that fast directional motions cannot be driven by such
extremely high light intensities for simple practical and
chromophore stability reasons.
On the basis of these results, we propose three options to

improve rotation speeds of light-driven motors: (1) enhance
the quantum yields of the photoreactions, preferably only in the
forward direction of the motion, (2) lower the barriers for
thermal (helix inversion) steps in the ground state to effectively
remove thermally instable intermediates (B and D in our case)
before they can absorb photons and reenter the photoequilibria
(the latter can also be done by heating), and (3) enhance
extinction coefficients and absorption range to increase the
probability of photon absorption.
Apart from molecular design, another interesting option is

the utilization of pulsed excitation with high intensity light
sources delivering the required amount of photons in only a

short time interval, which prevents the excitation of the
intermediates. With a proper setup, directional rotation speeds
in the high kHz range might be possible to realize.
Nevertheless, highly light-stable chromophores are certainly
required for this approach to be successful.

■ CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have studied the complete mechanism of the
unidirectional HTI motor rotation both in the ground as well as
the excited state using time-resolved absorption spectroscopy as
the main experimental tool in conjunction with a thorough,
high-level theoretical assessment. We cover an experimental
time scale from fs to ms to elucidate both, the details of the
ultrafast excited state processes as well as fast ground state
processes under the same ambient conditions. This detailed
analysis gives unprecedented insights into the working
mechanism of photodriven molecular machines and delivers
quantitative data on key properties such as speed, degree of
unidirectionality, quantum yield of individual processes, and
overall efficiencies of the light-powered motions. We found that
HTI motor 1 fully adheres to a four-step directional rotation
mechanism consisting of two photoisomerization steps each
followed by a ratcheting thermal helix inversion. In this work,
elusive ground state intermediate B-1 has been experimentally
proven for the first time, and its fate has been monitored
directly. In doing so we deliver unambiguous evidence for
complete unidirectionality of both thermal helix inversion
processes. We also provide experimental and theoretical
evidence for the formation of an unproductive triplet state
intermediate of the A-1 isomer. However, a rate model for the
directional rotation cycle taking into account all measured
quantum yields clearly shows that rather than suppressing the
triplet state suppression of the internal conversion of A-1* to
A-1 is of prime importance to increase the rotation speed and
efficiency. With these findings we have uncovered and
quantified the complete HTI motor rotation mechanism and
deliver unprecedented insight into the different factors
determining efficiency and speed of these intriguing molecular
machines. With the herein presented results, future design of
photodriven molecular motors is greatly facilitated and can be
conducted in a much more conscious way.
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1.2.2 A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor

The research on motor-1 resulted in three possible pathways to improve the efficiency and
rotation speeds of light-driven molecular motors: (1) Enhance the quantum yields of the photo
isomerization. (2) Remove one of the metastable isomers from the reaction pathway by lowering
the barrier of its thermal step. (3) Increase the probability of a photon absorption by increasing
the extinction coefficients and absorption range of the chromophore. With the design of motor-2,
the lab of Prof. Henry Dube followed the second pathway in improving upon the initial design
of motor-1 [32]. Introducing a nitrogen heteroatom into the stilbene ring, instead of methoxy
substitution of said ring, removed one of the metastable isomers, turning the four-step process
into the three-step rotation shown in Figure 1.4.

Figure 1.4 – The three isomers A-1, B-1 and C-1 of the HTI based molecular motor, motor-2. The
complete pathway of the rotation consists of one thermal (∆) and two light (hν) induced steps.

The following article “A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor” presents the
mechanism of the three-step rotation, elucidated by ambient and low temperature absorption
and NMR spectroscopy as well as quantum chemical calculations at the CASSCF level of theory.
The key statements of the article are:

• Supported by TDDFT benchmark calculations, the same AS as for motor-1 one could be
utilized within the CASSCF calculations. The obtained excited state energy profiles of
both photo isomerization revealed a similar picture to the mechanism of motor-1, corrob-
orating the unidirectional rotation by the three-step process shown in Figure 1.4.

• Starting at the thermodynamically most stable isomer A-1, excitation leads to population
of the first excited state, S1. Subsequently, the system reaches an S1 minimum by elonga-
tion of the C––C bond and a slight rotation around it. After rotating further and passing
a TS, a second minimum on the excited state PES is reached. Here, a CoIn is accessible,
where the system is able to cross over to the S2 state and subsequently relax to the ground
state of the B-1 isomer. As all critical points on the pathway lie energetically below the
FC region, the motor possesses enough energy to carry out the first part of the rotation.

• The thermal step from the metastable B-1 to the stable C-1 isomer is subject to a very
small barrier between 2.2 kcal mol−1 to 2.9 kcal mol−1, resulting in a rapid conversion at
ambient conditions.
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• After the thermal step, excitation of the C-1 isomer again leads to population of the S1
state. Similar to the first step, two minima, connected by a TS, exist on the S1 excited
state PES. At the second minimum, an S1/S2 CoIn is accessible, allowing the system to
relax to the ground state of the A-1 isomer. All critical points lie energetically below the
FC point, so the system is able to complete the full 360◦ rotation.

• The findings confirm motor-2 as a suitable molecular motor for ultrafast rotation upon
irradiation with visible light. This allows for the removal of one of the thermal steps,
thereby improve the efficiency of motor-2 and molecular motors in general.

• Additionally, the influence of protonation on the mechanism was investigated. Both iso-
mers retain their photoswitching capabilities and the rotation is not hampered, but the
protonation changes the overall stability of the three isomers. After protonation the isomer
C-1 is the thermodynamically most stable one. This drastic change provides first evidence
for the influence of outside stimuli other than light on the HTI motor framework, opening
up further possibilities in the control of molecular motors.

Hereafter, the article “A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor” published
in ChemPhotoChem is reprinted with permission from ChemPhotoChem 3, 6, 365–371 (2019).
Copyright 2019 John Wiley and Sons. The relevant parts of the supporting information for
this article are reprinted in the appendix D.2. The complete supporting information is available
under: https://doi.org/10.1002/cptc.201900074.

https://doi.org/10.1002/cptc.201900074
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A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor
Monika Schildhauer,[a, b] Florian Rott,[a] Stefan Thumser,[a, b] Peter Mayer,[a, b]

Regina de Vivie-Riedle,[a] and Henry Dube*[a, b]

The maximum speed of light-driven molecular motors is an
important key-property governing not only their overall
performances but also many advanced functions. Currently,
special emphasis lies on increasing the rate of unidirectional
rotations to surpass natural systems and harness the full
potential of artificial motors. Herein, we report a new molecular
setup for a prospective light-powered three-step motor based
on the hemithioindigo chromophore. Comprehensive quantum
chemical treatment predicts a very low energy barrier for the
only thermal ratcheting step in the unidirectional 360° rotation.
Thus an ultrafast motion in the THz range could be possible
with this motor at high light intensities and consequently a
precise control of rotation speeds solely by light intensity
variations could potentially be achieved. Experimental analyses
using X-ray crystallography and solution spectroscopy deliver
first insights into the working mechanism and show that
visible-light photoswitching is feasible in both stable switching
states. Additionally, significant alterations of the ground-state
energies can be induced by pH changes without hampering
photoswitching capabilities.

1. Introduction

Artificial molecular motors provide unidirectional movement
upon external energy input[1] and are quintessential tools for
the construction of advanced synthetic nanomachinery.[2] Their
development has led to a number of systems with different
types of directional motions or energy supplies.[3] Light
powered rotary motors[3a,b,j–p] enable straight forward address-
ability, well defined motions, and waste-free fueling while at
the same time promise extremely fast rotation speeds because
of the typically ultrashort nature of photoreactions.[3n,4] As their
rotation mechanism usually includes considerably slower
thermal ratcheting steps in the ground state, these steps need
to be accelerated in order to realize the full potential of such

light-driven molecular motors.[5] Consequently many efforts
have been made in reducing ground-state barriers and
currently MHz-rotation speeds are theoretically possible if the
excited state steps are assumed not to be rate limiting.[6] In this
work we present a hemithioindigo (HTI)[7] molecular motor
setup (1), which is predicted from the theoretical description to
enable a theoretical maximum of up to THz-rotation speeds
under the same assumption. Its synthesis, conformational
analysis, as well as physical and photophysical properties are
described and augmented by quantum chemical calculations.
By introducing a heterocyclic pyridine moiety as rotor fragment
this HTI offers additional opportunities for sensing, pH sensitive
motor operation, tuning of photo/physical properties, or
integration into supramolecular architectures. As a showcase
the influences of pH changes on the properties of 1 are also
described in this work.

2. Results and Discussion

2.1. Synthesis

Prospective HTI motor 1 was synthesized according to Fig-
ure 1a, starting from the described pyridine 2[8] and (phenyl-
thio)acetic acid 3. Pyridine 2 was converted into the twofold-
methylated ketone 4 following an established synthesis proto-
col for related indanones.[3l] Likewise generation of benzothio-
phenone 5 from 3 has been described earlier.[9] The condensa-
tion reaction between ketone 4 and benzothiophenone 5 to
HTI 6 proceeds smoothly in 80% yield at � 78 °C in the
presence of BCl3 as Lewis acid. The resulting HTI 6 was oxidized
to the final product 1 using H2O2 in 61% yield. Crystals suitable
for x-ray structural analysis were obtained for the synthetic
intermediate N-oxide 8, HTI 6 in the Z isomeric form and the
final product 1, also as Z isomer. As can be seen from the
crystal structure analysis, HTI 6 assumes a completely planar
structure in the Z isomeric form. The distance between the N
and the S atoms is 2.7 Å and thus well below the sum of the
van der Waals radii hinting at the presence of a positive N� S
interaction, a variant of chalcogen bonding.[10] In the crystal
structure of oxidized HTI 1 a significant helical twisted around
the photoisomerizable central double bond is observed. The
corresponding dihedral angle dSC(8)C(11)C(13) is 12.4° (Fig-
ure 1b). In this case the stable sulfoxide stereo center dictates
the sense of the helicity and thus diastereomerically pure
configurations (either Z-(S)-(P) or Z-(R)-(M)) are observed in the
racemic crystal. The observed helicity in Z-1, with respect to the
position of the sulfoxide oxygen atom, is similar to the helicity

[a] M. Schildhauer, F. Rott, S. Thumser, Dr. P. Mayer, Prof. Dr. R. de Vivie-Riedle,
Dr. H. Dube
Department für Chemie
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
D-81377 Munich (Germany)
E-mail: heduch@cup.uni-muenchen.de

[b] M. Schildhauer, S. Thumser, Dr. P. Mayer, Dr. H. Dube
Munich Center for Integrated Protein Science CIPSM
Ludwig-Maximilians-Universität München
D-81377 Munich (Germany)
Supporting information for this article is available on the WWW under
https://doi.org/10.1002/cptc.201900074
An invited contribution to a Special Issue on Photoresponsive Molecular
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of the already established HTI motors in their stable Z
configuration.[3l,3m,3°]

2.2. Theoretical Description

The ground state energy profile of HTI 1 was scrutinized on
different levels of theory, i. e. B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) PCM(CH2Cl2),
B3LYP/6-311G(d,p), and MPW1K/6-311G(d,p) (Figure 2). For
convenience only structures with (S) configured sulfoxide were
taken into account. Different to the original HTI molecular
motors only three instead of four stable minimum structures
(with Z-(S)-(P)= isomer A, E-(S)-(M)= isomer B, and E-(S)-(P)=
isomer C configurations, respectively) were found for HTI 1
regardless of the theoretical method used. The A isomer was
found to be the thermodynamic minimum structure with
lowest energy in all cases. The next stable structure is the C
isomer, which is however 4.1–5.1 kcal/mol higher in energy
compared to A. The third and least stable structure is the B
isomer, which is 6.2–7.2 kcal/mol higher in energy than A. Both
isomers B and C possess an E configured double bond but
opposite helicity. The energy barrier for thermal helix inversion
starting from B to reach the C structure was found to be very
small with only 2.2–2.9 kcal/mol. Therefore, this step would

proceed in ps at ambient temperatures reaching similar speeds
as have been established for photoisomerization reactions of
HTI photoswitches and motors. Apparently the limited sterical
hindrance of the pyridine moiety and the presence of a lone
pair close to the thioindigo fragment causes this favorably low
barrier – a feature that is of great interest in the design of
efficient molecular motors.[5a,b,d] A fourth stable state with Z
configuration and a helicity opposite to isomer A was not
found in the calculations despite extensive conformational
searching. All initial structures with such helicity unequivocally
led to the A isomer after optimization. It must therefore be
concluded that such a configuration is not a minimum state in
1 but instead leads directly to the A isomer in an energetically
down-hill process and not back to C.

To further investigate the light induced rotation of this
prospective molecular motor distinctive points along the
rotation pathway in the excited state were calculated (for
related theoretical descriptions of molecular motor excited
states see for example[11]) using the complete active space SCF
(CASSCF) method with the 6-31G(d) basis set. It is not possible
to include all π-orbitals in the active space of the CASSCF
calculation as a result of the size of HTI 1. Using results from
excited state calculations of the original HTI motor[3m] as well as
benchmark calculations at the time-dependent density function

Figure 1. Synthesis of prospective HTI motor 1 with its thioindigo fragment as stator and its stilbene fragment as rotor. a) Conditions: i) 1) NaH, glyme, 0 °C,
10 min; 2) MeI, 0–23 °C, 18 h; ii) 1) SOCl2, reflux, 2 h; 2) AlCl3, dichloroethane, 0–23 °C, 1. h; iii) BCl3, BF3 ·OEt2, CH2Cl2, � 78 °C, 20 min; iv) H2O2, AcOH, CH2Cl2,
24 h. b) Structures of synthetic intermediates 8, Z-6, and of HTI Z-1 in the crystalline state proving their identities.
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level of theory (TDDFT), an active space of 12 electrons and 11
orbitals was composed (see Figure SI 39) for 1. The active space
was composed of the central CC double bond (π5), the CO
double bond (π2), two sets of bonding and antibonding orbitals
on the stilbene fragment (π3, π4) and one set on the thioindigo
fragment (π1) as well as the oxygen lone-pair (n1) of the CO
double bond. Starting from either A or C, the excited state
pathways were followed to describe the entire 360° motion.
The obtained energy profiles are shown in Figure 3 (see also
Table SI 5 for the underlying data and Table SI 7–SI 17 for the
exact geometries of the shown points).

Starting from isomer A with a torsional angle of 190.8°
around the central CC double bond, excitation leads to
population of the S1 state (nπ*). As a first step the system
relaxes into a S1 minimum (S1 Min1) accompanied by
elongation of the CC double bond to 1.422 Å and a rotation to
196.5° torsion around it. Further double bond rotation to 275°
allows for the molecule to reach a conical intersection (CoIn1)
after passing through a transition state (TS1 interpol., see
pathway 1 in Figure 3a). CoIn1 describes the crossing between

the S2 and S1 states. At this rotation angle of 275° the S2 state
has significant ground-state character of isomer B. Following
this character along the reaction coordinate the system directly
relaxes to the ground state of isomer B at 345°, thus
completing the first double-bond photoisomerization. From the
transition state (TS1 interpol.) the molecule can also reach a
second minimum on the S1 potential (S1 Min2). The second
minimum is characterized by a dihedral angle of 275.2° around
the central double bond. Linear interpolation between the
geometries of both minima revealed an upper limit for TS1
which lies energetically below the CoIn1 (see TS1 interpol in
Fig. 3a). From the S1 Min2, CoIn1 can also be reached by the
molecule, followed by the ground state of B. As a result of the
fact that both TS1 and CoIn1 lie below the FC point energeti-
cally, the molecule has sufficient initial energy to reach the
ground state of B after excitation of A.

The calculated excited state pathway for the second part of
the directional 360° rotation is depicted in Figure 3b. Starting
from C-1 with 13.8° torsion around the central double-bond
excitation also leads to population of the S1 state (nπ*). Again,

Figure 2. Ground state energy profile of motor 1 calculated at the B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) PCM(CH2Cl2) (green), B3LYP/6-311G(d,p) (black) and MPW1K/6-311G(d,p)
(blue) levels of theory. Energies are given in kcal/mol. The (S)-enantiomeric form of motor 1 has been used in the theoretical description. All optimized
structures were confirmed to be stationary points by frequency analysis. Illustrative structures (MPW1K/6-311G(d,p)) are given as stick representations for
every stationary point.
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the system relaxes into a minimum S1 Min3 by elongation of
the central double bond to 1.414 Å and a rotation around this
bond to 7.8°. As the excited state potential rises in energy in
the rotation direction towards isomer B and no further
minimum was found along this pathway (see dashed line in
Figure 3b) an undesired back rotation in the “wrong” direction
is unlikely. Further forward rotation to 84° enables the molecule
to reach a conical intersection (CoIn2) before passing a
transition state (TS2 interpol.). Similar to the first photochemical
step, CoIn2 allows the system to cross to the S2 state, which
again directly correlates with the ground-state of isomer A.
Relaxation to the ground-state minimum at 190° completes the
second double bond photoisomerization. From the TS2 the
systems can also reach a second minimum S1 Min4, which is
characterized by a dihedral angle of 275.2° around the central
double bond. Linear interpolation between the geometries of
both minima revealed an upper limit for TS2 which lies
energetically below the CoIn2 (see TS2 interpol in Figure 3b).
From the S1 Min4 the molecule can also reach CoIn2 and
subsequently the ground state of A. Both the TS2 and CoIn2 lie
energetically below the FC point, so the molecule has sufficient

initial energy to reach the ground state of A after excitation of
C.

Based on the calculated energy schemes predictions about
the photoisomerization process and its directionality can be
made. Starting from isomer A the first 180° of the double-bond
rotation are expected to emulate exactly the behavior of the
original HTI motor.[3l,n] Photoirradiation leads to isomerization of
the central double bond from the Z to the E configuration and
at the same time an inversion of the helicity around this bond.
As a result isomer B is populated in this first step. The intrinsic
directionality of this motion is dictated by the preferred initial
helicity of A. Previous theoretical assessments of different
prospective molecular motor structures have emphasized that
even slightly pronounced helicity in the ground state is enough
to predetermine the direction of double-bond
photoisomerizations.[12] This finding is confirmed in our theoret-
ical description of the excited state of A. The B isomer is then
expected to convert to the significantly more stable C isomer in
a thermally activated process. Because of the very low barrier
for the B to C helix inversion this process should be extremely
rapid. The undesired thermal back conversion to A should be
prevented by the much higher associated energy barrier

Figure 3. Calculated reaction paths of photoexcited isomer a) A and b) C (b) of HTI 1 are described. The ΔE values [eV] of the optimized structures relative to
the ground state energy of A (a) or C (b) are plotted against the dihedral angle [°] of the central CC double bond (highlighted as yellow circles on the FC
geometries). Important second coordinates are represented by yellow slopes.
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expected for such E to Z double-bond isomerization. Owing to
the large energy difference between B and C (more than at
least 1.1 kcal/mol) no population of B should remain at ambient
temperatures and thus the photochemical back reaction from B
to A is prevented at this point. Furthermore, the establishment
of a true photo-equilibrium, in which also B absorbs and enters
the backwards photoreaction to C, would effectively be
prevented since thermal B to C conversion rapidly reduces the
concentration of B isomers present in solution.

From C a different photoisomerization can be established,
the directionality of which should again be dictated by the
initial helicity in C.[12] Again this preferred trajectory is also
predicted by our theoretical description of the excited state of
C. However, the expected photoproduct with Z configured
double bond and inverted helicity compared to C cannot be
populated in this case. Instead it is expected from the
calculations that such high-energy conformation (which would
be the product of the C photoreaction) should directly stabilize
its energy by further rotation resulting in direct population of
the starting isomer A. Based on this theoretical assessment HTI
1 is a strong candidate for a novel three-step motor, operating
with only one distinct thermal ratcheting step during a full
360° rotation. Its directionality is dictated by the configuration
of the stable sulfoxide stereo center, which in turn predefines
helicity in the molecule and thus the sense of rotation. The
repulsive interactions of the two lone pairs on the sulfoxide
and the nitrogen atom are most probably responsible for the

elimination of a stable minimum in the Z isomeric configuration
opening up a direct photoreaction pathway from C to A.

2.3. Physical and Photophysical Properties

Based on the theoretical assessment, obtaining direct exper-
imental proof of the light powered unidirectional rotation of
HTI 1 is currently out of reach even with more advanced
analytical methods. However, some aspects of the energy
profile could be scrutinized and exact values or upper and
lower limits for minimum energies and energy barriers were
established.

The C isomer of HTI 1 was found to be thermally labile
preventing straightforward isolation and separate analysis.
Therefore, C-isomer-enriched solutions were generated prior to
the studies by irradiation of A isomer at suitable wavelengths.
When a 82 :18 mixture of C :A in toluene-d8 was heated at 40 °
C, during 5h full conversion to pure A was detected. First-order
kinetic analysis gave a free activation energy of ΔG*=

23.8 kcal/mol for this process (Figure 4a). In CD2Cl2 the corre-
sponding barrier is significantly higher with 25.7 kcal/mol. The
result shows that thermal E to Z isomerization in 1 encounters
significant energy barriers - much higher than the calculated
barrier for thermal helix inversion. Since no residual C isomer is
seen at 40 °C a lower limit for the energy difference between C
and A can be calculated by assuming that 5% of residual C
would not be detectable in the NMR experiment and using the

Figure 4. Photo/physical properties of HTI 1 in solution. a) First order kinetic analysis of the thermal C-1 to A-1 isomerization in CH2Cl2 (triangles) and of the
thermal A-H+ to C-H+ isomerization (squares). b) Molar absorption of HTI 1 in toluene (isomer A, solid black), CH2Cl2 (isomer A-1, solid grey; isomer C-1,
dotted grey), and EtOH (isomer A-1, dashed black). c) UV/Vis absorption changes of A-1 (dashed black) in CH2Cl2 induced by irradiation with 385 nm (dotted
black) and 470 nm light (solid black). d) Changes in the 1H NMR spectrum of A-1 in EtOD (spectrum 1) induced by irradiation with 385 nm (spectrum 2) and
470 nm light (spectrum 3). Newly appearing isomer C is highlighted in grey. e) UV/Vis absorption changes of A-1 (dashed black) in EtOH induced by irradiation
with 385 nm (dotted black) and 470 nm light (solid black). f) UV/Vis absorption changes of protonated A-1 (solid grey) in CH2Cl2 induced by irradiation with
385 nm (dotted grey) and 530 nm light (solid black).
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Gibbs-Helmholtz equation. This is a conservative estimate as
typically signals of species with 1 to 2% abundance can be
detected by 1H NMR. The corresponding energy difference is
1.0 kcal/mol in the present case.

The photochemistry of HTI 1 was scrutinized at ambient
and low temperatures using mainly absorption and NMR
spectroscopy as analytical tools. The absorptions of isomers A
and C are not significantly different with a strong band
centered at around 350 nm and a second much weaker band
at around 430 nm (Figure 4b). Different to the original HTI
motor absorption of the E isomeric C is shifted to slightly
shorter wavelengths compared to the Z configured A. Overall
photochromism is very small for HTI 1, which in fact is a great
advantage for a molecular motor as both isomers A and C now
have similar chances to catch supplied photons. Irradiation of
pure A in different solvents at ambient temperature leads to
immediate increase of only C signals (see Figure 4c for
absorption spectra and the Supporting Information for corre-
sponding 1H NMR spectra in CD2Cl2). At 385 nm up to 87% of C
can be accumulated but also with visible light more than 70%
C can be obtained at wavelengths up to 450 nm. Likewise also
at low temperatures down to � 105 °C no intermediates were
observed upon in situ irradiation of A in the NMR spectrometer
and only C is seen as newly formed product (see Supporting
Information). After switching off the light and waiting for 5 min
at � 80 or 7 min at � 105 °C as well as after annealing to 23 °C
and recooling to � 80 or � 105 °C no further spectral changes
were observed in the 1H NMR spectra showing the absence of
thermally labile intermediates (see Supporting Information).
This behavior is expected because of the very low calculated
energy barrier for thermal conversion of B to C. Based on the
experimental results an upper limit for this energy barrier can
be given, again under the conservative assumption that 5% of
a species cannot be distinguished in the 1H NMR spectrum. This
barrier then cannot be higher than 11.0 kcal/mol in this case
(which would lead to a half life of 40 s at � 105 °C). If a solution
enriched in C is irradiated at longer wavelengths (usually
>450 nm) the A isomer is reformed as can be seen by recovery
of its absorption or 1H NMR spectrum (see Figure 4c for CH2Cl2
and 4d-e for EtOH solution as well as the Supporting
Information). It could thus be shown that both isomers A and C
undergo productive photoisomerizations in solutions of differ-
ent polarity using UV or visible light irradiation.

2.4. Influences of Protonation

Protonation of A leads to pronounced signal shifts in the 1H
NMR spectrum but much less pronounced spectral changes in
the absorption (see Figure 4f and the Supporting Information
for details). However, upon irradiation and accumulation of C
the absorption is changed significantly, with the maximum at
350 nm declining and two new bands at around 300 nm and
460 nm growing in (Figure 4f). Irradiation of a CH2Cl2 solution
of protonated A-H+ at ambient and low temperatures resulted
in formation of a new absorption that was assigned to
protonated C. Up to 68% C-H+ was obtained after 385 nm

irradiation as judged by 1H NMR spectroscopy (see Supporting
Information). Conversely, irradiation of a solution enriched in C-
H+ with 530 nm light leads to partial recovery of the A-H+

absorption (Figure 4f). This experiment shows that also both
isomers C-H+ and A-H+ are undergoing productive photo-
chemistry and can be interconverted under continuous illumi-
nation. Leaving a CD2Cl2 solution enriched in C-H+ over
prolonged time in the dark leads to full conversion to C-H+

establishing that C-H+ is now the thermodynamically most
stable state – in stark contrast to unprotonated HTI 1. The
corresponding first order kinetic analysis delivered an energy
barrier of 23.9 kcal/mol for the thermal double bond isomer-
ization showing the accelerating influence of protonation on
this process (Figure 4a). Taken together, protonation leads to
significant changes in the ground state minima energies and
the spectral characteristics of HTI 1 while general photo-
isomerization capabilities are not hampered and viable photo-
switching is still observed for both stable switching states. The
observed pH sensitivity of 1 thus provides first evidences for
responsiveness towards different outside stimuli other than
light that are promising for regulating its molecular machine
properties.[13]

3. Conclusion and Outlook

In summary, we present a new asymmetric HTI photoswitch
bearing a pyridine moiety in close proximity to the photo-
isomerizable double bond. According to quantum chemical
calculations of the ground and the excited state this molecular
setup should behave as ultrafast light-driven three step motor
under illumination conditions at ambient temperatures. It
would therefore be possible to omit one thermal ratcheting
step in the ground state facilitating efficiency of the whole
directional motion. Using crystallographic structural analysis
together with solution experiments the calculated ground state
energy profile could be assessed with exact values or upper
and lower limits for certain minimum and maximum energies.
Protonation of the HTI leads to considerable changes in isomer
stabilities while at the same time photoswitching capabilities
remain, which shows pH responsiveness of this system opening
up a further level of control for the operation of this
prospective molecular motor. In the future this molecular setup
will form the basis for very fast molecular motors capable of
sensing changes in their microenvironment and reacting to
them with altered performances.
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CHAPTER

TWO

Simulation of Transient XUV/X-ray Absorption
Spectrograms

In the previous chapter, we have seen how light-induced reactions can allow molecules to switch
between two distinct states and even perform unidirectional rotation. Apart from initiating
photochemical reactions, the interaction between light and matter can further offer the ability
to survey the ultrafast dynamics of these processes with a variety of spectroscopic techniques.
With the help of very short laser pulses, the dynamic response of a laser excited molecule can be
followed on its intrinsic timescale from picoseconds to attoseconds. This approach was pioneered
by the groundbreaking work of Ahmed H. Zewail, on the ultrafast dissociation of iodine cyanide
(ICN) [116] and sodium iodide (NaI) [117], which later earned him the 1999 Nobel Prize in
Chemistry [118]. Since then, the field of ultrafast spectroscopy has experienced tremendous
growth. Relentless technological progress has seen the development of laser sources capable
of generating laser pulses covering a wide range of timescales, from attosecond to microsecond
pulses, with energies ranging from the IR up to the X-ray regime [33–41]. In addition, the
continuous development of ever more sophisticated spectroscopic techniques, going beyond the
classical pump−probe scenario, has increased the amount of information recoverable from these
experiments [119, 120]. This has allowed scientists to not only resolve nuclear dynamics [42, 43],
but also the motion of electrons [44, 45] with great detail.

Ever since their first demonstration via high-harmonic generation (HHG) [121], attosecond
pulses in the XUV region have been applied to investigate ultrafast process in atoms, molecules
and solids, with great success. Their high photon energy, capable of easily removing a valence
electron, allows the creation of electron wave packets extremely well localized in time. This
makes them an ideal triggering tool in a general pump-probe scenario. Additionally, their broad
bandwith enables probing of the inner-valence and core-level states, providing insights about
charge, elementary composition and electronic state of the system at hand. Building on these
properties, ATAS in particular could be established as a powerful tool capable of resolving cou-
pled non-adiabatic electronic-nuclear dynamics with great spectral and temporal resolution [46–
55]. However, the analysis and interpretation of these spectra can be quite complicated, due
to multiplet effects, if inner-valence states (usually M edges) rather than genuine core-level
states (K and L edges) are probed. These challenges occurred for both studies on vinyl bromide
(C2H3Br) and trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I) presented in this work. Additionally, both studies
exposed the molecules to a strong-field pump pulse to initiate the ultrafast dynamics. This
non-resonant excitation process makes identifying the populated excited states difficult, further
complicating the interpretation of the recorded data. Here, a simulation of both the ultrafast
dynamics and the corresponding XUV/X-ray absorption spectrum is vital to the understanding
of this complex interaction between light and matter.
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The following section 2.1, introduces a protocol to simulate ATAS and, in sections 2.2 and
2.3, it is shown how employing this protocol can help to explain the ultrafast processes after
laser excitation in vinyl bromide (C2H3Br) and trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I).

2.1 Theoretical Framework

In treating ultrafast spectroscopy experiments in a theoretical framework, one can break them
down into three steps summarized in Figure 2.1: (1) The perturbation of the system of interest,
by a pump pulse, triggering an ultrafast process. (2) The following dynamic response. (3) The
spectroscopic observation of the perturbed system via the probe pulse. All three steps present
unique challenges and need to be addressed adequately by the theoretical framework. A good
summary, especially of the last two steps, their challenges and state-of-the-art treatment, is also
given in a recent review by Conti, Cerullo, Nenov and Garavelli [122].

Figure 2.1 – Illustration of the three main steps of a pump-probe experiment. (1) The system (here
vinyl bromide) is perturbed by the pump pulse. Depending on the available energy and intensity of the
pump laser pulse, this can lead to excitation or even ionization of the molecule. (2) Subsequently, the
system dynamically responds to this perturbation of the electronic wavefunction. (3) In the last step the
changing system is spectroscopically observed with the delayed probe pulse. The employed spectroscopic
technique again depends on the available energy and intensity of the probe laser light.

Starting at the beginning, one has to describe the interaction of the molecule with the
electric field of the pump laser pulse. Depending on the available energy, the system can be
electronically excited and even ionized [123]. Here, highly nonlinear phenomena including above-
threshold ionization (ATI), tunneling ionization and HHG play an important role [124] and make
the simulations of this initial laser interaction quite challenging. Two promising approaches in
simulating photoexcitation and ionization are of note. First, there is the recently extended R-
matrix with time dependence (RMT) ansatz [125–129], which is implemented in the program
suites UKRmol/RMT [128, 129] and Quantemol [130]. Second, the time-dependent B-spline
algebraic diagrammatic construction (TD B-spline ADC) method developed by a collaboration
of Averbukh, Ruberti and Decleva [131–135]. Both methods have already been successfully
utilized in the calculation of photo excitation and ionization of atoms and small molecules [133,
135–139]. These are, however, by no means the only options. For a good summary of the
available approaches, see the reviews of Ishikawa and Sato [140] and Armstrong et al. [141]. The
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simulation of photoexcitation and ionization is not part of the present work as these processes
were alternatively approximated by an instantaneous excitation or ionization of the molecule.

Following the initial interaction with the pump pulse, the perturbed system undergoes ultra-
fast processes that need to be simulated adequately. In order to describe this dynamic response,
one has to solve the time-dependent Schrödinger equation (TDSE). Depending on the system
at hand, this is most commonly done either fully quantum mechanically via quantum dynam-
ics (QD) or in a semiclassical fashion. The biggest hurdle in using QD simulations lies in the
“curse of dimensionality”, as the calculation time and storage requirements scale exponentially
with the number of included nuclear degrees of freedom. Thus, it is necessary to identify and
treat only the degrees of freedom most significant to the observed dynamic response and ne-
glect the rest. This, of course, can be quite challenging and there is ongoing research to help
with the selection of suitable coordinates [142–148]. For the present framework the dynamic
response of the system is described by ab initio NAMD simulations, which have successfully
been used in varying cases in chemistry and material science [149, 150]. Within NAMD, the
nuclei of the system are approximated by classical bodies obeying Newton’s laws of motion. To
propagate the system, the necessary forces acting on the nuclei are calculated from the gradient
of the electronic wavefunction accessible by solving the time-independent Schrödinger equation
(TISE). All NAMD simulation performed in this work were done with the open source program
package surface hopping including arbitrary couplings (SHARC) [151–153], developed
by the group of Leticia González. For a general introduction to SHARC and the underlying
theory please refer to the review by Mai, Marquetand and González [152] and the dissertation
of Thomas Schnappinger [154].

In the final step, the perturbed system is spectroscopically observed by the delayed probe
pulse. Here, depending on the available energy and intensity of the probe laser, different spectro-
scopic processes are utilized. Within this work XUV/X-ray absorption spectroscopy provided the
relevant element- and site-specific insights into the electronic and nuclear structure of the system.
However, the simulation of the inner-valence- and core-excited states, accessible by the XUV/X-
ray light, presents some unique challenges, although at first glance, there are many similarities
to the calculation of valence-excited states. In general, (valence-)excited states are calculated by
diagonalization of the Hamiltonian matrix. Commonly this is done by iterative diagonalization
schemes, like the Davidson algorithm [155], that solve for the lowest-energy states (eigenvalues)
of the spectrum first. This complicates the calculation of core-excited states, as they occur at
very high energies (usually >100 eV) above numerous valence-excited states. This results in
a huge Hamiltonian matrix, which makes the diagonalization computationally very expensive.
A direct, exact diagonalization of only the core-space is not possible due to the off-diagonal
coupling between the valence- and core-states as illustrated in Figure 2.2. But, in general, these
couplings are very small, as the core orbitals are strongly localized in space and the valence- and
core-excited states are well separated in energy. Thus, in a good approximation, these couplings
can be discarded, which decouples the valence- and core-space from each other and allows for a
direct calculation of just the core-excited states. This so-called core-valence separation (CVS)
approximation of the electronic Hamiltonian matrix was first introduced by Cederbaum, Dom-
cke, Schirmer and Barth [156, 157] and has since been applied to most of the major density
functional theory (DFT) as well as wave function based electronic structure theories. Here,
Stener and coworkers [158] proposed an implementation for TDDFT, which later was coined re-
stricted excitation window time dependent density functional theory (REW-TDDFT) [159], that
has successfully been utilized in a number of different cases [160–164]. More recently, Dreuw
and coworkers have contributed significantly to the adaption of the algebraic diagrammatic con-
struction (ADC) scheme of the polarization propagator in the calculation of core-excited states
by implementing the CVS approximation for different orders of ADC [ADC(2), ADC(2)-x and
ADC(3)] [165–169]. In the same manner, Coriani and coworkers successfully implemented the
approximation for the family of coupled cluster (CC) approaches [170–174]. Within the present
work, the CVS approximation is utilized in an ansatz based on the RASSCF method. This
ansatz was first proposed by Josefsson and coworkers [175] to calculate the L edge spectra of
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transition metal complexes, and due to the versatility of RASSCF, it has since been applied by
many groups in a multitude of cases [176–191]. Once again, these are by far not the only pos-
sibilities in calculating core-excited states and a good overview of the available DFT and wave
function based methods is given by Zhang and coworkers [192] and, more recently, in the reviews
by Norman and Dreuw [193], Lundberg and Delcey [194] and Rankine and Penfold [195]. For
the sake of completeness, it must also be mentioned, that extensive research has been devoted
to the development of real-time (RT) methods for the calculation of core-excited states. The
progress in this area is summarized in the reviews of Norman and Dreuw [193] and also Li and
coworkers [196].

Figure 2.2 – Structure of the shifted electronic Hamiltonian matrix Mij =
〈
Ψi

∣∣(H−E)
∣∣Ψj

〉
. The excited

states are illustrated as squares. The valence-excited states are shown in yellow and the core-excited
states in red. The stars on the off-diagonals represent the couplings between the states. The couplings
between states of the two spaces (valence and core) are shown in black. Generally, they are quite small,
but render an exact direct diagonalization of just the core-excited space difficult. Within the CVS
approximation these couplings are neglected, thus decoupling the spaces from each other, allowing the
direct diagonalization of just the core-space.

In the following, the theoretical framework to simulate attosecond transient absorption spec-
tra is introduced. Section 2.1.1 first describes the RASSCF/RASPT2 protocol to calculate
valence- and core-excited states, and section 2.1.2 summarizes the procedure necessary to gen-
erate a transient spectrogram from the information of an NAMD simulation.

2.1.1 RASSCF/RASPT2 Protocol for Valence- and Core-excited States

The algorithm for the calculation of core excitations and subsequently the XUV/X-ray ab-
sorption spectrum with the RASSCF method is mainly based on the works of Josefsson and
coworkers [175] and Wang, Odelius and Prendergast [182]. As all calculations for the research
on C2H3Br and CF3I were performed with the OpenMolcas [197, 198] program package, the
mentioned routines and keywords in the following framework are specific to OpenMolcas, but
the general procedure can also be performed in other electronic-structure program packages,
such as Molpro [199, 200] or PySCF [201–203].

The algorithm utilizes the RASSCF method [204, 205], where both the valence space of
the system, and the excitation processes of the core electrons can be described in the same
theoretical framework. RASSCF is an extension to general CASSCF, where the AS is further
partitioned into three sub spaces RAS1, RAS2 and RAS3, with additional constraints applied to
their occupation. In general, they are systematically labeled RAS(n, l,m; i, j, k), where, i, j and
k are the number of orbitals in the RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 sub spaces, respectively, n is the total
number of electrons in all active spaces, l the maximum number of holes allowed in the RAS1, and
m the maximum number of electrons allowed in RAS3. For the RAS2, all possible configurations
are allowed, making it analogous to the AS within CASSCF. This further partitioning of the
orbital space makes the restricted active space (RAS) formalism conceptionally a very intuitive
and elegant method in describing the core-excitation process. This is summarized and illustrated
in Figure 2.3. Including the relevant valence orbitals (occupied as well as virtual) in the RAS2
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Figure 2.3 – Diagram of the relevant excitations for a XUV/X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) and how
they are represented in the RASSCF ansatz. The combination of the RAS3 and RAS2 depicted in orange
and green allows for a high quality description of valence-excited states, as well as possible ionic states.
Including the relevant core orbitals into the RAS1, shown in red, and allowing for one hole, makes the
calculation of core-excitations possible.

subspace allows for a high quality description of valence excited as well as possible ionized states.
Here, similarly to general CASSCF, the maximum feasible number of orbitals and electrons
is limited by the necessity of the full configuration interaction (FCI) calculation within this
subspace. But including some of the relevant, or even further orbitals, in the RAS3 subspace
and limiting the possible excitations to it makes it possible to increase the total size of the
valence space without drastically increasing the computational cost. However, the relocation of
orbitals from the RAS2 to the RAS3 subspace needs to be done with caution, as it might change
the description of the valence-excited states. Here, a good grasp on the system at hand as well as
further benchmark calculations are advisable. It is, however, also possible to not use the RAS3
subspace at all. The necessary core orbitals accessible by the probe pulse are included in the
RAS1 and, by only allowing for one hole in this subspace, the calculation of core-excited states
is possible. In the following, a procedure built on top of this partitioning scheme, the general
RASSCF/RASPT2 protocol to calculate the valence- and core-excited states starting from an
initial Hartee-Fock (HF) calculation is presented. This protocol is summarized in Figure 2.4 with
all corresponding input files listed in appendix A. To perform the protocol one goes through the
following steps:

(1) In the first step, an applicable AS for the valence space of the system at hand needs to be set
up. Here, it is common to start from a set of HF orbitals and perform an initial CASSCF
calculation, with the relevant orbitals in the AS (Both corresponding input files are listed
in Listing A.1 and A.2). As already mentioned, the selection of the active orbitals is vital
for a correct description of the system and its excited states. Although there are general
guidelines on how to best choose an AS [206, 207], it is always necessary to benchmark and
verify the size, as well as the selection of orbitals. If the system is subject to relativistic
effects, these can be treated within OpenMolcas in a two-step approach, both based
on the Douglas–Kroll Hamiltonian (DKH) [208, 209]. Here, the relativistic effects are
partitioned into two parts: the scalar relativistic effects and spin-orbit coupling (SOC).
The scalar part is accounted for by using the relativistic atomic natural orbital (ANO-
RCC) basis set [210–214], which is constructed using the DKH. At the time of writing
OpenMolcas sets further necessary configuration parameters automatically when using
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Figure 2.4 – Flowchart illustrating the RASSCF/RASPT2 protocol for the calculation of valence- and
core-excited states within the same framework. The corresponding input files for OpenMolcas are listed
in appendix A.

this basis set. The treatment of the SOC will be handled in the second part of the protocol,
as it is not included in a RASSCF calculation.

(2) The converged CASSCF wave function can now serve as the initial guess for all following
RASSCF calculations. Its original AS is included in the RAS2 subspace, and it is decided
whether to include further (virtual-)orbitals in the RAS3 subspace or not use it at all. Then
the relevant core-orbitals are added to the RAS1 subspace, completing the description of
the three subspaces. To suppress unwanted orbital rotations with the valence space and
aid convergence in the RASSCF calculation itself, the core orbitals are kept frozen to their
shape from the initial HF wave function. From here, the setup of the calculation differs
slightly, depending on whether the valence- or core-excited states are to be calculated.

(a) For the valence-excited states, no further configuration is necessary, and they are
calculated by a default RASSCF calculation as listed in Listing A.3.

(b) For the core-excited states, as already mentioned, the CVS approximation needs to be
used in order to make their calculation possible. Within OpenMolcas this is done
by applying the core-hole projection operator onto the RASSCF wave function [215],
forcing a hole in a specified RAS subspace. The corresponding keyword is HEXS, which
is set to the RAS subspace where the maximum occupation should be eliminated. The
complete input file for this calculation is listed in Listing A.4.

(3) Both converged RASSCF calculations can be followed by a perturbative inclusion of the dy-
namic electron correlation within a multi-state complete active space perturbation theory
(CASPT2) (MS-CASPT2) [216] or extended multi-state CASPT2 (XMS-CASPT2) [217,
218] calculation. Here, the setup for valence- and core-excited states is again identical (See
Listing A.3 and Listing A.4). It should be mentioned that the CASPT2 calculation of the
core-excited states is especially prone to intruder states, and a benchmark for sensible
values for the ionization-potential electron-affinity (IPEA) [219] and imaginary shift [220]
is advisable. For example, in the case of vinyl bromide, an IPEA shift of 0.25hartree and
an additional imaginary shift of 0.2hartree were necessary. Of course, it is possible to skip
this step, e.g. if the CASPT2 calculations are computationally infeasible. In this case, one
would directly continue with the converged RASSCF calculations to the last step of the
protocol.
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(4) With the RASSCF/RASPT2 calculations converged, we arrive at two wave functions de-
scribing the valence- and core-excited states. Finally, it is necessary to save both wave
functions as an OpenMolcas JOBIPH binary file, as these are utilized in the following
steps, in the calculation of the excitations energies and oscillator strengths. If a MS-
CASPT2 or XMS-CASPT2 calculation was performed, the wave function will be saved to
a “.JobMix” file. For a RASSCF calculation it is saved to a “.JobIph” file.

The presented algorithm based on RASSCF, and the subsequent treatment of the dynamic
correlation within CASPT2 allows for a high quality description of valence- as well as core-
excited wave functions in the same framework. In the following section, the protocol to generate
a transient absorption spectrum (TAS) from these wave functions is introduced.

2.1.2 Transient XUV/X-ray Absorption Spectrogram

Figure 2.5 – Flowchart illustrating the complete protocol for calculating a time resolved absorption spec-
trum based on the geometry R(t) and the active states k from the NAMD simulation. The corresponding
input files for OpenMolcas are listed in appendix A.

Combining the just introduced RASSCF/RASPT2 ansatz with information that is available
from ab initio NAMD allows the simulation of a transient XUV/X-ray absorption spectrogram.
The complete procedure is summarized in the flowchart depicted in Figure 2.5 and the relevant
input file is supplied in appendix A. We start at top left of Figure 2.5 with an NAMD simulation
of the perturbed system. Here the nuclei of the system are approximated by classical bodies
and propagated following Newton’s equation of motion:

MA
∂2RA(t)

∂t2
= −

∂Ek
el(t)

∂RA
, (2.1)

with MA the atomic mass of nuclei A and Ek
el(t) the electronic energy of the current active

state k which is calculated by solving the TISE of the system at the current geometry. So at
every time step t the geometry defined by the nuclear coordinates R(t) and the currently active
electronic state k can be extracted from the trajectory and further processed in the simulation
of the spectrum. Subsequently, the valence- as well as the core-excited states of the system
with multiplicity M1 (e.g. singlet) are calculated by the above introduced protocol. As already
mentioned, relativistic effects are treated within the Douglas–Kroll (DK) transformation of the
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relativistic Hamiltonian in two steps. Scalar relativistic effects were already included in the
RASSCF calculation of the valence- and core-excited states by utilizing an ANO-RCC basis
set. To include the SOC effects, both of these calculations also have to be performed for the
multiplicity M2 (e.g. triplet), resulting in a total of four wave functions for each geometry. In the
next step these so called ‘spin-free (SF) states’ are used as the basis in the restricted active space
state interaction (RASSI) method [221–223], where the interactions between all states including
the SOC are treated with the use of the atomic mean field integrals (AMFI) [224]. Here it is
important to mention that, since the valence- and core-excited states are obtained from different
calculations, their wave functions are not necessarily orthogonal. This problem was already
mentioned by Wang, Odelius and Prendergast [182], and they suggested using a correction to
the overall Hamiltonian already introduced by Malmqvist, Roos and Schimmelpfennig [223] in
their original implementation for the SOC treatment in the RASSI method. For this correction
all Hamilton matrix elements Hkl are shifted by

∆Hkl =
1

2

(
∆Ek +∆El

)
Skl, (2.2)

with ∆Ek and ∆El denoting the energy shifts of the kth and lth states and Skl the corresponding
overlap matrix elements. This can be achieved by the keyword HDIAG in the RASSI module of
OpenMolcas and supplying the energies of all calculated states in the input file (see Listing A.5
for the general structure of such a calculation). From the RASSI calculation, one arrives at a
set of spin-orbit (SO) states ψSO-RASSI

i , that can be represented in the basis of the supplied SF
states ψSF -RASSI

j by the linear combination

ψSO-RASSI
i =

∑
j

cijψ
SF -RASSI
j . (2.3)

After the RASSI calculation, the active state k from the NAMD simulation can now be used
to identify the matching valence-excited SO state from the RASSCF/RASPT2 calculations.
Depending on the computational setup and level of theory of the dynamics simulation, this can
be more or less involved and, in general, it also depends on the system and the complexity of
the observed dynamical processes. For example, in the case of neutral vinyl bromide, it was
done by comparing the scalar product between the dipole moments vectors of the active state
k and the different valence-excited SF states. But, for the cationic species, it was sufficient to
just use the same state number/index. Finally, for both cases, the valence-excited SO state
with the largest contribution of the matched SF state was selected in the further calculation
of the spectrum. To help with the understanding of the connections between the different
states, the illustration in Figure A.2 in the appendix A shows how the different states, starting
with the original RASSCF states, are intertwined. With the correct valence-excited SO state
identified, two values, the oscillator strengths f and the excitation energies ∆E, are then used
in the generation of the spectrum at the current time step t. In the following, we will focus
on the core-valence transition k → l, with the initial state k, the ground state or any other
valence-excited state of the system and the final state l, a core-excited state with one hole in the
core space. For this transition the oscillator strength fkl is calculated within the RASSI module
following the equation

fkl =
2

3

me

h̄2e2
(El − Ek)

∑
x,y,z

〈
ψSO-RASSI
l

(
r;R(t)

)∣∣∣µ̂x,y,z∣∣∣ψSO-RASSI
k

(
r;R(t)

)〉2
, (2.4)

with me denoting the electron mass, h̄ the reduced Planck constant, e the elementary charge,
El and Ek the energies of both states, ψSO-RASSI

l

(
r;R(t)

)
the wave function of the final state l,

ψSO-RASSI
k

(
r;R(t)

)
the wave function of the initial state k and µ̂ the dipole moment operator.

Further the excitation energy of the transition is given by the difference

∆Ekl = Ek − El. (2.5)
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To go beyond a simple delta-peak spectrum of fkl over ∆Ekl, some post-processing is necessary.
Figure 2.6 illustrates the different steps and connects the following equations to actual plots,
based on the dataset of vinyl bromide. Generally, calculated peaks are broadened by either a
Gaussian function, a Lorentz function, or a convolution of both functions, a Voigt profile. All
three functions are shown in appendix B. Using the example of the Gaussian function, the peak
of quantities ∆Ekl and fkl can be broadened by the function

Gkl(E;∆Ekl, σ, t) = fkl ·
1

σ
√
2π

exp
(−

(
E −∆Ekl

)2
2σ2

)
, (2.6)

with the standard deviation σ which in turn can be calculated from the full width at half
maximum (FWHM) Γ, commonly used in spectroscopy, by

σ =
FWHM
2
√
2 ln 2

=
Γ

2
√
2 ln 2

. (2.7)

The complete spectrum Gk(E; t) (shown in (2) of Figure 2.6) for the given initial state k is ob-
tained by the summation over all l relevant broadened signals Gkl(E;∆Ekl, σ, t) and subsequent
normalization:

Gk(E; t) =
1

N

∑
l

Gkl(E;∆Ekl, σ). (2.8)

To simulate the complete spectrum G(E; t) for one timestep t (shown in (3) of Figure 2.6) all
spectra Gk(E; t) of the M calculated trajectories are summed up:

G(E; t) =
1

M

M∑
Gk(E; t). (2.9)

If one wants to include additional contributions to this spectrum, e.g., from different species of
the system like singly or double ionized molecules, they can be added here. This can be done
by performing a similar NAMD simulation of the additional species and subsequent calculation
of the core excitations and finally the corresponding spectrum G(E; t). It is also possible to
just approximate further contributions, as it was done in the case of vinyl bromide (see plot (4)
of Figure 2.6). Here, the experimentally observable ground state bleach was approximated by
subtracting the static ground state spectrum of neutral vinyl bromide calculated at t = 0 fs. In
the final step the complete procedure is repeated for all time steps t of all the M trajectories and
one arrives at the transient spectrum G(E, t) shown in (5) of Figure 2.6, based on the NAMD
simulation of the system at hand.

In the following sections, the application of the complete procedure on the two systems
C2H3Br and CF3I in order to study their ultrafast dynamics after laser excitation is presented.

2.2 The Ultrafast Strong-Field Dissociation of Vinyl Bromide

The article “Ultrafast strong-field dissociation of vinyl bromide: an attosecond transient ab-
sorption spectroscopy and non-adiabatic molecular dynamics study” published in Structural
Dynamics shows the strength of the combined experimental and theoretical approach, demon-
strating it for the ultrafast dissociation of vinyl bromide. The key statements of the article
are:

• The strong-field initiated ultrafast dynamics of vinyl bromide has been studied by ATAS.
Probing the Br M edge with XUV laser light allows for an assessment of the competing
processes in neutral and ionized vinyl bromide.

• The rich transient absorption spectrogram shown in FIG. 3 of the publication was recorded
for an energy range between 64.0 eV to 72.0 eV with a time resolution of 2.3 fs. The
ground state bleaching signals at 71.0 eV and 71.9 eV appears as a doublet, due to the
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Figure 2.6 – Illustration of the post-processing steps necessary to turn a single core excitation spectrum
into a final ATAS spectrum, exemplified by the calculations of the ultrafast dissociation of cationic vinyl
bromide. (1) Stemplot of fkl over ∆Ekl for all l transitions of a specific active state k of one trajectory
at time step t = 9 fs. (2) The complete broadened spectrum Gk(E; t) comprised of all the l Gaussian
broadened peaks Gkl(E;∆Ekl, σ, t) (see Equations 2.6 and 2.8). Here specifically, a value of σ = 0.1 eV
was used. (3) The broadened spectra Gk(E; t) of all calculated trajectories and relevant active states
k for the time step t = 9 fs are summed up, resulting in the spectrum G(E; t) (see Equation 2.9). (4)
Additional contributions to the complete spectrum, like signals stemming from further species of vinyl
bromide, can be added. Here, an approximation of the experimentally observable ground state bleach was
included by subtracting the static ground state spectrum of neutral vinyl bromide calculated at t = 0 fs.
(5) Repeating these steps for all time steps t results in this complete transient spectrum G(E, t) based
on the NAMD simulation of the system. Here, the dotted black line indicates the spectrum shown in
subplot (4).

spin-orbit splitting of the 3d5/2 and 3d3/2 states in Br. This spin-orbit splitting is also
present in the main doublet at 65.5 eV and 66.4 eV and further weaker signals up to
70 eV, which have been attributed to ionic states of vinyl bromide [225]. All signals
show a pronounced oscillation, corresponding to different vibrational eigenmodes of vinyl
bromide. Additional sharp atomic Br lines at 64.4 eV and 65.0 eV, at temporal delays
>100 fs, indicate an ultrafast dissociation of either the neutral molecule, the ion or both.
A previous unreported signal in the region of 64.0 eV to 65.0 eV shows a different more
complex behavior compared to the vibrational features. A magnified view of this energy
range is shown in FIG. 4 of the publication. After an initial upshift to about 64.4 eV, the
signal bifurcates after around 30 fs. Afterwards the main branch shifts down in energy to
64.1 eV, reaching the value of the atomic Br M4,5 transition. As this transition Br(P1/2) →
Br(D5/2) is dipole forbidden in the atomic limit, but not in the molecular context, this
signal vanishes for longer time scales >80 fs. This coincides with the birth and rise of the
allowed atomic Br transitions Br(P3/2) → Br(D5/2) and Br(P1/2) → Br(D3/2) at 64.4 eV
and 65.0 eV respectively. The observed behavior in the region of 64.0 eV to 65.0 eV clearly
indicates an ultrafast dissociation process.
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• For these complex spectral features, several possibilities were discussed. A previous study
on vinyl bromide [225] predicted a signal in this energy range to stem from the second
excited state (D3) of the cation following Koopmans’ theorem. But ATAS experiments
on methyl bromide [51] attributed a similar signal to a neutral excited state, populated
by a multi-photon process. Both possibilities are also supported by applying Koopmans’
theorem, as for the neutral vinyl bromide, one would expect a signal of an electronically
excited ππ∗ state in the same energy range.

• To untangle the involvement of neutral and cationic vinyl bromide, the dynamics of both
species after strong field excitation are investigated by NAMD simulations. The geometry
and state information from the NAMD simulations were then utilized in the RASPT2
ansatz to calculate the transient XUV/X-ray absorption spectra for both species. The de-
tailed, state-resolved analysis of the calculated trajectories and related spectral features of
the simulated spectra allowed for a rigorous and quantitative comparison with the experi-
mental data. This enabled attribution of all spectral features of the transient XUV/X-ray
absorption spectra to the corresponding species of vinyl bromide.

• For neutral vinyl bromide, the multi-photon process that results in the excitation to the
bright ππ∗ state was approximated by a one-photon process within the NAMD simulation.
For the analysis of the excited state dynamics, 189 trajectories were taken into account.
After excitation, neutral vinyl bromide exclusively shows ultrafast dissociation of the C–Br
bond, with on average a doubling of the initial bond length after about 50 fs. In general,
the simulated XAS matches the energy range of the experiment very well (see FIG. 6 of
the publication for the simulated spectrum). Further, as predicted by Koopmans’ theorem
there are prominent signals in the range between 64.0 eV to 65.0 eV. Within the first 20 fs
all signals shift to lower energies, and two sharp features, a stronger one at 64.3 eV and
a weaker one at 65 eV, appear. After about 40 fs simulation time, both signals remain
constant in energy, with the energetically lower one becoming increasingly prominent.
With all trajectories dissociated at this point in time, the signals are the spin-allowed
transitions of atomic bromide. But compared to the experimentally recorded spectrum, it
is clear that the signal from the neutral species alone cannot explain the observed patterns
in the energy range between 64.0 eV to 65.0 eV.

• With the used pump pulse, the first three cationic states, D1, D2 and D3 are accessible,
so 50 trajectories were started in each. For the analysis of the dynamics of the three
cationic states, 11, 26 and 45 trajectories were taken into account. Compared to the purely
dissociative dynamics of the neutral species, the cationic species showed more complex
behaviour depending on the initial state. The transient XAS, shown in FIG. 8 of the
publication, was simulated based on all analyzed trajectories. To attribute the spectral
features to the different observed dynamics, XAS spectra for the corresponding subset of
trajectories alone were also simulated (see FIG. S21 - S26 in the appendix D.3).

• For the trajectories started in the D1 and D2 states, only bound state vibrational dynamics
were observed. In both cases, the C––C double bond and the C–Br bond showed oscillation
periods between 20 fs to 75 fs corresponding to the electronic character of both cationic
states. Comparing with the neutral spectrum, we again see the ground state bleach in
the region between 71.0 eV to 72.5 eV, but, here, its intensity distribution is modulated by
contributions from the D1 signal. Further, the D1 state shows a clear doublet at 66.7 eV
and 67.7 eV stemming from the spin-orbit splitting. Both peaks oscillate with a period
matching the observed oscillation of the C–Br bond of the D1 trajectories. The most
intense features of the spectrum, a doublet at 65.5 eV and 66.5 eV can be assigned to the
D2 state. It also shows a modulation of the signal that matches the observed oscillation
periods of the C––C and C–Br bond vibrations of the D2 trajectories. In summary, the
signals stemming from the D1 and D2 states show a clear oscillation, but neither of them
can reproduce the splitting of the intense 65.5 eV peak nor the weak band at 64 eV.
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• The spectrum of all trajectories started in the D3 state, again shows the distinct doublet
now at 64.3 eV and 65.2 eV (FIG. S23 in appendix D.3). But, in contrast to the oscillating
features, both signals become constant after about half an oscillation period at about 40 fs
and subsequently split up into four constant contributions at 64.0 eV, 64.5 eV, 65.0 eV and
65.5 eV. This can be explained by the three different C–Br bond dynamics observed in
the trajectories: purely vibrational, slow dissociative and fast dissociative. The vibrational
bound state dynamics show the prominent doublet peak at 64.3 eV and 65.2 eV, oscillating
with the period of the C–Br bond. For the fast dissociating trajectories, the same doublet
occurs, but, after the initial first half of the oscillation period, both peaks remain constant
in energy at 64.0 eV and 65.0 eV. This is further accompanied by a significant change in
the intensities of both peaks. The peak at 65.0 eV strongly increases in intensity, while
the energetically lower peak fades. This change stems from the bromide becoming more
and more “atom-like” with increasing distance to the vinyl cation. Here from the two
spin-allowed transitions Br(P3/2) → Br(D5/2) and Br(P1/2) → Br(D3/2), only the higher
one Br(P1/2) → Br(D3/2) survives in the atomic limit. Finally, for the slow dissociative
trajectories, a mixture of both distinct spectral features of the fast dissociative and purely
vibrational ones is observed.

• In summary, the prominent features in the energy range between 64 eV to 66 eV originate
from overlapping contributions of the cationic vinyl bromide. It is composed of the spectral
features of the non-dissociative dynamics in the D2 and D3 states, and the spin-orbit
excited atomic Br generated in the dissociation in the D3.

The article “Ultrafast strong-field dissociation of vinyl bromide: an attosecond transient
absorption spectroscopy and non-adiabatic molecular dynamics study” was published in Struc-
tural Dynamics under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution 4.0 International License
(CC BY 4.0, URL: https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). In the following it
is reprinted unaltered from Struct. Dyn. 8, 034104 (2021). Copyright 2021 Author(s). The
supporting information for this article is reprinted unaltered in the appendix D.3.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
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ABSTRACT

Attosecond extreme ultraviolet (XUV) and soft x-ray sources provide powerful new tools for studying ultrafast molecular dynamics with
atomic, state, and charge specificity. In this report, we employ attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy (ATAS) to follow strong-field-
initiated dynamics in vinyl bromide. Probing the Br M edge allows one to assess the competing processes in neutral and ionized molecular
species. Using ab initio non-adiabatic molecular dynamics, we simulate the neutral and cationic dynamics resulting from the interaction of
the molecule with the strong field. Based on the dynamics results, the corresponding time-dependent XUV transient absorption spectra are
calculated by applying high-level multi-reference methods. The state-resolved analysis obtained through the simulated dynamics and related
spectral contributions enables a detailed and quantitative comparison with the experimental data. The main outcome of the interaction with
the strong field is unambiguously the population of the first three cationic states, D1, D2, and D3. The first two show exclusively vibrational
dynamics while the D3 state is characterized by an ultrafast dissociation of the molecule via C–Br bond rupture within 100 fs in 50% of the
analyzed trajectories. The combination of the three simulated ionic transient absorption spectra is in excellent agreement with the experi-
mental results. This work establishes ATAS in combination with high-level multi-reference simulations as a spectroscopic technique capable
of resolving coupled non-adiabatic electronic-nuclear dynamics in photoexcited molecules with sub-femtosecond resolution.

VC 2021 Author(s). All article content, except where otherwise noted, is licensed under a Creative Commons Attribution (CC BY) license (http://
creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/). https://doi.org/10.1063/4.0000102

I. INTRODUCTION

Since the demonstration of attosecond pulses, in the extreme
ultraviolet (XUV) region of the electromagnetic spectrum
(10–124 eV), via high-order harmonic generation (HHG), these pulses
have been exploited for time-resolved investigations of ultrafast photo-
initiated processes in atoms, molecules, and solids. Due to the high
associated photon energy, capable of easily removing a valence elec-
tron from the sample under consideration, attosecond pulses allow
one to create electron wave packets extremely well localized in time.
This property, which makes them very sharp photo-triggering tools in
a “pump-probe” scenario, is at the basis of the early attosecond streak-
ing technique.1 Originally devised as a temporal characterization
methodology for the attosecond pulses themselves,2 “streaking” has

been exploited as a genuine spectroscopic tool, allowing for the deter-
mination of attosecond delays in photoemission both in atomic3,4 and
solid-state5,6 systems. With the same spirit, attosecond pulses have
been used in the last decade to create electron wave packets in highly
excited cationic states of molecules, leading to the discovery of effects
such as electron localization in diatomic molecules7 and, later, of
purely electronic charge migration in biomolecules.8 On the other
hand, the broad bandwidth of attosecond pulses makes them particu-
larly valuable probing tools, because of the element, charge, and
electronic state sensitivity gained by accessing the inner valence (in the
XUV) and the core level states (in the soft x-ray region, and, possibly
in the future, in the hard x ray) of elements. Along these lines, after the
seminal work of Goulielmakis et al.,9 attosecond XUV pulses have
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been exploited to take snapshots of ultrafast processes in atoms,10,11

molecules,12,13 and solid-state materials,14–17 triggered by the strong-
field interaction of the sample with an ultrashort few-cycle pulse.
While this scheme is very convenient from the implementation view-
point [carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stable few-cycle pulses are ideal
drivers for the generation of isolated attosecond pulses, and thus, a
replica for excitation purposes can be easily derived] and grants
exquisite temporal localization of the initially prepared excited wave
packet due to the extremely short pulses employed, there are two main
bottlenecks historically ascribed to this methodology, limiting the
range of applications—on the one hand, the non-resonant and non-
perturbative nature of the excitation process; on the other, the compli-
cations in data interpretation due to multiplet effects in probing inner
valence states (usually M edges) rather than genuine core level states
(K and L edges). Some of the main recent directions in attoscience
and, in general, of table-top ultrafast soft x-ray spectroscopy solve
these methodological issues, moving toward single photon excitation
schemes (from strong field to weak field)18,19 and core level probing
(from 800-nm-driven XUV HHG to soft x-ray ponderomotively
scaled HHG).20–22 Because of the great spectroscopic interest in the
water window spectral region (containing the K absorption edges of
carbon, nitrogen and oxygen as well as the L edges of calcium, scan-
dium, titanium, and vanadium) for chemistry, biology, and materials
science, these developments are crucial for the future of the field and
hold promise to elucidate photoinduced processes of paramount
importance, such as UV radiation damage of DNA and light-induced
phase transitions from each individual atom’s perspective. Still, the
above-mentioned difficulties can be greatly diminished by an appro-
priate theoretical ansatz.

For the complete treatment of such time-resolved spectroscopy
experiments in a theoretical framework, three different problem sets
need to be addressed. As a first step, one has to describe the interaction
of the system with the strong near infrared (NIR) field. Although it is
possible23–25 to simulate the strong-field ionizations and excitations, it
is not the focus of this work and we assume an instantaneous ioniza-
tion or excitation. Second, one has to adequately describe the ultrafast
processes the system undergoes after irradiation with the strong few-
femtosecond NIR pump pulse. In our work, this is done by performing
ab initio non-adiabatic molecular dynamics (NAMD) for the relevant
electronic states. This makes it possible to resolve both the changes in
the electronic structure and the nuclear motion over time. The third
problem set is the simulation of the time-resolved XUV absorption
spectrogram. In order to tackle this task, we use the restricted active
space self-consistent field (RASSCF) theory followed by a perturbative
inclusion of the dynamic electron correlation (RASPT2) to calculate
the XUV absorption along each trajectory.

Besides the high-quality description of the absorption itself, the
RASPT2 technique also allows one to decompose the entire spectro-
gram into its state-specific components. The RASPT2 ansatz to calcu-
late the XAS spectra was first proposed by Josefsson and co-workers26

to calculate the L-edge spectra of transition metal complexes. Due to
the versatility of the RASSCF, it was used by many groups in varying
cases,27–42 but, in general, there are a variety of methods reported in
the literature to calculate x-ray absorption (XAS) or XUV absorption
spectra. First, simulations were done with the static exchange (STEX)
approximation.43–46 Later, Stener and co-workers47 proposed an
ansatz based on the restricted excitation window time dependent

density functional theory (REW-TDDFT), which was successfully uti-
lized in a number of different cases.20,48–51 More recently, the core-
valence separation (CVS) approximation52 was used in conjunction
with coupled-cluster (CC) theory.53–57 Also, Hait and co-workers suc-
cessfully utilized the Restricted Open-Shell Kohn–Sham (ROXS)
theory58,59 in the prediction of core-level spectra.60,61 A good overview
of the various methods is given by Zhang and co-workers62 and, more
recently, in the reviews by Norman and Dreuw63 and Lundberg and
Delcey.64

Here, we propose a joint experimental and theoretical approach
and apply it to follow the strong-field-initiated dynamics of vinyl bro-
mide (C2H3Br), exposed to a few-cycle NIR field. The ultrafast photo-
physics of vinyl bromide, similar to other substituted ethylenes, has
been historically studied in connection to photoactivated cis/trans-
isomerization.65 In vinyl halides, in particular, the halogen substituent
(F, Cl, Br, I) introduces conical intersections between the pp� state
and np�/nr� states, leading to efficient ultrafast photodissociation of
the halogen–carbon bond.66 We employ attosecond transient absorp-
tion spectroscopy (ATAS) to simultaneously follow neutral and cat-
ionic states dynamics of the molecule after the interaction with the
strong NIR field by probing the Br M edge. The experiment leverages
a previous investigation,67 performed at coarser tens-of-femtoseconds
temporal resolution, highlighting the great amount of information and
detail accessed by attosecond spectroscopies. That work assigned fea-
tures based on conventional intuition known at the time; in hindsight
from the new theoretical work here, numerous assignments of the fea-
tures in the earlier experimental spectra are reassessed.

II. METHODS

The output of a carrier-envelope phase (CEP) stable Ti:sapphire
system (k ¼ 800 nm), delivering 27 fs pulses with an energy of 2 mJ
per pulse at 1 kHz, is spectrally broadened in a Ne-filled stretched
hollow-core fiber. The pulses are then compressed using both a set of
broadband chirped mirrors and a 1-mm-thick ammonium dihydrogen
phosphide (ADP) crystal,68 yielding a compressed pulse duration of
sub-4 fs. The pulses are then divided into a pump and probe arm using
a 50:50 beam splitter. The employed ATAS pump-probe scheme is
depicted in Fig. 1. The XUV-probe pulse is generated via HHG by
focusing the few-cycle NIR pulses into a 3-mm-long gas cell backed
with 30Torr of Ar. Isolated attosecond pulses, covering the energy
range between 55 and 73 eV, are obtained by the amplitude gating
technique,69 as shown in Fig. 1. The residual NIR light is filtered out of
the probe arm with a 200-nm-thick Al filter. According to previous
streaking measurements,68 the XUV pulse duration is estimated to be
170 as. A toroidal mirror is used to focus the radiation into a static gas
cell (3mm interaction length) filled with 10Torr of C2H3Br (Sigma-
Aldrich) at room temperature (298K).

The NIR-pump pulse travels through a piezoelectric delay stage
and is collinearly recombined with the XUV-probe with a hole mirror
placed before the focusing toroidal mirror. On target, the intensity of
the NIR-pump pulse, I ¼ 2� 1014 W cm�2, is high enough to trigger
various competing processes, both in the neutral molecule (via frus-
trated tunnel ionization and multiphoton excitation) and in its cation
(via strong-field ionization). The NIR-pump pulse is finally removed
from the beam path after the interaction gas cell using a second 200-
nm-thick Al filter. The XUV radiation transmitted through the inter-
action gas cell is analyzed with a home-built spectrograph, consisting
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of a dispersive, gold-coated, aberration-corrected concave XUV grat-
ing (Hitachi) and a back-illuminated x-ray-sensitive cooled CCD cam-
era (Princeton Instruments). The energy resolving power of the
spectrograph is estimated to be E=dE ¼ 1000 from previous experi-
ments,11 yielding a resolution of 70meV at 70 eV photon energy. A
beam shutter is programmed to block the NIR pump arm in order to
reference the C2H3Br XUV absorption spectrum with and without the
NIR pump pulse and measure the differential optical density, defined
as the natural logarithm of the ratio between the spectra when the
pump is on and off.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
A. Ab initio level of theory

The electronic states of vinyl bromide were computed using the
state-average complete active space self-consistent field method70,71

including five states in the state-averaging procedure (SA5-CASSCF).
All calculations were carried out with the OpenMolcas72,73 program
package using a modified ATZP basis set (m-ATZP). For more details
about the modification and the validation of its use, see the supple-
mentary material Sec. II B.108 An active space (AS) including eight
electrons in seven orbitals [AS(8,7)] was employed. It includes the
carbon–carbon double bond (p1, p�3) (Fig. 2), the carbon–bromine
single bond (r1, r�2) as well as both remaining bromine 4p orbitals.
One nonbonding orbital is part of a second p orbital (p2); the other
one forms the lone-pair n1. To stabilize the active space, we also had to
include one additional virtual orbital (p�4), which has significant

Rydberg (Ryd.) contributions. The complete AS is shown in Fig. S7 in
the Supporting Information, and the main parts of it, except for the
p�4/Ryd. orbital, are also in Fig. 2. An overview of the excited states of
both neutral and cationic vinyl bromide, their vertical excitation ener-
gies, and electronic character is given in Table I. The states are ordered

FIG. 1. (Top) Schematic of the employed ATAS setup. After being delayed by a
piezo-driven stage and collinearly recombined (not shown), the 800 nm fs pump
and XUV attosecond (as) probe pulses are focused with a toroidal mirror into a
static absorption gas cell, filled with vinyl bromide. The transmitted XUV light, after
removal of the copropagating 800 nm radiation by an aluminum filter, is spectrally
dispersed with a grating and imaged with a CCD camera. (Bottom) The XUV spec-
trum of the generated attosecond probe pulses. The sharp decrease at 72.7 eV is
due to the employed aluminum filter.

FIG. 2. Diagram of the relevant excitations for an x-ray/XUV absorption spectrum.
The RAS2 depicted in blue allows us to describe the valence excited states as well
as cationic states after the interaction with the strong field. The RAS1 includes all
five 3d bromine core orbitals and is shown in red. The combination of both RASs
allows us to treat the x-ray/XUV absorption and simulate the XAS. The orbitals are
shown with an isovalue of 0.02 and oriented according to the geometry at the
bottom.

TABLE I. Excited state electronic character and vertical excitation energies DE of
neutral and cationic vinyl bromide. The excitation energy is given in units of eV rela-
tive to the neutral ground state (S0) at the Frank–Condon point. For the character of
the cationic vinyl bromide, the orbitals that are partially occupied are listed.

Neutral Cationic

State Character DE ðeVÞ State Character DE ðeVÞ

T1 p2 ! p�3 4.08 D1 p2 8.81
T2 p2 ! r�2 6.26 D2 n1 9.72
T3 n1 ! r�2 6.61 D3 p1 11.28
S1 p2 ! r�2 6.67 D4 r1 12.94
S2 p2 ! p�3 7.34 D5 n1; p2; p�3 14.26
S3 n1 ! r�2 7.50
T4 n1 ! p�3 7.53
S4 n1 ! p�3 7.77
T5 p2 ! p�4 8.16
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with increasing energy and are labeled according to their adiabatic
state number at the Frank–Condon (FC) point.

B. Dynamics simulation

The NAMD of vinyl bromide were simulated using the surface
hopping including arbitrary couplings (SHARC) program pack-
age.74–76 A set of 400 initial conditions (geometries and velocities)
were generated based on a Wigner distribution77,78 at 0K computed
from harmonic vibrational frequencies in the optimized ground state
minimum. The underlying optimization and frequency calculations
were performed at the closed-shell coupled-cluster level of theory,
including singles, doubles, and perturbative contributions of triples
using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis set79–83 [CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ]. For
the neutral species, a subset of 300 trajectories was randomly chosen
and propagated starting in the bright pp� state (at the FC point S2). To
relate to the excitation process, the initialization for the neutral species
was done in the diagonal representation, where the spin-mixed, fully
adiabatic states were obtained by diagonalizing the electronic
Hamiltonian matrix, which itself is built up from five singlet and trip-
let states for the neutral species. In addition, all relevant spin–orbit
interactions are included in the Hamiltonian matrix. To ensure excita-
tion only to the bright pp� state, the transition dipole moment for
each initial geometry is calculated as the selection criterion. For the
cation, the trajectories were set up in the molecular Coulomb
Hamiltonian (MCH) representation, where the states are represented
in the basis of the eigenfunctions of the molecular Coulomb
Hamiltonian, consisting of five doublet and quartet states. Sets of 50
randomly chosen trajectories were started each in the D1, D2, and D3

ionic states. In both cases, the propagation itself was performed in the
diagonal representation. The necessary energies, gradients, spin–orbit
and non-adiabatic couplings (SOC, NAC) were calculated on-the-fly
at the SA5-CASSCF level of theory using the Molcas/OpenMolcas
interface included in SHARC. The non-adiabatic transitions were
treated within Tully’s fewest switch trajectory surface hopping (TSH)
algorithm84 as implemented in SHARC.76 The integration of the
nuclear motion is done using the Velocity-Verlet algorithm with a
maximal simulation time of 100 fs using a time step of 0.5 fs. The sub-
sequent analysis of the trajectories of both species is done in the MCH
representation.

C. Simulation of x ray/XUV absorption spectra

The following describes, first, the general procedure how we cal-
culated the static x-ray/XUV absorption spectrum (further abbreviated
as only XAS) based on the RASPT2 ansatz and second, how we used
the NAMD simulation to generate the transient XAS of vinyl bromide.

The algorithm for the calculation of the XAS is mainly based on
the works of Josefsson and co-workers26 and Wang, Odelius, and
Prendergast.42 Here, both the valence space of vinyl bromide and the
excitation processes of the core electrons are described in the same the-
oretical framework of the restricted active space self-consistent field
(RASSCF) method.85,86 RASSCF is an extension to the general
CASSCF approach, where the active space is further partitioned into
three subspaces RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3, with additional constraints
applied to their occupation. In general, they can be systematically
labeled RAS(n; l;m; i; j; k), where, i, j, and k are the number of orbitals
in the RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 subspaces, respectively, n is the total

number of electrons in the active spaces, l the maximum number of
holes allowed in the RAS1, and m the maximum number of electrons
allowed in RAS3. For the RAS2, all possible configurations are allowed,
making it analogous to the AS within CASSCF. For vinyl bromide, the
RAS2 was built up similarly to the AS utilized in the NAMD. It also
included the carbon–carbon double bond (p1, p�3), the carbon–
bromine single bond (r1, r�2) as well as both remaining bromine 4p
orbitals (p2, n1) and one additional virtual orbital with significant
Rydberg contributions. For the RAS1, we included all five 3d orbitals
of bromine and allowed for one hole. To enhance convergence within
the RASSCF and to suppress unwanted orbital rotation with the
valence space, the core orbitals were kept frozen to their shape from
the Hartree–Fock calculation. The RAS3 was not utilized, thus result-
ing in RAS(18; 1; 0; 5; 7; 0) for neutral and RAS(17; 1; 0; 5; 7; 0) for
cationic vinyl bromide. The diagram in Fig. 2 summarizes all relevant
excitations and orbitals involved for the computational setup. As bro-
mine is already subject to spin–orbit effects,87 relativistic effects were
included and treated in two steps, both based on the Douglas–Kroll
Hamiltonian.88,89 In the first step, within each spin symmetry the
states were optimized in a state-averaged RASSCF procedure carried
out with the relativistic atomic natural orbital basis (ANO-RCC),90–94

contracted to ATZP quality (ANO-RCC-ATZP). This is followed by a
perturbative inclusion (PT2) of the dynamic electron correlation
within the multistate RASPT2 method,95–99 where the default
ionization-potential electron-affinity (IPEA) shift100 of 0.25Hartree
was used. An additional imaginary shift101 of 0.2Hartree was applied
to reduce problems with intruder states. In the second step, these
“spin-free” states were used as a basis in the restricted active space
state interaction (RASSI) method,102–104 where the spin–orbit coupling
(SOC) was treated with the use of the atomic mean-field spin–orbit
integrals (AMFI).105

For the simulation of the transient XAS discussed further below,
we utilized the geometric information from the on-the-fly trajectories.
For every 3 fs snapshot, the XAS spectrum is calculated. Note that the
multi-configurational wave function from the dynamics simulation
could not be reused as it did not include all orbitals necessary for the
proper description of the XAS spectrum. The spectrum requires a new
active space including the five bromine 3d core-orbitals and the
extended ANO-RCC-ATZP basis set.

For each single XAS calculation, seven singlet and eight triplet
valence excited states for the neutral and five-doublet and three-
quartet valence excited states for the cationic species are calculated.
Additional 40 core excited states for both species, and all four multi-
plicities, were calculated by enforcing one hole in RAS1. This results in
a total of 95 states for the neutral and 88 states for the cationic species.
The interaction between all these states, including SOC, was treated
within in the RASSI method. Note that since the valence and core
excited states are obtained from different calculations, their corre-
sponding wave functions are not inevitably orthogonal. This was
already mentioned by Wang, Odelius, and Prendergast.42 Following
their proposed procedure, we applied the original correction to the
overall Hamiltonian as introduced in Ref. 104. The next step is to
match the valence states from the XAS calculation with the valence
states from the trajectory calculations to obtain the transient XAS
spectrum for the active state. In the case of the neutral vinyl bromide,
we used the dipole moment vector of the active state of the trajectory
for the matching. For the cationic case, we found it to be sufficient to
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use the state number (index) of the active state. The oscillator strengths
that are related to the matched valence excited state were then used to
simulate the transient XAS. The vertical transition energies were
obtained from the spin–orbit RASSI states (SO-RASSI) and no energy
shift was applied. An overall Gaussian convolution with r ¼ 0:1 eV
was applied to broaden the calculated spectrum. For each time step,
the convoluted spectra were averaged over all geometries and then
normalized to the maximum of all calculated time steps. Furthermore,
the XAS of the S0 ground state at time t ¼ 0 fs was subtracted to simu-
late the ground state bleach in the energy range upwards of 70.0 eV. A
flow chart of the complete procedure as well as example Molcas inputs
for the necessary calculations can be found in the supplementary
material Sec. IIG.108

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. Spectroscopic assignments of the transient
absorption spectra

The transient absorption spectrogram, recorded by collecting the
differential optical density at different pump-probe delays with 2.3 fs
step size, is shown in Fig. 3. Further details on data processing are pro-
vided in Sec. IA of the supplementary material.108 The spectral range
of the attosecond XUV-probe pulse covers the pre-edge region of the
M4,5 edge of Br (located at 75.3 eV), corresponding to the excitation of
a Br 3d electron. The applied NIR pump pulse launches multiple
strong-field-initiated dynamics in vinyl bromide. The main process
triggered is strong-field ionization, but neutral valence excited-state
vinyl bromide can also be formed by a multiphoton process. As shown
by closely related studies on methyl iodide,12 methyl bromide,13 and
vinyl bromide,67 both processes can occur under these conditions,
leading to a rich transient absorption spectrum.

The bleaching signals at 71.0 and 71.9 eV are due to the depletion
of the ground state of the molecule after the interaction with the strong
NIR field. They appear as a doublet, as is the case for features discussed
below, due to the 0.9 eV spin–orbit splitting of 3d5=2 and 3d3=2 states
in Br.106 The main doublet appearing at 65.5 and 66.4 eV as well as the
weaker signals up to 70 eV has been assigned to ionic states including

also the dication.67 Following the previous assignment, the main dou-
blet corresponds to the excitation of the 3d Br electron of the ionic
vinyl bromide in the D2 state (for details of the nomenclature see
Table I). At long temporal delays (t > 100 fs), sharp atomic Br lines at
64.4 and 65.0 eV indicate an ultrafast dissociation of the molecule or
ion.

Pronounced, periodic, delay-dependent spectral modulations of
the absorption are visible both in the ground state bleaching and cat-
ionic state signals. In both cases, they reflect vibrational wavepacket
motion, as already pointed out in a number of closely related investiga-
tions.12,13 The delay-dependent spectral first-moment of the absorp-
tion signal in the range 70.3–71.5 eV reveals a clear oscillation (see
Sec. I B of the supplementary material108) with a period of 52.5 fs. The
corresponding frequency of 635 cm�1 agrees well with the C–Br eigen-
mode �3 in the ground electronic state of neutral C2H3Br (see Table
S7 in the supplementary material108 and Ref. 107). Given the initial
phase of /0 ¼ �p (cosine-like wave), the wavepacket is likely to be
launched by a bond softening mechanism, as detailed by Wei et al.12

This fine mapping in the energy domain of the vibrational wavepacket
motion is one of the unique aspects of ATAS.

A more prominent example of this resolving capability is
provided by the dynamics of the cationic D2 state. The spectral first-
moment of the signal in the range 65.2–65.7 eV is in this case
composed of the sum of two dephased sinusoidals (see Sec. I B of the
supplementary material108) with frequencies of 480 and 1220 cm�1,
corresponding to the �3 (C–Br, stretching) and �7 (CCH, bending)
eigenmodes, respectively (see Table S7 in the supplementary mate-
rial108). The activation of the �3 and �7 modes in the ionization pro-
cess to the D2 state of cationic vinyl bromide has already been
observed and understood in terms of the displacive nature of the verti-
cal Franck–Condon excitation.107 Indeed, the equilibrium geometry of
the D2 cationic state features two main differences compared to the
neutral ground state: an increase in C–Br bond length (by 0.06 Å)
and in CCH angle (by 9.10%) (see Table S9 in the supplementary
material108). In comparison with a spectral domain spectroscopy
method, here, ATAS allows one to completely map in space and time
this multidimensional motion, giving access to the phase of the differ-
ent contributions, relative to the instant and to each other.

In the energy region of 64.0 and 65.0 eV, a previously not
reported short-lived (t < 100 fs) feature centered at 64.3 eV at t ¼ 0 fs
is observed. A zoom of the transient absorption spectrogram showing
this new feature can be found in Fig. 4. It is immediately evident that,
compared to the oscillatory nature of the vibrational coherences
explained above, the temporal behavior of the feature is more compli-
cated. After an initial energy upshift of the absorption feature, from
64.30 to 64.45 eV within the first 25 fs, the signal bifurcates around
t ¼ 30 fs. The main branch downshifts in energy by 0.35 eV in the fol-
lowing 10 fs, reaching the asymptotic value of the atomic Br M4,5 tran-
sition106 P1=2 ! D5=2 at 64.1 eV at t ¼ 40 fs. It is important to note
that the 1=2 to 5=2 transition is strictly dipole forbidden in the atomic
limit due to spin–orbit selection rules, but, in the molecule, because of
spin–orbit coupling among electrons, the restriction is removed. In
fact, the signal at 64.1 eV vanishes within the following 40 fs, in con-
comitance with the birth and rise to asymptotic intensity of the
allowed atomic Br transitions P3=2 ! D5=2 (at 64.4 eV) and P1=2 !
D3=2 (at 65.0 eV). The transient behavior, combined with the delayed
rise of the atomic Br dissociation products, clearly indicates that we

FIG. 3. XUV transient absorption spectrogram of C2H3Br exposed to strong-field
interaction with a sub-4 fs NIR pulse centered at k ¼ 800 nm, with a peak intensity
of I ¼ 2� 1014 W cm�2. The transient is recorded by collecting the differential
optical density at different pump-probe delays, with a step size of 2.3 fs. For nega-
tive delays, the XUV pulse arrives first, and for positive delays the NIR pulse arrives
first.
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are observing an ultrafast dissociation process. The observation
appears in close connection to the recently investigated ATAS of
methyl bromide.13 There, the feature was assigned to a neutral excited
state populated by multiphoton process and the bifurcation was attrib-
uted to the non-adiabatic passage through a conical intersection. In
the case of vinyl bromide, it is not straightforward to distinguish in the
spectroscopic data whether this signal originates from an ionic or neu-
tral dissociation process. In the critical range between 64.1 and
65.0 eV, the previous investigation67 of vinyl bromide predicted the
appearance of a signal due to the second-excited cationic state (D3)
according to Koopman’s theorem, which could, however, not be
resolved at that time. Applying the same simple Koopman’s picture on
neutral vinyl bromide, a signal in the same range is expected, which
could be assigned to an electronically excited pp� state of the neutral.

In fact, the first UV absorption band of the molecule is composed
of a very broad (>0:5 eV) feature centered around 6.5 eV;107 this is in
range with the distance between the signal under consideration and
the ground state bleach doublet. In the present strong-field pump
scenario, such an excited state could be reached in principle via a
four-photon-process. Noteworthy, an ultrafast C–Br bond-rupture
channel of the neutral has been inferred from 193 nm photodissocia-
tion studies.65 In order to disentangle between the two possibilities,
neutral vs ion as well as to explain the complete transient absorption
spectrogram, we simulated the transient XAS spectra for neutral and
ionic vinyl bromide.

B. Excited state dynamics of the neutral vinyl bromide

In order to initiate the neutral dynamics, we approximate the
multiphoton process as a one-photon excitation. We start 300 trajecto-
ries in the bright excited state (for more details see Sec. III B). Using
the default selection criteria provided by SHARC, 189 trajectories were
taken into account for the analysis of the excited state dynamics and
calculation of the XAS spectrum. The initial and final populated adia-
batic states are summarized in Table II.

The excitation to the bright pp� state corresponds to an initial
population of 38% in the S2 state and 34% in the S3 state. Since Br
is a heavy atom, where spin–orbit effects arise, we also see a slightly
smaller initial population of 16% in the T3 state. After excitation,
all trajectories show non-adiabatic as well as spin–orbit transitions
within the simulation time of 100 fs. The overall change in

population for all states is shown in Fig. S9 in the supplementary
material.108 In the first 20 fs, population is mainly transferred from
the three initial states into the triplet states T2 to T5. After this ini-
tial period of 20 fs, also, the population of the S0 and T1 states
increases, where T1 is populated faster. Over the next 80 fs, the
general trend of population transfer to the triplet states stays the
same. Only the population of the S0 state increases to about 8%. At
the end of the simulation, most of the population (about 75%) can
be found in one of the triplet states. The remaining 25% is distrib-
uted over all five singlet states. In each multiplicity, the first two
states (S0, S1, T1, T2) are populated the most.

No matter in what electronic state the trajectories end up, their
final geometries show a quite uniform picture. For elucidation, the
temporal evolution of both the C¼C double bond and the C–Br bond
is shown in Fig. 5. All analyzed trajectories are of dissociative nature,
showing on average a doubling of the initial C–Br bond length after
about 50 fs. No oscillation in the C–Br bond and only a very weak one
in the C¼C double bond are observed. The fragments reveal that only
homolytic dissociation occurs. Two types of electronic configuration
are present, which differ only in the position of the unpaired electron
in the vinyl radical. In the case of the S0�2 and T1�3 states, the
unpaired electron resides in the 2p orbital of carbon that was part of
the former r C–Br bond (H2C ¼ C•H). For states S3;4 and T4;5, the
electron is in the p2 orbital of the C¼C bond, with the carbon 2p
orbital now being doubly occupied (H2C •– CH). For both channels,

FIG. 4. Zoom of the transient absorption spectrogram showing the new feature in
the energy range between 64.0 and 65.0 eV.

TABLE II. Population of the ten calculated neutral states at the start and end point of
the simulation. All percentages are given with respect to the total number of analyzed
trajectories.

State Start End State Start End

S0 0% 8% T1 0% 18%
S1 4% 8% T2 0% 18%
S2 38% 5% T3 2% 16%
S3 34% 2% T4 16% 11%
S4 3% 2% T5 3% 12%

FIG. 5. Temporal evolution of the CC double bond and the CBr bond for the 189
analyzed trajectories of neutral vinyl bromide.
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the electron on the Br radical sits in one of the three now degenerate
3p orbitals.

Combining the data from the analyzed trajectories with our
RASPT2 ansatz, we simulated the transient XAS of neutral vinyl
bromide. The resulting time-resolved spectrum is plotted in Fig. 6.
First one has to note that the simulated spectrum matches the
experimental energy range quite well, keeping in mind that we did
not apply a shift to the excitation energies. The energetic position
of the ground state bleach at 71.0–72.5 eV matches very well. The
temporal modulation is missing, since we simply subtracted the
XAS of the S0 ground state at time t ¼ 0 fs as mentioned in Sec.
III C. In the range of 64.0–65.0 eV, prominent features occur that
are predicted by Koopman’s theorem. All of them are shifting
approximately 1 eV toward lower energies within the first 20 fs.
Thereafter, two sharp features, a stronger one at 64.3 eV and a sig-
nificantly weaker one at 65 eV, appear. After another 10–20 fs, all
signals remain constant in energy and the feature at low energy
becomes more and more pronounced. Since nearly all trajectories
are dissociated at this point in time, these two remaining constant
signals are the spin-allowed transitions of atomic bromine. From
both transitions, the lower lying BrðP3=2Þ ! BrðD5=2Þ is more
dominant. Comparison to the experimental spectrum reveals that
the signals from the neutral species alone cannot explain the
experimentally observed pattern in this energy range. Thus, signal
contributions from the ionic species are required in this region as
well as evidently also in the higher energy part above 65.5 eV.

C. Dynamics of the cationic vinyl bromide

Next, we examined the excited state dynamics of cationic vinyl
bromide. As discussed in the previous work,67 the first three ionic
states (D1, D2, and D3) are accessible with the pump pulse used.
Accordingly, we started 150 trajectories equally distributed in each of
these states. For the analysis, 82 out of the 150 calculated trajectories
were taken into account, using the same selection criteria as for the
neutral case. The 82 trajectories break down to 11 that started in the
D1 state, 26 in the D2 state, and 45 in the D3 state. The overall change
in population for all 82 trajectories is shown in Fig. S17 in the supple-
mentary material.108 All three states are bound states, with, however,

decreasing dissociation energies, reflecting the increasing weakening of
the C¼C double bond with ionization energy. Contrary to the neutral
case, their dynamics differ depending on the initial state and will be
discussed individually in the following.

1. Starting from the D1 state

The electronic character of the D1 state is characterized by an
ionization from the p2 orbital (see Figs. 2 and S7). The complete popu-
lation remains in the D1 state for the entire simulation time. There is
no interaction with either the other doublet or quartet states (see
Fig. S11). None of the analyzed trajectories dissociate. This is in good
agreement with the result of a relaxed scan along the C–Br bond that
predicts a barrier of about 1.5 eV for the dissociation (see Fig. S28 and
the computational details Sec. VB in the supplementary material1108).
We observe an oscillation of the C¼C bond with a period of about
T ¼ 25 fs and of the C–Br bond with a period of T ¼ 50 fs (see
Fig. S12). The launching of both oscillations is reasonable, since the
affected p2 orbital has contributions from both the C¼C double bond
as well as one of the bromine 4p orbitals.

2. Starting from the D2 state

For the D2 state, the electron hole is generated in the n1 lone-pair
orbital of the bromine. Again, most of the population remains in the
initial state D2, with only a small part, less than 5%, being transferred
into the D1 state. As for the D1 state, there is no further interaction
with the other electronic states (see Fig. S13) and none of the analyzed
trajectories dissociate. The barrier toward direct dissociation is about
1 eV (see relaxed scan Fig. S28). Since ionization from orbital n1
mainly affects the C–Br bond, a pronounced oscillation along this
bond with a period of about T ¼ 75 fs (see Fig. S14) is observed. The
bond elongates from the initial 1.9 to roughly 2.08 Å. Only a weak
oscillation, with a period of about T ¼ 20 fs, that dampens over the
simulation time, is present in the C¼C bond. This bond is hardly
affected and its bond length shortens only marginally to about 1.31 Å.
In summary, the first two ionic states exclusively show bound state
vibrational dynamics.

3. Starting from the D3 state

For the D3 state, the hole is created in the C¼C bonding p1

orbital (see Figs. 2 and S7), which has contributions from the C¼C
double bond and the bromine 4p orbital. The C¼C double bond as
well as the C–Br bond are now strongly weakened. Accordingly, the
relaxed scan (see Fig. S28) predicts a small barrier of only 0.2 eV for a
direct dissociation. The temporal evolution of the D3 population (see
Fig. S15) shows a slow but steady decay due to population transfer to
the D2 and D1 state after the first 20 fs. There is also a slight intermedi-
ate interaction with the D4 state between 20 and 60 fs, but again, there
is no further significant interaction with the remaining electronic
states. After 100 fs, more than 80% of the population is still in the D3

and about 10% in each of the D2 and D1 states. In the barrier region,
transitions to the D4 state via conical intersections are possible (see Sec.
V of the supplementary material108 for the optimized structure). After
the barrier, theD3 andD4 state switch character. For the new character,
the r1 orbital of the C–Br bond is only singly occupied leading to a
repulsive potential correlating with the dissociation channel of the D1

FIG. 6. Simulated transient XAS of the neutral trajectories starting in the bright pp�

state. On the left and right, the spectrum for time t¼ 0 and t ¼ 99 fs, respectively,
is shown in blue overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectogram in
black at delays d¼ 6.8 and d ¼ 107:6 fs.
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or D2 state. Judging from the small barrier compared to both other cat-
ionic states, one would expect most of the trajectories to dissociate.
And indeed, the dynamics starting in the D3 state reveal a more com-
plex situation regarding the temporal evolution of the C–Br bond (see
Fig. 7). Three types of dynamics were recognized, the pure vibrational
(green), the slow dissociative (yellow), and the fast dissociative (red).
The classification was done with regard to the length of the C–Br bond
at the end of the simulation. Trajectories with a bond length longer
than 3.5 Å were classified as fast. The range 3.5–2.2 Å was classified as
slow and trajectories with shorter bond length as vibrational. The
final distribution regarding these three types of dynamics is listed in
Table III. About half of the analyzed trajectories dissociate within the
simulation time of 100 fs, with the other half showing purely vibra-
tional dynamics. For all trajectories, the C¼C bond shows oscillation
with a period of about T ¼ 25 fs. The purely vibrational trajectories
indicate a slow oscillation with about T ¼ 100 fs in the C–Br bond. All
of them stay in the D3 state, not being able to overcome the barrier.
For the fast dissociating trajectories, at about 40 fs and a C–Br bond
length of about 2.59 Å, we can see a clear separation from the rest of
the trajectories. In the case of the slow dissociating trajectories, the sep-
aration happens later at 60 fs at a bond length of about 2.37 Å.

In general, the dissociation in the D3 state is considerably slower
compared to the neutral vinyl bromide, where we observed the onset
of dissociation after 50 fs. For the cationic states, the bond cleaves het-
erolytically, leaving a neutral bromine radical and a vinyl cation. For
the dissociation channel of all three states, D1, D2, or D3, the unpaired
electron is located in one of the three now degenerate Br 3p orbitals.

Again using the described ansatz in Sec. III C and the data from
the 82 analyzed trajectories, we simulated the complete transient XAS
for the cationic states, which are depicted in Fig. 8. Comparing it to
the experimental spectrum in Fig. 3, the overall resemblance in the
measured energy range is strikingly good. To assign the different fea-
tures of the spectrum, we additionally simulated the XAS only for
a subset of the trajectories depending on their starting state, D1

(Fig. S21), D2 (Fig. S22), and D3 (Fig. S23). In the case of the D3, it is

further separated according to the bound and dissociative dynamics
(Figs. S24–S26).

In the following, we discuss the significant features of the spec-
trum in the context of the corresponding dynamical processes of vinyl
bromide. Starting from the top, we observe the same ground state
bleach as for the neutral states, but this time the intensity distribution
is modulated by contributions from the D1 signal. The signals in the
energy range 67–69 eV can be attributed to the D1 state. Although it is
difficult to see the peaks in the complete spectrum, Fig. S21 clearly
shows the pronounced doublet signal at 66.7 and 67.7 eV, the former
with a higher, about twice, intensity compared to the latter. This dou-
blet arises from the already mentioned spin–orbit splitting of the 3d5=2
and 3d3=2 orbitals of Br. Both signals oscillate with a period of about
T ¼ 50 fs, which is in good agreement with the observed oscillation of
the C–Br bond in the trajectories. In correspondence to the shortening
of the C–Br bond during the oscillation, the signals shift to higher
energies, reaching a maximum of about 67.7 and 68.7 eV in a half
period. This shift can be explained by the electronic character of the
D1 state. It has a hole in the p2 orbital, which has anti-bonding charac-
ter with respect to the C–Br bond. Hence, shortening the bond desta-
bilizes the p2 orbital and results in higher XUV excitation energies.

The next features at 65.5 and 66.5 eV in Fig. 8 are the most
intense ones of the spectrum and can be attributed mainly to the D2

state by comparison to the D2 XAS (see Fig. S22). Here, the bromine-
induced doublet structure shows most clearly and the energetically
higher signal is less intense. The slight modulations with periods of

FIG. 7. Temporal evolution of the C¼C double bond and the C–Br bond for the 45
analyzed trajectories that started in the D3 state of the cationic vinyl bromide. For
the C–Br bond, the corresponding trajectories are color coded according to their
observed behavior. Only vibrational trajectories are shown in green, slow dissociat-
ing ones in yellow, and (fast) dissociating trajectories in red. The average of the
C–Br bond length was only calculated for the subset of the trajectories.

TABLE III. Observed dynamics of the 82 analyzed trajectories for cationic vinyl bro-
mide. In the table heading, Dissociation is abbreviated as Diss.

Initial state Vibrational Slow Diss. Fast Diss.

D1 11 0 0
D2 26 0 0
D3 21 8 16

FIG. 8. Simulated transient XAS of the cationic trajectories starting in the D1, D2,
and D3 states. On the left and right, the spectrum for time t¼ 0 and t ¼ 99 fs,
respectively, is shown in blue overlaid with the experimental transient absorption
spectrogram in black at delays d¼ 6.8 and d ¼ 107:6 fs. Additional overlay plots
at times 24, 48, and 72 fs as well as separated XAS of the different starting states
and different observed dynamics are depicted in the supplementary material,
Sec. IV.
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about T¼ 80 and T ¼ 25 fs can be assigned to the C–Br and C¼C
bond vibrations in the D2 trajectories. With the elongation of the C–Br
bond the doublet shifts toward lower energies. The elongation stabil-
izes the n1 lone-pair orbital and thus the D2 state, resulting in lower
core excitation energies. This shift of about 0.3 eV is considerably
smaller compared to the 1 eV of the D1 signal. Summarizing, the sig-
nals from both the D1 and D2 states show clear oscillations, but neither
reproduce the characteristic splitting of the intense 65.5 eV peak at
about 50 fs nor the weak band around 64 eV. These features must
come from the D3 state.

The combined XAS for all D3 trajectories is shown in Fig. S23.
The weak signals between 66 and 70 eV correspond to the core excita-
tion into the r� orbital of the C–Br bond. Again, the spectrum is dom-
inated by the distinct doublet, now at 64.3 and 65.2 eV. In contrast to
the previously discussed oscillating features, these signal traces become
constant after about half an oscillation period at 40 fs and split up into
four contributions at 64.0, 64.5, 65.0, and 65.5 eV with different inten-
sities. They can be assigned to the various processes observed in the D3

trajectories.
The XAS for the purely vibrational bound state dynamics (see

Fig. S24) shows weak signals between 66 and 70 eV and the prominent
doublet peak at 64.3 and 65.2 eV, both oscillating with the period of
the C–Br bond. The phase shift originates from the different final orbi-
tals that are excited to. Bond elongation stabilizes the r� orbital result-
ing in a down-shift of the weak signal. Simultaneously, the singly
occupied p1 orbital is destabilized leading to an up-shift of the doublet
signal.

For the XAS of the fast dissociating trajectories (see Fig. S26), the
same doublet splitting at 64.3 and 65.2 eV occurs. After the initial first
half of the oscillation period, the signal changes drastically. Both peaks
become constant at an energy of 64.0 and 65.0 eV, and a strong
increase in intensity for the energetically higher signal at 65.0 eV is
observed while the other one is fading. This change in intensity and
shape reflects the transition from the “molecular” bromine to the
atomic bromine. With increasing distance between the bromine and
the vinyl cation, the Br character becomes progressively more atom-
like. From the two spin-allowed transitions BrðP3=2Þ ! BrðD5=2Þ and
BrðP1=2Þ ! BrðD3=2Þ, dominantly the higher lying transition
BrðP1=2Þ ! BrðD3=2Þ survives. Thus, in the cationic dissociation,
spin–orbit excited BrðP1=2Þ atoms are mostly generated, which is in
excellent agreement with the experiment.

From the discussion of the XAS from the bound and the fast dis-
sociating D3 trajectories, one would expect to see a mixture of their
distinct signals in the XAS of the slow dissociating ones. Indeed, in the
first 50 fs, Fig. S25 only shows the oscillating signals of the bound tra-
jectories. In the time between 50 and 80 fs, the signals from the dissoci-
ating trajectories start to overlap converting into the constant signals
of the atomic bromine at 64.0 and 65.0 eV.

In summary, the prominent features between 64 and 66 eV of the
total XAS (Fig. 8) originate from overlapping signals of the cationic
vinyl bromide. The signal is composed of spectral features of the non-
dissociative dynamics in the D2 and D3 states and of the spin–orbit
excited atomic Br generated in the dissociation of D3. This assignment
relies on the fact that in vinyl bromide, the dynamics in the neutral
states can be well distinguished from the dynamics in the cationic
states, which can also be resolved in the XAS spectrum. In the accessi-
ble neutral state, a pp� excitation is immediately followed by a

transition from the pp� to the nr� configuration initiating barrierless
dissociation. In contrast, for the cationic case, the hole is generated in
different orbitals for the different states. The first two cationic states
are bound due to being well separated in energy from dissociation
channels. However, for D3 a slow transfer of the hole from the p into
the r orbital weakens the C–Br bond and leads to dissociation.

V. CONCLUSION

We introduced a joint experimental and theoretical approach to
follow in real-time the electronic structure change in molecules via
attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy. It is then applied to
study the ultrafast dynamics of vinyl bromide, after strong-field excita-
tion from a few-cycle pulse centered at 800nm. The remarkable agree-
ment between the experimental and the calculated ATAS traces proves
the high fidelity of the RASPT2 ansatz in combination with NAMD.
Thus, it is possible to remove one of the two main bottlenecks histori-
cally ascribed to the employed methodology: the difficulty in data
interpretation due to multiplet effects in probing inner valence rather
than genuine core level states. Based on the NAMD trajectories, we
calculated the state-specific XAS spectra and their temporal evolution.
This allows for detailed insights into the electronic-state-resolved
dynamics. In particular, we were able to clearly assign the experimen-
tally observed spectrum to the dynamics of the first three electronic
states of the cation, D1, D2, and D3. The first two states remain bound,
allowing us to time-resolve the ensuing multidimensional vibrational
dynamics with high sensitivity. The second excited cationic state D3,
instead, presents richer dynamics. In addition to the pure vibrational
motion, fast and slow dissociation channels also appear, leading to
ultrafast rupture of the halogen–carbon bond in 50% of the calculated
trajectories. No significant ultrafast relaxation channel from D2 to D1

has been observed, which is different from the very recent results on
strong-field ionized ethylene.22 Each of the above-mentioned channels
has a clear fingerprint in the ATAS spectrum, and they are unambigu-
ously assigned thanks to the theoretical comparison. Extensions of the
described methodology are imaginable both on the experimental and
theoretical side. The combination of attosecond absorption and
charged-particle-based spectroscopies (angle-integrated, via time-of-
flight, or even angle-resolved, via velocity-map-imaging spectroscopy)
would allow for an even greater insight into the different relaxation
and fragmentation channels, providing a multidimensional space of
correlated observables. In order to circumvent the issue of the non-
resonant and non-perturbative nature, one could explicitly simulate
the interaction of the molecule with the strong NIR field. A suitable
approach would be the recently developed R-matrix ansatz23,24 or the
B-Spline Restricted Correlation Space - Algebraic Diagrammatic
Construction approach.25 Overall, the platform here presented can be
readily applied to single-photon-excitation studies and to the soft x-
ray spectral region, where the presence of carbon, nitrogen, and oxy-
gen edges allows for molecular ultrafast studies with unprecedented
time resolution.
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2.3 The Ultrafast Charge Transfer in Ionized Trifluoroiodo-
methane

In a similar fashion to the previous section, the RASSCF/RASPT2 ansatz was utilized to analyse
the ultrafast charge transfer dynamics of the halomethane trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I). The
group of Prof. Hans Jakob Wörner at the ETH Zürich probed the dynamics of strong-field
ionized CF3I with a novel experimental scheme that combines ATAS on the N4,5 edge of iodine,
with strong-field-ionization mass spectrometry. In this way, they are able to take advantage of
the sub-femtosecond time resolution of ATAS and its site specificity, while also supporting the
electronic-state assignment with the measured fragmentation patterns. The result of this ATAS
measurement is shown in Figure 2.7.

Figure 2.7 – Attosecond XUV absorption spectrum of CF3I, exposed to a strong-field pump pulse. For
negative delays, the XUV pulse arrives first, and for positive delays the pump pulse arrives first. The
absolute optical density (OD) is plotted in the top part of the figure, whereas the differential optical
density ∆OD is shown on the bottom. The black dotted lines at −26.0 fs, 4.0 fs and 98.0 fs delay indicate
cuts of the recorded data, that are discussed in the spectroscopic assignments of the different features.

Within the experiment, trifluoroiodomethane is exposed to a pump pulse with intensities
larger than 300TW cm−2. At these intensities, CF3I is known to undergo strong-field ionization
of the highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO), HOMO−1 and HOMO−2 orbitals, popu-
lating the excites states X̃, Ã and B̃ of the cation, respectively. From the time-of-flight mass
spectrum, it is known that the following dissociation of CF3I+ mainly produces the fragments
CF3

+ and I+. This is in accordance with an previous study by Downie and coworkers [226].
With the help of MS-CASPT2 calculations (see Appendix C.3 for more details), a comprehensive
picture of the different excited states, their electronic character and corresponding dissociation
channels could be obtained, as shown in Figure 2.8 and Table 2.1.

For the first state, X̃, the strong-field ionization creates a valence hole on the iodine, as the
electron is removed from either of the I lone-pair orbitals lp1 or lp2. Due to SOC, it is split up
into X̃ (2E3/2) and X̃ (2E1/2). In the dissociation limit, the SO splitting is lifted, and CF3I+

fragments into a CF3
+ cation and an I• radical. The third state, Ã (2A1), an ionization from the

C–I bonding σ4 orbital, also fragments into a CF3
+ cation and an I• radical, but here the radical

is in the spin excited 2P1/2 state. The next three states B̃, C̃ and D̃, all have the hole on the
fluorine part of the molecule, as the strong-field pulse removes an electron from the F lone-pair
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Figure 2.8 – Illustration of the PESs of cationic CF3I, based a relaxed scan of the C–I bond performed at
the MS-CASPT2 level of theory. The states are color-coded corresponding to their electronic character
at the FC region indicated by the black dotted line.

orbitals lp3, lp4 and lp5, respectively. Finally, the last state, Ẽ (2A1), again shows an I centered
hole, as the electron is removed from the orbitals lp1 or lp2. It crosses the three “fluorine hole”
states in the vicinity of the FC region, ultimately fragmenting into a CF3

• radical and an I+

cation in the 3P2 GS. The passage of this CoIn, and the coinciding CT, is attributed to the most
exceptional feature in the recorded spectrum, the delayed appearance of the absorption signal
at 47.3 eV. Unlike the other features at lower and higher energies, it only rises after a delay
of about 10 fs. This could be supported by simulating the corresponding XAS spectra of the
involved states.

In the following, first the computational setup necessary to simulate the XAS spectra of neu-
tral and cationic CF3I with the RASSCF/RASPT2 protocol is presented. Afterwards, the main
features of the recorded spectra are spectroscopically assigned with the help of the simulated
spectra of both species. Finally, compelling evidence for the ultrafast charge transfer dynamics
is presented.

Table 2.1 – Excited state electronic character and vertical excitation energies ∆E of cationic trifluoro-
iodomethane. The excitation energy is given in units of eV relative to the neutral ground state at the FC
point and is calculated at the MS-CASPT2 level of theory, including SO effects. For the electronic char-
acter, the partially occupied orbitals of the dominant CI vector are listed. The experimental ionization
energies are taken from the work of Yates and coworkers [227]

Ionization energies (eV)
State Character ∆E Exp. [227]

X̃ (2E3/2) lp1 10.54 10.45
X̃ (2E1/2) lp2 11.12 11.18
Ã (2A1) σ4 13.30 13.25
B̃ (2A2) lp3 15.22 15.56
C̃ (2E) lp4 15.92 16.32
D̃ (2E) lp5 16.27 17.28
Ẽ (2A1) lp1,2, σ∗5 16.80 19.25

2.3.1 Computational Setup

In order to sufficiently describe the valence space of trifluoroiodomethane and subsequently sim-
ulate the ATAS, a suitable AS needs to be set up. This was done by comparing to experimental
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ionization energies, as well as calculated charge distributions, as reported by Yates and cowork-
ers [227]. The complete selection process is described in more detail in appendix C.2. Initial
benchmarks showed that a large AS of 24 electrons in 16 orbitals was necessary to correctly
describe the valence space of CF3I. It was comprised of the carbon-iodine bond (σ4, σ∗5), both
iodine lone-pair orbitals lp1 and lp2, as well as the three carbon-fluorine bonds (σ1, σ∗6, σ2, σ∗7
and σ3, σ∗8). Additionally, all six of the fluorine lone-pair orbitals (lp3, lp4, lp5, lp6, lp7 and lp8)
needed to be included, as, otherwise, it was not possible to correctly describe the excited state
order of the cation. The complete AS and all orbitals are shown in Figure 2.9. An overview of
the relevant excited states, their vertical excitation energies, and electronic character is given
in Table 2.1. The states are listed with increasing energy and are labeled according to their
order in the FC region. Based on this AS, the necessary RAS subspaces for the calculation of
the core-excited states were set up. As the experiment probed at the N4,5 edge of iodine, its
five 4d orbitals were included in the RAS1. In order to reduce the computational costs, the
original AS(24,16) was split between the RAS2 and RAS3 subspaces. The three virtual orbitals
of the carbon-fluorine bonds (σ∗6, σ∗7 and σ∗8) made up the RAS3 and a single excitation into
them was allowed. The remaining 13 orbitals were include in the RAS2 subspace, resulting in
the RAS(34, 1, 1; 5, 13, 3) illustrated in Figure 2.9. The relocation of the three virtual orbitals
into the RAS3 was thoroughly tested, which is again described in more detail in appendix C.2.
With the splitting of the AS, the calculations necessary for one spectrum could be performed
within about three days. For calculations including the complete AS in the RAS2 a total time
of over three months was estimated, which was considered impractical. For all calculations the
ANO-RCC [210–214] basis set contracted to VDZP quality (ANO-RCC-VDZP) was utilized, as
any larger basis set would not be feasible.

Figure 2.9 – (Left) Molecular orbitals included in the AS(24,16) of trifluoroiodomethane. All orbitals are
rendered with an isovalue of 0.04. Orbitals σ4, σ∗

5 , lp1, lp2 and lp6 are shown in a side view, whereas
the rest are shown from the top, along the C–I bond. (Right) Diagram of the RAS subspaces of the
RAS(34, 1, 1; 5, 13, 3), utilized in the simulation of the XAS of CF3I.
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2.3.2 Spectroscopic Assignments of the Transient Absorption Spectra

To completely disentangle the contributions of the different species to the XAS, we started with
the simulation of the static GS spectrum of neutral CF3I at the FC geometry. In the experimental
signal shown in Figure 2.10, two distinct doublets at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV and 55.4 eV and 57.1 eV,
in both cases with a splitting of 1.70 eV, are visible. By applying only a small shift of 1.30 eV
to the excitation energies, the simulated spectrum matches the experimental one very well. The
first doublet at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV can be attributed to an excitation from the I 4d orbitals
into the σ∗5 anti-bonding orbital of the C–I bond. The splitting of 1.70 eV arises from the SO
splitting of the 4d5/2 and 4d5/2 orbitals of I. Similarly, the second doublet at 56.1 eV and 57.7 eV
can be attributed to an excitation into the anti-bonding orbitals σ∗6, σ∗7 and σ∗8 of the C–F bond.
However, compared to the experiment, this doublet is shifted about 0.7 eV to higher energies.
This can be explained by the moderate size of the basis set ANO-RCC-VDZP, which may not
be able to fully describe the σ∗6, σ∗7 and σ∗8 orbitals, especially if these orbitals are subject to
Rydberg-type contributions. Overall, the simulated steady-state spectrum from the GS matches
the experimental one very well, as the intensity distribution of the two doublets is spot-on and
only a moderate shift of the excitation energies needed to be applied.

Figure 2.10 – Simulated ground state spectrum of neutral CF3I shown in blue. It is shifted by 1.30 eV,
to match the experimental signal at negative delay of −26.0 fs shown in black. The calculated peaks were
broadened by applying a Gaussian with σ = 0.4 eV.

In a similar fashion, the XAS spectra for the cation were calculated. In Figure 2.11, the
simulated spectrum of cationic CF3I+ is compared to the experimental one at a delay of 4.0 fs.
The simulated spectrum is calculated as the sum of the first four excited states X̃ (2E3/2,

2E1/2),
Ã and B̃. Additionally, the spectrum of neutral CF3I, shown in Figure 2.10, was subtracted
to approximate the GS bleach present in the experiment. Applying a shift of 1.30 eV to all
excitation energies, the simulated spectrum again matches the experimental one very well. The
three features visible between 46.0 eV to 49.0 eV can be attributed to the X̃ and Ã states. The
signal of the B̃ state, a doublet at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV, energetically overlaps with the GS bleach.
And similar to the GS, the doublet can be attributed to an excitation from the I 4d orbitals into
the σ∗5 anti bonding orbital of the C–I bond. This is consistent with the electronic character
of the B̃ state in the FC region. Here, the hole is located on the fluorine part of the molecule,
and thus should not affect the iodine too much. Although both signals are overlapping, we are
convinced that the B̃ state is populated, as a positiv signal at 52.0 eV, compensating the GS
bleach, is visible. Overall the features of the experimental spectrum can be simulated very well
with the contribution from the first four excited states.

To further investigate the influence of the different dissociation channels on the spectrum,
an anologous spectrum was calculated based on the geometry at the end of the relaxed scan.
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Figure 2.11 – The simulated excited state spectrum of cationic CF3I is shown in orange, shifted by 1.30 eV.
It is calculated as the sum of the individual spectra for the first four states X̃ (2E3/2,

2E1/2), Ã and B̃.
The separate contribution of the different states is indicated in blue, orange, green and red, respectively.
Additionally, the GS spectrum of CF3I was subtracted, to approximate the GS bleach present in the
experiment. The calculated peaks for the cationic states were broadened by applying a Gaussian with
σ = 0.1 eV. The experimental signal is shown in black for a delay of 4.0 fs.

This spectrum was compared to an experimental one at 98.0 fs. To determine which of the
excited states are subject to dissociation, a QD simulation based on the MS-CASPT2 PESs was
performed. The simulation setup is described in more detail in appendix C.5. The C–I bond
remains bound in the first two states X̃ (2E3/2) and X̃ (2E1/2) of the cation. Therefore, one
would not expect to see contributions of the I• radical in the 3P3/2 GS to the signal at later
delays. However, as dissociation occurred within the simulation time in both states Ã and B̃, we
still expect to see contributions of both the spin excited I• (3P1/2) radical and the ground state
I+ (3P2) cation. Based on these considerations, the spectra of the X̃ (2E3/2,

2E1/2) states at the
FC region were combined with the spectra of the Ã and B̃ state calculated at the final geometry
of the relaxed scan, resulting in the simulated spectrum shown in Figure 2.12. Additionally,
the spectra of I• radical and I+ cation, produced by the dissociation, were included. With the
applied shift of 1.3 eV and 0.70 eV for the molecular and atomic species, respectively, the features
of the experimental spectrum can be simulated very well. This corroborates the capabilities of
the RASSCF/RASPT2 ansatz and the chosen AS in correctly describing the XAS of neutral
and cationic CF3I.

2.3.3 The Ultrafast Charge Transfer

To assess whether the delayed feature at 47.3 eV in the experimental spectrum can be attributed
to CT dynamics mediated by the CoIn between the states B̃ (2A2) and Ẽ (2A1), the TAS of the
B̃ state along the relaxed scan was calculated. It is plotted over the corresponding C–I bond
length in Figure 2.13. For bond lengths between 1.80Å and 2.20Å, a doublet with a splitting
of about 1.7 eV is visible above 50 eV. With increasing bond length, the doublet red-shifts to
about 49.9 eV and 51.4 eV. In this region of the PES, the hole is located on the fluorine part of
the molecule and the doublet can be attributed to an excitation from the I 4d orbitals into the
σ∗5 anti-bonding orbital of the C–I bond. As already mentioned, this feature is similar to the
observed doublet in the GS spectrum. The signal changes drastically in the region of the CoIn at
about 2.20Å. This coincides with a change of electronic character, as the hole is now located on
the iodine, with either the σ4 bonding orbital of the C–I bond or one of the I lone-pair orbitals lp1
and lp2 partially occupied. Here, three distinct features at 47.0 eV, 47.3 eV and 48.5 eV appear
abruptly. These features can all be attributed to excitations from the I 4d orbitals into the σ∗5
orbital. Their signals remain constant until 2.55Å, where a second region of strong coupling,
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namely an avoided crossing, is reached. Here, a mixture of spectroscopic signatures of the Ã
and D̃ states are visible. This can be seen in more detail in Figure C.5 in the appendix. For
bond lengths greater than 3.1Å, the signal again changes drastically and two constant signals
at 47.3 eV and 48.8 eV arise. They can be attributed to the spectroscopic signature of the I+

(3P2) cation [228]. Summarizing, the delayed signal at 47.3 eV can be explained by the CT from
fluorine to iodine, that coincides with the drastic change in the spectroscopic features.

Figure 2.12 – (Top) The simulated spectrum of cationic CF3I+ based on the final geometry in the relaxed
scan is shown in orange, shifted by 1.30 eV. It is calculated as the sum of the individual spectra for
the first four states X̃ (2E3/2,

2E1/2), Ã, B̃ and contributions form the I• radical and I+ cation. The
separate contribution of the different states is indicated in blue, orange, green and red, respectively. The
contribution of the I radical and cation are shown in the bottom part of the Figure. Additionally, the
GS spectrum of CF3I was subtracted, to approximate the GS bleach present in the experiment. The
calculated peaks for the cationic states, the iodine cation and radical were broadened by applying a
Gaussian with σ = 0.1 eV. The experimental signal is shown in black for a delay of 98.0 fs. (Bottom)
Simulated spectra of I• (3P3/2) radical and the I+ (3P2) cation. The calculations were performed using
a RAS(15, 0, 1; 5, 3, 0) and RAS(14, 0, 1; 5, 3, 0) respectively. The RAS2 subspace included the three 5p
orbitals and the five 4d orbitals were included in the RAS1 subspace. For all calculations, the uncontracted
ANO-RCC basis set was utilized. By comparing to experimental values taken from the work of O’Sullivan
and coworkers [228], the necessary shift of 0.7 eV was determined. The calculated peaks were broadened
by applying a Gaussian with σ = 0.1 eV.
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Figure 2.13 – (Top) Simulated TAS of the B̃ state along the C–I bond, shifted by 1.30 eV in energy.
(Bottom) Relaxed scan of the C–I bond. The states are color-coded corresponding to their electronic
character at the FC region indicated by the black dotted line. Additionally, the region of the CoIn at
about 2.20Å and the second region of strong coupling between 2.55Å to 3.10Å are highlighted in gray.
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Summary & Outlook

Within this thesis, different light-induced reactions in small and large molecules were studied
with quantum chemistry (QC) and NAMD methods. In the first part of this work, the relaxation
pathways after photoexcitation of the photoswitch HTI and the two artificial molecular motors,
motor-1 and motor-2, based on the HTI motive, were studied by high quality ab initio calcula-
tions of their PESs. The second part mainly focused on the theoretical simulation of transient
XAS. Here, a versatile framework based on the RASSCF method to calculate core-excitations
and subsequently the XAS was introduced. It was then applied in studying the ultrafast pro-
cesses after laser excitation in vinyl bromide (C2H3Br) and trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I).

For the photoswitch HTI, a comprehensive reaction model of its cis/trans photoisomeriza-
tion is introduced by the presented study [17]. Further, the effects of different solvents as well
as substitutions on its switching speed and photophysical properties was discussed. The com-
bination of time-resolved absorption and emission measurements allowed for the identification
of different timescales for the relaxation from the excited electronic state to the ground state,
which are influenced by the different solvents and substitutions. Here, a strong interaction with
the polarity of the solvent was found. For the different substituents, it was shown that electron
donating groups accelerate the isomerization, whereas electron withdrawing groups slowed it
down. This trend was already discussed by März et al. in an earlier study [109], and it is
also present in different solvents. These experimental observations suggested a relaxation via
a barrier whose height depends on the solvent and substitution effects. This was supported by
high-level calculation of the ground and first excited state PES and through further analysis of
the electronic wavefunction at critical optimized points. Here, the different effects on the switch-
ing speed could be explained by the change in magnitude and direction of the dipole moment
throughout the isomerization process. The detailed understanding of the relaxation pathway of
HTI and how it can be influenced opens up new possibilities in the systematic design and tuning
of molecular switches in general. For both molecular motors, motor-1 and motor-2, the detailed
calculations of the ground and excited state PESs presented in the studies [22, 32] elucidated
the mechanism of their unidirectional rotation. The molecular motor, motor-1, was designed
and synthesized in the lab of Prof. Henry Dube based on the photoswitch HTI. The inclusion of
two additional stereocenters resulted in four distinct isomers A-1, B-1, C-1 and D-1. Here, they
proposed a four-step process for the rotation, consisting of two thermal and two light-induced
steps [31]. Due to the fast rotation speed of about 1 kHz at ambient temperatures, a complete
experimental proof via time resolved NMR spectroscopy was not possible. Here, the combina-
tion of multiscale broadband transient absorption measurements with a high-level description of
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the involved excited states could confirm the proposed mechanism of the unidirectional rotation.
For both photo isomerizations, the calculations revealed an energetically accessible CoIn that
allowed the ultrafast relaxation to the GS of the next isomer by rotating around the central
double bond. Additionally, an unproductive pathway via ISC back to the GS of the initial
isomer could also be identified. Finally, a rate model calculation including both photoreactions
forming the thermodynamically metastable states, B-1 and D-1, revealed the constant popula-
tion of isomer D-1 as rate limiting and not the thermal step itself. From these findings, three
pathways to improve the rotation speeds and efficiency of light-driven molecular motors were
derived. First, enhance the quantum yields of the photoreactions. Second, lower the barriers of
the thermal steps, thus effectively removing the metastable isomers from the reaction pathway.
Third, enhance the extinction coefficients and absorption range to increase the probability of a
photon absorption. Following the second pathway led to the improved design of motor-2 [32].
By introducing a nitrogen heteroatom into the stilbene ring, the barrier for the second thermal
step could be reduced to such an extent that the metastable isomer D-1 was removed from the
rotation pathway, resulting in a three-step process for the rotation. Here, a similar mechanism
and CoIns as described for motor-1 could be identified, making motor-2 capable of ultrafast ro-
tation upon irradiation with visible light. This confirmes the possibility to improve the efficiency
of molecular motors by removing one of the thermal steps. However, one must keep in mind
that, for both molecular motors, only static calculations of the PES were performed. As a next
step, one could perform ab initio NAMD simulations to refine the understanding of the reaction
pathways. Elucidating the relation between the productive and unproductive pathways, could
especially open up new possibilities for improving the efficiency of the HTI based motors, as well
as light-powered molecular motors in general. However, due to the molecular size of motor-1
and motor-2 and the quite large AS necessary to describe their electronic structures adequately,
the NAMD simulations are computationally very expensive. The efficient implementation of the
CASSCF method and its analytical gradients in the electronic-structure program Bagle [229]
and computation time on SuperMUC-NG, the supercomputer at the Leibniz-Rechenzentrum
(LRZ), could make those simulations feasible.

The second part of this work introduced a comprehensive framework to simulate time-
dependent XUV/X-ray transient absorption spectra. The framework combines the changes in
the electronic structure as well as the nuclear motion accessible by ab initio NAMD with the high
quality description of the core-excited states with the multi-reference method RASSCF. This
framework was then applied to study the ultrafast dynamics of laser excited C2H3Br and CF3I.
The presented study on C2H3Br [55] demonstrated the strength of the combined experimental
and theoretical approach to follow in real time the electronic structure change in molecules via
ATAS. In particular, this pump-probe experiment investigated the simultaneously strong-field
initiated processes of the neutral and ionized state dynamics. Experimentally, C2H3Br gets
exposed to a few-cycle near-infrared (NIR) pulse capable of exciting a valence electron or even
ionizing the molecule. To follow the competing dynamics of both species, a state-of-the-art
ATAS setup, which probes at the bromide M4,5 edge, was utilized. The excellent time and spec-
troscopic resolution of this setup made it possible to distinguish sub 100 fs features characteristic
of electronic and nuclear coupling. In order to explain the complete transient absorption spec-
trogram and disentangle the involvement of the two species, the transient XAS spectra for both
neutral and ionic vinyl bromide was simulated. Using ab initio NAMD, we were able to simulate
the neutral and cationic dynamics resulting from the initial interaction of the molecule with the
strong-field. Based on these results, the corresponding time-dependent XUV/X-ray transient
absorption spectra were calculated with the presented RASSCF/RASPT2 procedure. This al-
lowed for detailed and quantitative comparison with the experimental data. Here, we were able
to assess the strong-field ionization as the main outcome of the interaction with the few-cycle
NIR pulse. In particular, the dynamics of the first three electronic states of the cation, D1, D2

and D3, could be unambiguously assigned to distinct features in the experimentally observed
spectrum. The first two states remain bound, which allowed us to time-resolve the ensuing mul-
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tidimensional vibrational dynamics with high sensitivity. The second excited cationic state D3

instead presents richer dynamics. In addition to pure vibrational motion, fast and slow dissoci-
ation channels appear, leading to ultrafast rupture of the carbon-bromide bond. The excellent
agreement of the simulated spectrum with the experimental results established the combined
experimental and theoretical approach as a spectroscopic technique capable of resolving cou-
pled non-adiabatic electronic-nuclear dynamics in photoexcited molecules with sub-femtosecond
resolution. The framework was also applied to study the ultrafast dynamics of ionized trifluoro-
iodomethane (CF3I). In the experiment, CF3I gets exposed to a strong-field pump pulse, ionizing
the molecule. The onsetting dynamics are probed by ATAS on the N4,5 edge of iodine, combined
with strong-field-ionization mass spectrometry. This setup takes advantage of the excellent time
and spectral resolution of ATAS, while also supporting the electronic state assignment with the
measured fragmentation patterns. The recorded transient spectra showed a delayed appearance
of an absorption feature at 47.3 eV, known to be the spectroscopic signature of the GS of the I+

cation [228]. Simulating the transient XAS spectra allowed for the explanation of this feature
with an ultrafast CT, mediated by a CoIn in the vicinity of the FC point. Initially the B̃ state,
an ionization from the F lone-pair orbitals, gets populated by the strong-field. In the FC region,
it does not exhibit hole-density on the I atom, leading to a lack of absorption below 53 eV. The
hole can be transferred to the I via passage through the CoIn with the Ẽ state, giving rise to
the signal at 47.3 eV and ultimately resulting in the fragmentation of CF3I+ into a CF3 radical
and the I+ cation.

As a next step, the RASSCF/RASPT2 framework could be applied to investigate the early
stages of electron motion in biologically relevant systems like the deoxyribonucleic acid (DNA)
nucleobases or even photosynthetic complexes. Multiple possibilities are conceivable for ex-
tending the presented framework. First, one could also include the simulation of the initial
excitation by the pump laser. This would allow for a better understanding of the involved
species and their different relaxation and fragmentation channels. On the experimental side,
this understanding could be further enhanced by the combination of the attosecond absorption
with charged-particle-based spectroscopies, such as time-of-flight, or even velocity-map-imaging
spectroscopy. Second, with only minor modifications to the RASSCF/RASPT2 procedure, the
presented protocol would make the simulation of other spectroscopic techniques like resonant
inelastic X-ray scattering (RIXS) and attosecond stimulated Raman spectroscopy (ASRS) pos-
sible. Finally, a tighter integration of the RASSCF/RASPT2 procedure, necessary for the core-
and valence-excited states, with the NAMD program, could drastically reduce the time needed
for the manual setup and the post-processing of the results.



APPENDIX

A

Input Files for the Simulation of Transient XUV/X-ray
Absorption Spectrograms

In the following, all necessary input files for the OpenMolcas program package1 are listed in
order to perform the simulation of a XUV/X-ray absorption spectra with the RASSCF protocol
introduced in section 2.1. To help with the understanding of the utilized keywords and their
values, we will use the calculations for vinyl bromide, presented in section 2.2, as an example.
Here for the neutral species, an AS of RAS(18, 1, 0; 5, 7, 0), illustrated in Figure A.1, was used.
As a reminder, in the labeling RAS(n, l,m; i, j, k), i, j and k correspond to the number of orbitals
in the RAS1, RAS2, and RAS3 sub spaces, respectively, n is the total number of electrons in
all active spaces, l the maximum number of holes allowed in the RAS1, and m the maximum
number of electrons allowed in RAS3. All values supplied in the input files will be in reference to
a neutral vinyl bromide molecule utilizing this RAS(18, 1, 0; 5, 7, 0). Finally, in the illustration
in figure A.2 the interconnection of the different calculated states with the RASSCF protocol is
summarized.

Listing A.1 – General HF calculation for the initial set of orbitals.

1 &GATEWAY
2 TITLE= hf
3 COORD= geom.xyz
4 BASIS= ANO −RCC −VTZP
5 GROUP= NOSYM
6 AMFI
7 RICD
8

9 &SEWARD
10

11 &SCF
12 SPIN= 1
13 CHARGE= 0

1At the time of writing this thesis, the version v21.02 of OpenMolcas was used.
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Figure A.1 – (Left) The orbital scheme of the relevant orbitals for vinyl bromide. The orbitals are
numbered and listed according to increasing energy. (Right) Definition of the RAS subspaces for all
RASSCF calculations. The shown variables correspond to the introduced labeling RAS(n, l,m; i, j, k).
As the RAS3 subspace is not utilized, it follows that k = 0 and m = 0. In the RAS2 subspace, 7 orbitals
(j = 7) and 8 electrons are included. The RAS1 subspace is built up of 10 electrons in five orbitals (i = 5)
and one hole is allowed (l = 0). As the AS needs to be continuous, the core orbitals (12-16, in the orbital
scheme) are rotated to the end of the RAS2 block (17-21). Therefore, the shown example the complete
AS is labeled as RAS(18, 1, 0; 5, 7, 0).

Listing A.2 – Initial RASSCF calculation utilizing the HF orbitals as the starting guess in the self-
consistend field (SCF) procedure. If just the RAS2 subspace is utilized, the calculation is analogous to a
standard CASSCF calculation.

1 &GATEWAY
2 TITLE= casscf
3 COORD= geom.xyz
4 BASIS= ANO −RCC −VTZP
5 GROUP= NOSYM
6 AMFI
7 RICD
8

9 &SEWARD
10

11 &RASSCF
12 FILEORB= hf.Orb
13 SPIN= 1
14 CHARGE= 0
15 NACTEL= 8 0 0 (n l m)
16 RAS2= 7 (j)
17 CIROOT= 7 7 1 (n_valence_states, size of the CI matrix, relative weights)
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Listing A.3 – RASSCF and MS-CASPT2 calculation for the valence-excited states. As the AS needs
to be continuous, the core orbitals (12-16) are rotated by the ALTER keyword to the end of the RAS2
subspace (17-21). Saving the JobMix file at the end of the calculation is vital, as it is needed in the final
RASSI calculation.

1 &GATEWAY
2 TITLE= rasscf_valence
3 COORD= geom.xyz
4 BASIS= ANO −RCC −VTZP
5 GROUP= NOSYM
6 AMFI
7 RICD
8

9 &SEWARD
10

11 &RASSCF
12 FILEORB= casscf.RasOrb
13 ALTER= 5
14 1 16 21
15 1 15 20
16 1 14 19
17 1 13 18
18 1 12 17
19 SPIN= 1
20 CHARGE= 0
21 NACTEL= 18 1 0 (n l m)
22 RAS3= 0 (k)
23 RAS2= 7 (j)
24 RAS1= 5 (i)
25 CIROOT= 7 7 1 (n_valence_states, size of the CI matrix, relative weights)
26 CIONLY
27

28 &CASPT2
29 IPEAshift= 0.25
30 IMAGinary= 0.2
31 MULTistate
32 ALL
33

34 >>>> COPY $Project.JobMix rasscf_valence_m1.JobMix
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Listing A.4 – RASSCF and MS-CASPT2 calculation for the core-excited states. As the AS needs to be
continuous, the core orbitals (12-16) are rotated by the ALTER keyword to the end of the RAS2 subspace
(17-21). Then using the HEXS keyword one hole is forced in the RAS1. Again, the JobMix file is saved at
the end of the calculation.

1 &GATEWAY
2 TITLE= rasscf_core
3 COORD= geom.xyz
4 BASIS= ANO −RCC −VTZP
5 GROUP= NOSYM
6 AMFI
7 RICD
8

9 &SEWARD
10

11 &RASSCF
12 FILEORB= casscf.RasOrb
13 ALTER= 5
14 1 16 21
15 1 15 20
16 1 14 19
17 1 13 18
18 1 12 17
19 SPIN= 1
20 CHARGE= 0
21 NACTEL= 18 1 0 (n l m)
22 RAS3= 0 (k)
23 RAS2= 7 (j)
24 RAS1= 5 (i)
25 HEXS
26 1
27 1
28 CIROOT= 40 40 1 (n_core_states, size of the CI matrix, relative weights)
29 CIONly
30

31 &CASPT2
32 IPEAshift= 0.25
33 IMAGinary= 0.2
34 MULTistate
35 ALL
36

37 >>>> COPY $Project.JobMix rasscf_core_m1.JobMix
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Listing A.5 – RASSI calculation for the final oscillator strengths and vertical transition energies necessary
to simulate an XAS spectrum. The calculation of the valence- and core-excited states needs to be
performed for both multiplicities, M1 and M2, in order to include the SOC effects via the SPIN keyword
in the RASSI programm.

1 &GATEWAY
2 TITLE= rassi
3 COORD= geom.xyz
4 BASIS= ANO −RCC −VTZP
5 GROUP= NOSYM
6 AMFI
7 RICD
8

9 &SEWARD
10

11 >>>> COPY rasscf_valence_m1.JobMix JOB001
12 >>>> COPY rasscf_core_m1.JobMix JOB002
13 >>>> COPY rasscf_valence_m2.JobMix JOB003
14 >>>> COPY rasscf_core_m2.JobMix JOB004
15

16 &RASSI
17 NROFJOBIPHS= 4 7 40 8 40
18 1 2 3 ... 7 (n_valence_states_m1)
19 1 2 3 ... 40 (n_core_states_m1)
20 1 2 3 ... 8 (n_valence_states_m2)
21 1 2 3 ... 40 (n_core_states_m2)
22 SPIN
23 HDIAG
24 −7448.13807556
25 −7448.13750127
26 ... (all MS-CASPT2 energies in the same order
27 as the wave functions supplied with the
28 JOB001, JOB002, JOB003 and JOB004 files)
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Formulas

In the following, the three functions commonly used in broadening calculated peaks are listed.
The Gaussian function is defined by

G(x;x0, σ) =
1

σ
√
2π

exp
(−

(
x− x0

)2
2σ2

)
(B.1)

with x0 the peak position and σ the standard deviation, which can be calculated from ΓG, it’s
FWHM, by

σ =
FWHM
2
√
2 ln 2

=
ΓG

2
√
2 ln 2

. (B.2)

The Lorentz function in turn is defined by

L(x;x0, γ) =
1

π

γ(
x− x0

)2
+ γ2

(B.3)

with γ the so called half width at half maximum (HWHM) so that

γ = HWHM =
ΓL

2
. (B.4)

Finally, the Voigt profile, a convolution of both a Gaussian and a Lorentz function, is defined
by:

V (x;x0, σ, γ) =

∫ ∞

−∞
G(x′;x0, σ)L(x− x′;x0, γ)dx

′. (B.5)

Solving this integral analytically is impossible, but there are a number of efficient algorithms to
calculate Voigt profile numerically [230, 231]. However, for the simulation of spectral line shapes,
the Voigt profile is often approximated by just the linear combination of the two functions. This
so called pseudo-Voigt profile is defined by

Vp(x;x0, η, σ, γ) = ηG(x;x0, σ) + (1− η)L(x;x0, γ), with 0 < η < 1. (B.6)

For different mixing parameters η, the pseudo-Voigt profile becomes more Gaussian or Lorentz
like. If this approximation should be accurate to within about 1% of the exact Voigt profile [232,
233], the mixing parameter η, itself a function of the total FWHM Γ, can be calculated by

η = 1.36603
ΓL

Γ
− 0.47719

(
ΓL

Γ

)2

+ 0.11116

(
ΓL

Γ

)3

, (B.7)
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were Γ is described by

Γ =
(
Γ5
G + 2.69269Γ4

GΓL + 2.42843Γ3
GΓ

2
L + 4.47163Γ2

GΓ
3
L + 0.07842ΓGΓ

4
L + Γ5

L

) 1
5
. (B.8)

All three functions are plotted in figure B.1, the utilized values for the parameters are also listed
in the figure.

Figure B.1 – Plots of the three functions/profiles, Gaussian, Lorentz and pseudo-Voigt. The pseudo-Voigt
profile is calculated from the shown Gaussian and Lorentz functions. All utilized parameters are listed
on the right.
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C.1 Geometry of the Optimized Ground State Minimum

All benchmark calculations were performed at the GS minimum geometry of trifluoroiodo-
methane CF3I. It was optimized with Gaussian 16 [234] at the DFT level of theory using
the ωB79X-D functional [235] and the basis set 6-311G [236, 237] (ωB79X-D/6-311G). The
basis set was taken from the Basis Set Exchange (BSE) [238–240]. Table C.1 shows the xyz
coordinates of the optimized geometry.

Table C.1 – Geometry of the ωB79X-D/6-311G optimized ground state minimum.

Number Element x (Å) y (Å) z (Å)
1 C 0.000 000 0.000 000 −0.004 017
2 I 0.000 000 0.000 000 2.158 913
3 F 1.242 440 0.000 000 −0.467 045
4 F −0.621 220 1.075 985 −0.467 045
5 F −0.621 220 −1.075 985 −0.467 045

C.2 Benchmark of the Computational Setup

In the following, the benchmark calculations of the computational setup for the simulation of
the XUV TAS for trifluoroiodomethane (CF3I) are presented.

Validation of the Active Space

Choosing a suitable AS is vital for CASSCF and RASSCF calculations. In order to sufficiently
describe the valence excited states of CF3I and CF3I+, three different ASs where tested. All
calculations were carried out with the OpenMolcas [197, 198] program package using the
ANO-RCC [210–214] basis set, contracted to VDZP quality (ANO-RCC-VDZP). The smallest
AS, forming the common basis for the two larger ASs, included 12 electrons in 10 orbitals
[AS(12,10)]. It was comprised of the carbon-iodine bond (σ4, σ∗5), both iodine lone-pair orbitals
lp1 and lp2 as well as the three carbon-fluorine bonds (σ1, σ∗6, σ2, σ∗7 and σ3, σ∗8). Subsequently,
the medium AS was extended by three fluorine lone-pair orbitals lp3, lp4 and lp5 resulting in 18
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electrons in 13 orbitals [AS(18,13)]. The large AS was extended by an additional three orbitals
(lp6, lp7 and lp8), including all six fluorine lone-pair orbitals [AS(24,16)]. The orbitals included
in the ASs are shown in Figure C.1. For the calculation of the cation, the same orbitals are
included but with one electron removed, resulting in the set AS(11,10), AS(17,13) and AS(23,16).

Figure C.1 – CASSCF molecular orbitals included in AS(12,10), AS(18,13) and AS(24,16) of trifluoro-
iodomethane, obtained using the ANO-RCC-VDZP basis set at the ωB79X-D/6-311G optimized ground
state minimum geometry. The orbitals are rendered with an isovalue of 0.04.

As a first validation step for the three ASs, the ionization energies were compared to the
experimental values taken from the study of Yates and coworkers [227]. The ionization energies
listed in Table C.2 were calculated at the MS-CASPT2 level of theory, including SO effects, as
the difference between the GS of the neutral CF3I and the excited states of the cation. Further
we compared the electronic character of the excited states to calculated charge distributions
taken from the same publication as listed in Table C.3. The first two states, X̃ (2E3/2) and
X̃ (2E1/2), describe an ionization from either of the I lone pair orbitals lp1 and lp2. Their
ionization energies are described quite well by all three ASs. The third state, B̃ (2A1), an
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Table C.2 – Ionization energies for the first seven states of the CF3I+ cation in eV at the MS-CASPT2
level of theory, including spin-orbit couplings. The energies were calculated as the difference of the GS
energy of neutral species and the energies of the cationic states X̃-F̃ . For the electronic character of
the states, the partially occupied orbitals of the dominant CI vector based on the calculation with the
AS(23,16) are listed.

Ionization energies (eV)
State Character AS(11,10) AS(17,13) AS(23,16) Exp. [227]

X̃ (2E3/2) lp1 10.74 10.49 10.54 10.45
X̃ (2E1/2) lp2 11.36 11.11 11.12 11.18
Ã (2A1) σ4 14.07 13.74 13.30 13.25
B̃ (2A2) lp3 - 15.15 15.22 15.56
C̃ (2E) lp4 - 17.01 15.92 16.32
D̃ (2E) lp5 - 17.02 16.27 17.28
Ẽ (2A1) lp1,2, σ∗5 16.33 16.18 16.80 19.25

Table C.3 – Calculated charge distribution of the first seven cationic states of CF3I+ taken from the work
of Yates and coworkers [227]. ‘Out’ and ‘In’ are the percentage charge of the outersphere and intersphere
regions, respectively. The column ‘Sum’ is not taken from the reference, but is an interpretation of the
data. For our calculations the partially occupied orbitals of the transition with the largest CI weight are
shown as an approximation for the charge distribution.

Charge distribution [%] [227] Partially occupied orbitals
State Out C F I In Sum AS(11,10) AS(17,13) AS(23,16)

X̃ (2E3/2) 4.2 0.1 1.1 77.6 17.0 I+ lp1 lp1 lp1
X̃ (2E1/2) 4.2 0.1 1.1 77.6 17.0 I+ lp2 lp2 lp2
Ã (2A1) 1.9 27.9 18.0 44.2 8.0 Non-local σ4 σ4 σ4
B̃ (2A2) 0.6 0.0 80.5 0.0 18.9 F+ lp1,2, σ∗5 lp3 lp3
C̃ (2E) 0.7 0.3 78.4 0.3 20.3 F+ lp1,2, σ∗5 lp1,2, σ∗5 lp4
D̃ (2E) 2.2 0.7 76.9 0.1 20.2 F+ lp1,2, σ∗5 lp4 lp5
Ẽ (2A1) 1.9 1.0 36.2 49.7 11.2 Non-local - lp5 lp1,2, σ∗5

ionization from the C–I bonding σ4 orbital, is correctly described by the AS(23,16), with the
other two overestimating the ionization energy. For the next three states, the electron hole is
generated in the three F lone-pair orbitals lp3, lp4 and lp5. These states cannot be described by
the AS(11,10), as the necessary orbitals are not included. The other two ASs correctly describe
their electronic character and more or less capture the range of the ionization energy. However,
the AS(17,13) fails to describe the correct order of the states, as, energetically, the last state
Ẽ appears between the states B̃ and C̃. For the Ẽ state, the hole is again located mainly on
the I with the lp1, lp2 and σ∗5 orbitals partially occupied. Here, only the AS(23,16) is able to
correctly describe the order of the electronic states. It does fall short in matching the ionization
energies of the highest states, but as all three ASs struggle in this regard, we suspect the limiting
factor to be the moderate size of the basis set ANO-RCC-VDZP, as it is, for example, unable
to sufficiently describe possible Rydberg-type contributions to the orbitals.

Finally, the GS spectrum of neutral CF3I was simulated for all three ASs and compared to
the experimental signal, as shown in Figure C.2. Here all three spectra show the pronounced
double-peak structures of the experiment at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV and at 55.4 eV and 57.1 eV.
But depending on the size of the AS, a different shift of the excitation energies needed to be
applied. Shifting to the biggest peak in the experiment at 50.4 eV, resulted in values of 2.00 eV,
1.60 eV and 1.30 eV for the spectra of AS(12,10), AS(18,13), and AS(24,16), receptively. In
general, the prominent doublet at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV is described quite well by all three ASs.
With the AS(24,16) it was even possible to reproduce the correct intensity distribution of said
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doublet. For the second doublet at 55.4 eV and 57.1 eV, all three spectra are energetically off by
about 0.7 eV to 0.8 eV. Here, it is again possible that the size of the basis set ANO-RCC-VDZP
is prohibiting a perfect match of this feature. But considering the fact that calculations with
a larger basis set were computationally infeasible and the otherwise excellent agreement with
the experimental spectrum, we are convinced that the ASs (24,16) and (23,16) are adequate to
describe the valence space and core-excited states of neutral and ionic CF3I.

Figure C.2 – GS spectra of neutral CF3I, simulated for the three different ASs. The calculated peaks are
broadened by applying a Gaussian with σ = 0.4 eV. In order to match the experimental signal shown in
black, the excitation energies needed to be shifted by different amounts.

Validation for Utilizing the RAS3 Subspace

To reduce the computational time of the necessary RASSCF calculations, the AS for the valence
space was split up into the RAS2 and RAS3 subspaces, and only a single excitation was allowed
into the RAS3 subspace. Here the three virtual orbitals of the carbon-fluorine bonds (σ∗6, σ∗7 and
σ∗8) were relocated to the RAS3 subspace, leaving the rest of the orbitals in the RAS2 subspace.
To judge whether this affected the simulated spectrum, we compared the GS spectrum of the
“full” AS with the approximation of splitting the AS. As this benchmark was performed for the
AS(12,10), the resulting RAS are RAS(22, 1, 0; 5, 10, 0) and RAS(22, 1, 1; 5, 7, 3). Both calculated
spectra, shifted by 2.00 eV to match the experimental signal, are shown in Figure C.3. The
spectra are nearly identical, with the only difference appearing in the intensity of the second
peak of the doublet at 50.4 eV and 52.1 eV, which is a bit lower, when the AS is split up
between the two RAS subspaces. So, in summary, the splitting of the AS does not change the
simulated spectrum in a meaningfull way and one can safely utilize this approximation, at least
in the case of trifluoroiodomethane. The total calculation time necessary to arrive at the final
spectrum, could be cut down drastically in this way. The initial calculation time of over eight
days for RAS(22, 1, 0; 5, 10, 0) could be reduced to about four and a half hours by utilizing the
RAS3 subspace. This speedup made simulations with the AS(24,16) possible, as they could be
completed in about three days. For the original setup of just using the RAS2 subspaces, these
calculations were not feasible as a total calculation time of about three months was estimated.

C.3 Relaxed Scan of Cationic Trifluoroiodomethane

In a first step, we generated PESs for each cationic state by performing a relaxed scan of the
C–I bond. The relaxed scan was calculated with OpenMolcas utilizing the state tracking
feature (keyword TRACK) of the SLAPAF program, where one is able to follow the character of a
specific state throughout a geometry optimization. In our case we choose to follow the character
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Figure C.3 – GS spectra of neutral CF3I, simulated for the AS(12,10). In both cases, the excitation
energies were shifted by 2.00 eV to match the experimental signal shown in black and broadened by
applying a Gaussian with σ = 0.4 eV. The spectrum where all orbitals are included in the RAS2 is shown
in green. And the one where the AS is split up between the RAS3 and RAS2 subspaces is shown in blue.

of the first state, X̃, at the FC region. At each step in the scan, the geometry was optimized at
the SA11-CASSCF(17,13)/ANO-RCC-VDZP level of theory. The C–I bond length was scanned
from 1.6Å to 3.4Å with an initial step size of 0.05Å. The step size was increased to 0.1Å at
a bond length of 2.3Å. In the FC region between 2.0Å to 2.3Å, the steps size was reduced
to 0.025Å. Building on top of the optimized geometries, we further performed single point
MS-CASPT2 calculations, including SO effects, utilizing the full AS(23,16). To reduce the
computational costs of these calculations, we again included the three highest virtual orbitals
(σ∗6, σ∗7 and σ∗8) into the RAS3 space and allowed for a single excitation [RAS(23, 0, 1; 0, 13, 3)].
The resulting PESs are plotted in Figure C.4.

Figure C.4 – Relaxed scan of the C–I bond. The states are color-coded corresponding to their electronic
character in the FC region indicated by the black dotted line.
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C.4 Transient Absorption Spectra based on the Relaxed Scan

Based on the relaxed scan, the TAS of the first five states, X̃ (2E3/2), X̃ (2E1/2), Ã, B̃ and C̃
were calculated. They are plotted over the corresponding C–I bond length in Figure C.5.

Figure C.5 – Simulated TAS along the C–I bond of the X̃, Ã, B̃ and C̃ states respectively. The spectra
of the SO split states X̃ (2E3/2) and X̃ (2E1/2) are combined in the first plot.
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C.5 Dissociation Dynamics of Cationic Trifluoroiodomethane

In order to analyze the dissociation dynamics of cationic trifluoroiodomethane, a QD simulation
based on PESs generated from a relaxed scan of the C–I bond was performed. The QD simu-
lations for the nuclear dynamics were performed by solving the TDSE for each relevant cationic
state

ih̄
∂

∂t
χ(R, t) = Ĥχ(R, t), (C.1)

with Ĥ =
1

2mR

∂2

∂R2
+ V̂X(R). (C.2)

with the reduced mass mR along the dissociation coordinate R and the potential energy operator
V̂X(R). The numerical propagation on the adiabatic PESs is performed by integration of the
TDSE according to

χ(t+ dt) = exp
(
−iĤdt

)
χ(t) = Ûχ(t). (C.3)

The evolution operator Û is expanded in a Chebyshev series [241]. The PESs are represented
on a one-dimensional spatial grid with 256 grid points obtained by interpolating the results of
the relaxed scan of cationic trifluoroiodomethane. The limits of the used grid are 1.6Å and
3.4Å, respectively, and a Butterworth filter [242] was employed, which absorbs the parts of
the wave packet that reach the dissociation area. The filter was of “left-pass” type (absorbing
all parts on the right side of the grid), and placed at 3.3Å with an order of 100. The total
simulation time was 250 fs with a time step of 2 a.u.. All propagations are started by setting the
first vibrational eigenfunction of the S0 potential to the particular cationic potential, assuming
delta-pulse ionization. All the quantum dynamical simulations are conducted with a program
developed in-house.

Figure C.6 shows the change in population of the first four states X̃ (2E3/2,
2E1/2), Ã and B̃

over the 250 fs of simulation time. The X̃ (2E3/2) state does not show any dissociation, and its SO
split counterpart X̃ (2E1/2) only shows a marginal decrease in population of about 10% within
the simulation time. The Ã state completely dissociates within about 60 fs. The population of
the B̃ state shows a sharp decrease at 40 fs, but only to about 20%. Parts of the wave packet are
reflected at the barrier in the region of the CoIn visible in Figure C.4, resulting in the further
stepwise decrease over the subsequent simulation time.

Figure C.6 – Population of the first four states of the CF3I+ cation for the 250 fs of simulation time.
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In the following sections, the supporting information of the publications “Complete Mechanism
of Hemithioindigo Motor Rotation”, “A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor”
and “Ultrafast strong-field dissociation of vinyl bromide: an attosecond transient absorption
spectroscopy and non-adiabatic molecular dynamics study” presented in the chapters 1 and 2
are reprinted.

D.1 Supporting Information for “The Complete Mechanism of the
Hemithioindigo Motor Rotation”

In the following, the chapter “Quantum Mechanical calculations” (pages 33–35) of the sup-
porting information for the publication “Complete Mechanism of Hemithioindigo Motor Ro-
tation” published in the Journal of the American Chemical Society is reprinted with per-
mission from J. Am. Chem. Soc. 140, 15, 5311–5318 (2018). Copyright 2018 American
Chemical Society. It details the quantum mechanical calculations performed for the publi-
cation. In particular, all orbitals of the AS utilized in the CASSCF calculations are shown.
Also, the relative ground and excited states energies and geometric coordinates of important
points on the unidirectional rotation pathway are listed. Lastly the results (excited state elec-
tronic character, vertical excitation energy and oscillator strength) of the benchmark calcula-
tions rationalizing the chosen AS are summarized. The optimized geometries of all the rel-
evant points, as well as detailed information on the experimental setup for the transient ab-
sorption measurements and their evaluation, can be found in the complete SI, accessible at:
https://pubs.acs.org/doi/abs/10.1021/jacs.8b02349.
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Quantum Mechanical calculations 

 

Active space for motor 1 

 
 

Figure S25: The (12,11) active space of motor-1. The orbitals are shown for the E-(S)-(P) iso-

mer (A-1) with an isovalue of 0.02, ordered from left to right with increasing ener-

gy. 
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Theoretical description of the excited state pathways shown in Figure 2 

 

Table S1:  Relative ground/excited state energies with respect to the FCA-1 point for path 

ways ①, ② and FCC-1 for ③, ④ at CASSCF(12/11)/6-31G* state average over five singlet and 

three triplet states (SA S5T3) level and important coordinates for all points of relevance for the 

four pathways depicted in Figure 2 in the manuscript. 

 
path 

 
structure 

ΔS0 

(eV) 
ΔS1 

(eV) 
ΔS2 

(eV) 
ΔS3 

(eV) 
ΔS4 

(eV) 
ΔT1 

(eV) 
ΔT2 

(eV) 
ΔT3 

(eV) 
C=Ca 
(Å) 

Torsionb 
(o) 

① FCA-1 0.00 3.83 5.40 5.94 6.35 3.16 3.66 4.39 1.35 16.3 
 S1 Min1 1.70 2.81 4.63 5.50 5.70 2.27 2.78 5.02 1.47 55.3 
 TS2 int.pol. 2.27 3.07 4.86 5.53 5.85 2.41 3.04 5.32 1.47 75.7 
 S2/S1 CoIn1c 1.93 3.08 3.93 5.14 5.39 1.91 3.05 5.12 1.45 90.7 
 S1 Min2 2.19 2.85 4.69 5.12 5.63 2.17 2.83 5.12 1.47 91.1 
 FCB-1 0.10 4.04 5.72 6.34 6.55 3.42 3.84 4.50 1.35 175.7 

② FCA-1 0.00 3.83 5.40 5.94 6.35 3.16 3.66 4.39 1.35 16.3 
 S1 Min1 1.70 2.81 4.63 5.50 5.70 2.27 2.78 5.02 1.47 55.3 
 TS1 int.pol. 1.48 3.00 5.03 5.74 5.96 2.69 2.95 4.96 1.44 37.5 
 S1/T2 ISC 0.91 2.81 5.19 5.48 6.04 2.69 2.77 4.56 1.41 19.8 
 T2/T1 CoIn 0.79 2.84 5.25 5.44 6.01 2.73 2.74 4.47 1.41 23.7 
 T1 Min1 1.63 3.56 4.21 5.00 5.58 1.61 3.66 4.98 1.46 86.7 
 T1/S0 ISC 1.61 3.57 4.26 4.84 5.59 1.60 3.70 4.81 1.46 82.2 

③ FCC-1 0.00 3.82 5.57 6.02 6.37 3.17 3.64 4.42 1.35 189.0 
 S1 Min3 2.16 2.83 4.67 5.17 5.60 2.16 2.81 5.10 1.47 269.0 
 S2/S1 Coin2c 1.90 3.07 3.93 5.13 5.34 1.88 3.04 5.10 1.45 277.4 
 FCD-1 0.14 4.03 5.63 6.22 6.55 3.44 3.83 4.58 1.35 348.4 

④ FCC-1 0.00 3.82 5.57 6.02 6.37 3.17 3.64 4.42 1.35 189.0 
 S1/T1 ISC 0.99 2.85 5.23 5.50 6.13 2.77 2.79 4.62 1.41 195.8 
 T1 Min2 1.87 3.71 4.36 5.21 5.61 1.83 3.80 5.19 1.46 279.1 
 T1/S0 ISC2 1.61 3.55 4.24 4.99 5.58 1.61 3.66 4.96 1.46 271.4 

a Central CC double bond linking the stilbene and thioindigo part. 
b Dihedral angle of the central CC double bond as depicted in Figure 2 in the manuscript.  
c For both conical intersections the mean value of ΔS1 and ΔS2 was used in Figure 2. The splitting 
in the energy values stems from the different number of states used in the calculations for the ge-
ometry optimization and for the here presented data. E.g. for S2/S1 CoIn1 the energy splitting 
with the same number of states as in the optimization (CASSCF(12/11) /6-31G* SA S3) was only 
0.0023 eV.  
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Vertical excitation energies at different levels of theory 

For the three levels of theory scrutinized in this work, the character as well as the order of states 

did not change. Upon irradiation with 460 nm (2.80 eV, see experimental part) the S1 state which 

is of n1p6* character, is populated. Although the oscillator strength is quite small it is still nonzero 

and there is simply not enough energy to reach the other bright states (see Table S2). 

 

Table S2:  Excited state electronic character, vertical excitation energy ΔE and oscillator 

strength ƒ at the FC points of the A-1 and C-1 isomer. The approximated maxima 

(Max) of the corresponding electronic spectra depicted in Figure 1 in the manuscript 

are also given. 

   CASSCFa CCSDb TDDFTc Max 

  
 

character 

ΔE 

(eV) 

ƒ 

(a.u.) 

ΔE 

(eV) 

ƒ 

(a.u.) 

ΔE 

(eV) 

ƒ 

(a.u.) 

ΔE 

(eV) 

A-1 S1 n1π6* 3.83 0.001 3.55 0.029 3.37 0.056 2.88 
 S2 π4π6* 5.40 0.148 3.89 0.114 3.64 0.093 3.64 
 S3 π5π6* 5.94 0.507 4.34 0.148 4.07 0.159 - 
 T1 π5π6* 3.16 - - - 2.39 - - 
 T2 n1π6* 3.66 - - - 3.05 - - 

C-1 S1 n1π6* 3.82 0.0002 3.58 0.011 3.40 0.023 3.10 
 S2 π4π6* 5.57 0.061 3.94 0.159 3.71 0.182 3.44 
 S3 π5π6* 6.02 0.756 4.13 0.129 3.88 0.094 - 
 T1 π5π6* 3.17 - - - 2.36 - - 
 T2 n1π6* 3.64 - - - 3.03 - - 
          

a CASSCF(12/11)/6-31G* state average over five singlet and three triplet states (SA S5T3) level 
of theory.  
b EOM-CCSD/6-31G* with five singlet states.  
c TDDFT CAM-B3LYP/6-31G* with five singlet and five triplet states. 
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D.2 Supporting Information for “A Prospective Ultrafast Hemi-
thioindigo Molecular Motor”

Here, the chapter “Excited state calculations” (pages 43–45) of the supporting information from
the article “A Prospective Ultrafast Hemithioindigo Molecular Motor” published in ChemPho-
toChem is reprinted with permission from ChemPhotoChem 3, 6, 365–371 (2019). Copyright
2019 John Wiley and Sons. The complete AS utilized in the CASSCF calculations, as well as all
relative ground and excited state energies of the important points on the excited state reaction
pathways are shown. Further, the results (excited state electronic character, vertical excitation
energy and oscillator strength) of the benchmark calculations rationalizing the chosen AS are
summarized. For all optimized structures and for detailed information on the synthesis and
the physical and photophysical properties of the HTI molecular motor, refer to the complete
supporting information available at: https://doi.org/10.1002/cptc.201900074.

https://doi.org/10.1002/cptc.201900074
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Excited state calculations 

The benchmark calculations for the active space are carried out at the TDDFT level of theory with  the 

Gaussian09 Revision A.02 program package[6] using the CAM-B3LYP functional and the 6-31G(d) 

basis set. All complete active space SCF (CASSCF) calculations were done with the MOLPRO 2015 

program package[8-9] again using the 6-31G(d) basis set. The used active space depicted in Fig. SI 39, 

includes the central CC double bond (π5), the CO double bond (π2), two sets of bonding and antibonding 

orbitals on the stilbene fragment (π3, π4) and one set on the thioindigo fragment (π1) as well as the oxygen 

lone-pair (n1) of the CO double bond.  

 

Active space for HTI 1 

 

Figure SI 39   The (12,11) active space of HTI 1. The orbitals are shown for the Z-(S)-(P) isomer (A-1) with an 

isovalue of 0.02, ordered from left to right with increasing energy. 
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S44 

Theoretical description of the excited state pathways shown in Figure 2 

Table SI 5 Relative ground/excited state energies with respect to the FCA-1 point for path way ①, and FCC-1 for 

② at CASSCF(12/11)/6-31G(d) state average over four singlet states (SA S4) level of theory and important

coordinates for all points of relevance for the two pathways depicted in Figure 2 in the manuscript. 

path structure 
ΔS0

[eV] 
ΔS1

[eV] 
ΔS2

[eV] 
ΔS3

[eV] 
C=Ca 
[Å] 

Torsionalb 
[o] 

① FCA-1 0.00 3.86 5.67 6.09 1.36 190.8 

S1 Min1 0.82 2.62 4.95 5.22 1.42 196.5 

TS1 interpol. 1.96 3.12 4.75 5.70 1.45 243.7 

S1 Min2 2.24 2.95 4.48 5.16 1.47 275.2 
S2/S1 CoIn1 2.10 3.72 3.73 5.33 1.44 276.0 

FCB-1 0.20 3.91 5.89 6.26 1.35 345.7 

② FCC-1 0.00 3.72 5.72 5.41 1.35 13.8 

S1 Min 3 0.97 2.60 5.17 5.41 1.41 7.8 

TS2 interpol. 2.36 3.13 4.67 5.37 1.46 84.0 

S1 Min 4 2.30 3.02 4.55 5.23 1.47 92.5 

S2/S1 Coin2 2.17 3.69 3.69 5.62 1.45 84.3 

FCA-1 -0.06 3.80 5.62 6.03 1.36 190.8 

FCB-1 0.14 3.85 5.84 6.21 1.35 345.7 

a Central CC double bond linking the stilbene and thioindigo part. 

b Dihedral angle of the central CC double bond as depicted in Figure 2 in the manuscript.
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S45 
 

Vertical excitation energies at different levels of theory 

For the two levels of theory scrutinized in this work, the character as well as the order of states did not 

change. Upon irradiation with 450 nm (2.80 eV, see experimental part) the S1 state which is of n1π6* 

character, is populated. Although the oscillator strength is quite small it is still nonzero and there is 

simply not enough energy to reach the other bright states (see Table S6). 

 

Table SI 6 Excited state electronic character, vertical excitation energy ΔE and oscillator strength ƒ at the FC 

points of the A-1 and C-1 isomer of HTI 1. The approximated maxima (Max) of the corresponding electronic 

spectra depicted in Figure 1 in the manuscript are also given. 

   CASSCFa TDDFTb Max 

  
 

character 
ΔE 

[eV] 
ƒ 

[a.u.] 
ΔE 

[eV] 
ƒ 

[a.u.] 
ΔE 

[eV] 

A-1 S1 n1π6* 3.85 0.0001 3.11 0.009 2.82 

 S2 π5π6* 5.67 0.334 3.71 0.050 3.54 

 S3 π4π6* 6.09 0.268 4.02 0.514 - 

C-1 S1 n1π6* 3.72 0.0001 3.28 0.005 3.02 

 S2 π5π6* 5.72 0.241 4.02 0.242 3.65 

 S3 π4π6* 6.20 0.017 4.21 0.013 - 

        
a CASSCF(12/11)/6-31G(d) state average over four singlet states (SA S4) level of theory. 

b TDDFT CAM-B3LYP/6-31G(d) with ten singlet states. 
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D.3 Supporting Information for “The Ultrafast Strong-Field Dis-
sociation of Vinyl Bromide”

In the following, the supporting information for the article “Ultrafast strong-field dissociation
of vinyl bromide: an attosecond transient absorption spectroscopy and non-adiabatic molecu-
lar dynamics study” published in Structural Dynamics under the terms of the Creative Com-
mons Attribution 4.0 International License (CC BY 4.0, URL: https://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/4.0/) is reprinted. It contains the post-processing protocol and evaluation of the
recorded datasets from the ATAS experiment. Also, the optimized geometries of the ground
state minimum S0, the excited state minima D1−3 and the minimum energy conical intersec-
tion between the D3 and D4 states are listed. Further, the computational details including the
validation of the level of theory as well as the modified basis set utilized in the NAMD simu-
lation are presented. Also, a comprehensive flowchart summarizing the complete procedure for
the simulation of the XAS spectra is shown. To aid the analysis of the calculated trajectories
as well as the experimental transient absorption spectrum, all excited state population, along
with the temporal evolution of the C–C bond and the C––Br double bond for both neutral and
cationic vinyl bromide and their resulting transient absorption spectra, are shown. The modi-
fied basis set is provided in the OpenMolcas and Molpro format and can be downloaded at:
https://www.scitation.org/doi/suppl/10.1063/4.0000102.

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/
https://www.scitation.org/doi/suppl/10.1063/4.0000102
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I. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

A. Post-processing of the Experimental Data

The transient absorption spectrum is averaged over 150 frames, in order to improve

statistics. Furthermore, the raw experimental data have been processed with a low-pass

Gaussian filter with a standard deviation of 1.6 fs in the time axis and 20 meV in the energy

axis. The procedure allows to filter out high frequency noise fluctuations due to the residual

intensity noise of the light source. Both in the time and energy axis, the procedure is

very unlikely to mask relevant information: in the time axis, because the selected standard

deviation is smaller than the step size used (2.3 fs); in the energy axis, because it is smaller

than the spectral resolution provided by the spectrograph (E/dE = 1000, translating into

a resolution of 70 meV at 70 eV). Raw and post-processed transient absorption traces are

shown in FIG. S1 and FIG. S2, respectively. The calculations performed in I B, the results

of which are reported in the main text, have been performed on the post-processed data.

FIG. S1. Raw experimental ATAS trace.
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FIG. S2. Post-processed experimental ATAS trace.

B. Vibrational Dynamics

The vibrational dynamics of the neutral ground state of vinyl bromide, as well as the first

excited cationic state D2 can be experimentally evaluated by computing the spectral first

moment (i.e. center of mass) of the ATAS trace in the windows of interest. The experimental

points have been fitted with a single cosinusoidal function for the ground state and the sum

of two cosinusoidals for the D2 state:

cmgr(t) = Agr0 +Bgr1cos(2πνCBrgrt+ φCBrgr) (S1)

cmD2(t) = AD20 +BD21cos(2πνCBrD2
t+ φCBrD2

) + CD22cos(2πνCCD2
t+ φCCD2

). (S2)

The results are shown in FIG. S3 and FIG. S4, for the ground state and the D2 state,

respectively. The results of the fit yield

νCBrgr = 635 cm−1, φCBrgr = −π,

νCBrD2
= 480 cm−1, φCBrD2

= −0.5π,

νCCD2
= 1220 cm−1 and φCCD2

= −0.7π.
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The extracted value for νCBrgr is in good agreement with the calculated value for ν3,

while νCBrD2
and νCCD2

are in good agreement with the calculated values for ν3 and ν7,

respectively (see TABLE S7).

FIG. S3. Experimental center of mass of the ATAS trace in the range 70.3 eV to 71.5 eV (blue

circles) and its fit (red line).

FIG. S4. Experimental center of mass of the ATAS trace in the range 65.2 eV to 65.7 eV (blue

circles) and its fit (red line).
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II. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

A. Geometry of the Optimized Minimum

The minimum geometry of vinyl bromide was optimized with MOLPRO2012.1S1,S2 at

the closed-shell coupled-cluster level of theory, including singles, double and perturbative

contributions of triples using the aug-cc-pVTZ basis setS3–S7 (CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ). TA-

BLE S1 shows the xyz coordinates of the optimized geometry.

TABLE S1. Geometry of the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized ground state minimum.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.000 000 0.000 000 0.000 000
2 C 0.000 000 0.000 000 1.332 924
3 H 0.000 000 0.916 808 −0.574 890
4 H −0.003 204 −0.944 947 −0.530 277
5 H −0.001 234 −0.895 278 1.938 618
6 Br 0.003 811 1.593 998 2.361 016

B. Validation of the Level of Theory

In order to describe the electronic states sufficiently within the context of the dynamical

simulations, we performed benchmark calculations at different levels of theory with the

following computational setup. For the closed-shell coupled-cluster calculations, including

singles, doubles (CCSD)S8, we treated seven excited states within the equation-of-motion

(EOM)S9 approach. For the CASSCF and CASPT2 calculations we included five states in

the state-averaging procedure. An active space (AS) including eight electrons in six orbitals

(AS(8,6)) (see FIG. S6) was employed. It includes the carbon-carbon double bond (π1, π
∗
3),

the carbon-bromine single bond (σ1, σ
∗
2) as well as both remaining bromine 4p orbitals. One

is part of a second π orbital (π2) the other one is the lone-pair n1. In case of the m-ATZP

basis set one additional virtual orbital (π∗
4) which has significant Rydberg contributions was

added to stabilize the active space. Resulting in the AS shown in FIG. S7 with eight electrons

in seven orbitals (AS(8,7)). The dynamic correlation was included perturbatively via the

extended multi-state CASPT2 method (XMS-CASPT2)S10, using an ionization-potential

electron-affinity shift (IPEA)S11 of 0.2 hartree. All calculations were performed using the

6
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MOLPRO 2012.1 program package using the cc-pVTZS3–S7 basis set. TABLE S2 shows the

character, the vertical excitation energy ∆E and the oscillator strength f of the first four

singlet excited states.

In the literatureS12–S14 there are two bands described below 10 eV. A first small one at

5.70 eV is assigned to a π → σ∗ transition, the second intense one at 6.50 eV to a bright

π → π∗ transition. Looking at the EOM-CCSD results, the first excited state S1 is a weak

π2 → σ∗
2 transition. The S2 state is again a transition to the σ∗

2 orbital but from the n1

lone pair orbital of the bromine. It is located energetically close to the S3 state, a bright

π2 → π∗
2 transition with an oscillator strength of 0.2571 a.u.. For slightly higher energies

you can find the S4 state, a weak n1 → π∗
3 transition. For the result of the CASSCF(8,6)

calculation, we see with the exception of the S1 state, higher excitation energies. In general

this is expected as the CASSCF method is known to overestimate excitation energies. But

in this case the bright π2π
∗
3 state is described particularly poorly compared to the S2 and

S3 states switching the order of the states and making it the highest excited state. Adding

dynamic correlation with XMS-CASPT2 recovers the correct order of the excited states,

as well as giving better excitation energies in general. But one has to keep in mind that

XMS-CASPT2 is considerably more computationally expensive compared to CASSCF. But

with the combination of the m-ATZP basis set and the slightly larger AS(8,7) we can archive

a balanced description of all excited states, resulting in the same order of states. One has

to mention that the excitation energies are about 1 eV higher compared to the experimental

values. But as already mentioned this is a known drawback of the CASSCF method in

general, and specifically in case of vinyl bromide, which was already reported in the literature

byS14.

As a second validation, we compared the gradient of the bright π2π
∗
3 state at the minimum

geometry for the different levels of theory. FIG. S5 shows the most prominent components

as color coded arrows. As the gradient components at the hydrogen atoms are quite small,

they are not shown for sake of clarity. For the complete gradient vectors see Section II C. In

general it can be noted that the vector at the C1 carbon atoms is described nearly identically

at all levels of theory, slightly varying only in their absolute value. For both the high-level

methods CCSD (green) and CASPT2 (red), this is also true for the rest of the shown vectors.

But for the C2 carbon and the Br bromine atom, the direction of the vector significantly

changes for the CASSCF/cc-pVTZ (blue) method. Again using the m-ATZP basis set

7
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(magenta) one can recover sufficient description of the excited state gradient. In order to

simulate the dissociation process of vinyl bromine a multi-reference method is needed. Since

CASPT2 trajectories are not feasible, we are convinced that the CASSCF level of theory

in conjunction with the m-ATZP basis set is adequate to describe the dynamics of vinyl

bromide.

TABLE S2. Excited state electronic character, vertical excitation energy ∆E and oscillator strength

f at the minimum geometry at different levels of theory. Also show are experimental values for

the excitation energies of the bright states.

character ∆E [eV] f [a.u.]

EOM-CCSD/cc-pVTZ

S1 π2 → σ∗
2 6.62 0.0001

S2 n1 → σ∗
2 7.01 0.0033

S3 π2 → π∗
3 7.11 0.2571

S4 n1 → π∗
3 7.37 0.0002

CASSCF(8,6)/cc-pVTZ

S1 π2 → σ∗
2 6.55 0.0045

S2 n1 → σ∗
2 7.38 0.0068

S3 n1 → π∗
3 7.74 0.0001

S4 π2 → π∗
3 7.80 0.2391

XMS-CASPT2(8,6)/cc-pVTZ

S1 π2 → σ∗
2 6.12 −

S2 π2 → π∗
3 6.99 −

S3 n1 → σ∗
2 7.03 −

S4 n1 → π∗
3 7.20 −

CASSCF(8,7)/m-ATZP

S1 π2 → σ∗
2 6.67 0.0041

S2 π2 → π∗
3 7.35 0.2797

S3 n1 → σ∗
2 7.50 0.0095

S4 n1 → π∗
3 7.77 0.0010

Exp./Lit.S12,S13
S1 π → σ∗ 5.70 −
S2 π → π∗ 6.50 −

8
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FIG. S5. Comparison between the gradients of the bright excited state (ππ∗) at the CCSD(T)/aug-

cc-pVTZ optimized ground state minimum geometry. The gradients are shown with color coded

arrows corresponding to their level of theory. For sake of clarity only the vectors with a significant

absolute value are shown.

9
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C. Gradient Vectors for Different Level of Theories

We calculated the gradient vectors of the bright ππ∗ state at the optimized ground state

minimum geometry for different levels of theory. Tables S3 to S6 show the complete vectors

for all atoms. FIG. S5 shows these gradients as color coded arrows overlaid on top of the

vinyl bromide geometry.

TABLE S3. Gradient vectors of the bright ππ∗ state for CCSD/cc-pVTZ level of theory.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C −0.000 003 −0.011 188 0.050 582
2 C −0.000 017 0.008 668 −0.057 432
3 H −0.000 006 0.001 265 0.000 805
4 H 0.000 000 −0.001 270 −0.000 763
5 H 0.000 000 −0.004 453 −0.002 823
6 Br 0.000 026 0.006 977 0.009 632

TABLE S4. Gradient vectors of the bright ππ∗ state for CASSCF(8,6)/cc-pVTZ level of theory

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C −0.000 023 −0.025 389 0.089 491
2 C 0.000 176 0.069 680 −0.072 472
3 H −0.000 003 0.009 221 −0.000 821
4 H −0.000 031 −0.008 831 −0.005 179
5 H −0.000 043 −0.017 210 −0.002 998
6 Br −0.000 076 −0.027 470 −0.008 021
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TABLE S5. Gradient vectors of the bright ππ∗ state for XMS-CASPT2(8,6)/cc-pVTZ level of

theory

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.000 179 −0.022 850 0.101 923
2 C −0.000 627 0.011 974 −0.119 615
3 H −0.000 165 0.002 091 0.001 194
4 H 0.000 196 −0.001 523 −0.001 764
5 H 0.000 098 −0.007 732 −0.004 539
6 Br 0.000 319 0.018 040 0.022 801

TABLE S6. Gradient vectors of the bright ππ∗ state for CASSCF(8,7)/m-ATZP level of theory

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.000 151 −0.019 516 0.071 072
2 C −0.000 140 0.029 484 −0.076 147
3 H −0.000 081 0.008 399 −0.001 738
4 H −0.000 007 −0.007 988 −0.004 530
5 H 0.000 003 −0.013 027 0.000 420
6 Br 0.000 075 0.002 648 0.010 923

D. Modified ATZP Basis Set

The used m-ATZP basis set is based on the jorge-ATZPS15,S16. It was taken from the

Basis Set Exchange (BSE)S17–S19 and shrunken so its size lies between the ATZP and ADZP

basis set. The basis set is provided in the Molpro (basisset molpro.txt) as well as the

OpenMolcas (basisset molcas.txt) format.

11
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E. Active Spaces for the Different Computational Setups

FIG. S6. SA5-CASSCF molecular orbitals included in the active space AS(8/6) of vinyl bromine,

obtained using the cc-pVTZ basis set at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized ground state min-

imum geometry. The orbitals are rendered with an isovalue of 0.02.

12
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FIG. S7. SA5-CASSCF molecular orbitals included in the active space AS(8/7) of vinyl bromine,

obtained using the m-ATZP basis set at the CCSD(T)/aug-cc-pVTZ optimized ground state min-

imum geometry. The orbitals are rendered with an isovalue of 0.02.
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F. Vibrational Frequencies of Vinyl Bromide

The vibrational frequencies of neutral and cationic vinyl bromide were calculated at

the density functional theory (DFT) and time dependent DFT (TDDFT) level of theory

using the Gaussian 16S20 program package. All calculations where performed with the

hybrid meta exchange-correlation functional M06-2XS21 in conjunction with the aug-cc-

pVTZS6,S7,S22 basis set.

TABLE S7. Vibrational frequencies of vinyl bromide at the S0, D1 and D2 state minima.

Mode Type/Description
Frequency [cm−1]

S0 D1 D2

ν1 CCBr, bending 355 282 211
ν2 CHHH, twisting 608 586 215
ν3 C–Br, stretching 625 515 454
ν4 CH2, wagging 958 931 783
ν5 CHHH, twisting 990 1034 992
ν6 CCH, bending 1026 946 963
ν7 CCH, bending 1288 1255 1252
ν8 HCH, bending 1408 1425 1449
ν9 C––C,stretching 1689 2017 14161
ν10 C–H, sym. stretching 3175 3158 3121
ν11 C–H, stretching 3245 3209 3174
ν12 C–H, asym. stretching 3273 3268 3244

G. XAS Procedure and Molcas Input Files

FIG. S8 presents a flowchart of the complete procedure for the simulation of the XAS

spectra. Starting from the information of the NAMD simulation, at every time step t the

vinyl bromide geometry defined by the nuclear coordinates R(t) and the active state k can

be extracted. Both quantities are used in the simulation of the XAS spectrum at each time

step t. For the geometry R(t) an initial HF/CASSCF calculation is performed and the

obtained orbitals are used to set up two separate RASSCF/RASPT2 calculations for each

multiplicity. The input for the calculations of the core excited states is show in LISTING S1

and for the valence excited states in LISTING S2. All four RASPT2 wave functions are then

combined in one final RASSI calculation, see LISTING S3 for its input. As mentioned in the

manuscript the four wave functions are not inevitably orthogonal. This can be addressed

14
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FIG. S8. Flowchart illustrating the complete procedure for the simulation of the XAS spectra.

by applying the following correction to the overall HamiltonianS23,S24. The Hamilton matrix

element Hkl is shifted by:

∆Hkl =
1

2

(
∆Ek + ∆El

)
Skl, (S3)

with ∆Ek and ∆El being, the energy shifts of the kth and lth RASSCF roots and Skl the

overlap matrix element. This can be achieved by using the the keyword HDIAG in the

RASSI module. From this RASSI calculation two values, the oscillator strengths fkl and the

excitation energies ∆Ekl , are used in the simulation of the spectrum for the current time

15
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step. Focusing on a specific core valence transition k → l the initial state k with the wave

function ψk

(
r;R(t)

)
is the ground state or any other valence excited state. The final state l

with ψl

(
r;R(t)

)
is a core excited state with a hole in the core space (RAS1 sub space). The

oscillator strength fkl for this transition is calculated by

fkl =
2

3

me

~2
(El − Ek)

∑
x,y,z

〈
ψl

(
r;R(t)

)∣∣∣µ̂x,y,z

∣∣∣ψk

(
r;R(t)

)〉2
(S4)

with the electron mass me, the energy E of the states and µ̂ the dipole moment operator.

The excitation energy is given by the difference

∆Ekl = Ek − El. (S5)

To broaden the signal for the transition k → l a Gaussian function gkl with the width σ is

defined according to equation S6 using the the two quantities ∆Ekl and fkl. In this work a

width of σ = 0.1 eV is used.

gkl(E) = fkl ·
1

σ
√

2π
· e−

1
2

(
E−∆Ekl

σ

)2

(S6)

The complete spectrum gk(E) for given initial state k is obtained by the summation over

all relevant broaden signals gkl(E) and subsequent normalization.

gk(E) =
1

N

∑
l

gkl(E) (S7)

For simulating the complete spectrum the gk(E) of each trajectory are summed up. Repeat-

ing this procedure for every time step t one arrives at the complete transient XAS shown in

the manuscript.
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LISTING S 1. RASSCF calculation for the core excited states. As the active space needs to be

continuous, the core orbitals (23-27) are rotated to the end of the RAS2. Then using the HEXS

keyword one hole is forced in the RAS1.

&GATEWAY

Title= d_core

Coord= geom.xyz

Basis= ANO -RCC -VTZP

ANGMOM

0.0 0.0 0.0

AMFI

RICD

&SEWARD

&RASSCF

FILEorb= cas_d.RasOrb

ALTER= 5

1 27 34

1 26 33

1 25 32

1 24 31

1 23 30

SPIN= 2

NACTEL= 27 0 0

INACTIVE= 29

RAS2= 10

RAS1= 5

HEXS

1

1

CIROOT= 40 40 1

CIONly

&CASPT2

IPEAshift= 0.25

IMAGinary= 0.2

MULTistate

ALL
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LISTING S 2. RASSCF calculation for the valence excited states. As the active space needs to be

continuous, the core orbitals (23-27) are rotated to the end of the RAS2.

&GATEWAY

Title= d_vale

Coord= geom.xyz

Basis= ANO -RCC -VTZP

ANGMOM

0.0 0.0 0.0

AMFI

RICD

&SEWARD

&RASSCF

FILEorb= cas_d.RasOrb

ALTER= 5

1 27 34

1 26 33

1 25 32

1 24 31

1 23 30

SPIN= 2

NACTEL= 27 0 0

INACTIVE= 29

RAS2= 10

RAS1= 5

CIROOT= 12 12 1

CIONly

&CASPT2

IPEAshift= 0.25

IMAGinary= 0.2

MULTistate

ALL
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LISTING S 3. RASSI calculation for the final oscillator strengths and vertical transition energies

necessary to simulate a XAS spectrum.

&GATEWAY

Title= xas

Coord= geom.xyz

Basis= ANO -RCC -VTZP

ANGMOM

0.0 0.0 0.0

AMFI

RICD

&SEWARD

>>> COPY raspt2_d_vale.JobMix JOB001

>>> COPY raspt2_d_core.JobMix JOB002

>>> COPY raspt2_q_vale.JobMix JOB003

>>> COPY raspt2_q_core.JobMix JOB004

&RASSI

Nrofjobiphs= 4 12 40 12 40

1 2 3 4 5 ... 12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... 40

1 2 3 4 5 ... 12

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 ... 40

SPIN

HDIAG

-7448.13807556

-7448.13750127

... <all MS -CASPT2 engergies >
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III. DYNAMIC SIMULATIONS

Following the excited state population as well as the temporal evolution of the C––C bond

and the C–Br bond for both the neutral (FIG. S9 and S10) as well as cationic (FIG. S11 -

S17) vinyl bromide dynamics simulations are shown.

A. Neutral Dynamics

FIG. S9. Excited state population of neutral vinyl bromide based on all 189 analyzed trajectories

for the 100 fs of simulation time.
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FIG. S10. Temporal evolution of the CC double bond and the CBr bond for the 189 analyzed

trajectories of neutral vinyl bromide.
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B. Cation Dynamics

FIG. S11. Excited state population of cationic vinyl bromide based on the 11 analyzed trajectories

starting in the D1 state.

FIG. S12. Temporal evolution of the CC double bond and the CBr bond for the 11 analyzed

trajectories that started in the D1 stat of cationic vinyl bromide.
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FIG. S13. Excited state population of cationic vinyl bromide based on the 26 analyzed trajectories

starting in the D2 state.

FIG. S14. Temporal evolution of the CC double bond and the CBr bond for the 26 analyzed

trajectories that started in the D2 stat of cationic vinyl bromide.
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FIG. S15. Excited state population of cationic vinyl bromide based on all 45 analyzed trajectories

starting in the D3 state.

FIG. S16. Temporal evolution of the CC double bond and the CBr bond for the 45 analyzed

trajectories that started in the D3 stat of cationic vinyl bromide.
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FIG. S17. Excited state population of cationic vinyl bromide based on all 82 analyzed trajectories

for the 100 fs of simulation time.
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IV. SIMULATED TRANSIENT X-RAY ABSORPTION SPECTRA

In order to better visualize and analyze the contribution of the different cationic states

D1, D2 and D3 to the complete transient XAS (see FIG. S19) we also simulated the spectra

only using the trajectories with each corresponding initial state (FIG. S21 - S23). In case

of the trajectories starting from the D3 state we also separated the XAS into the three

different observed dynamics, fast dissociation (FIG. S26), slow dissociation (FIG. S25) and

vibrational (FIG. S24). The underlying data sets for each of the XAS were normalized

relative to just the corresponding data set and not the whole data set, as that was done for

the complete XAS. For the convenience of the reader, we have also reprinted here the overall

XAS for neutral and cationic vinyl bromide from the manuscript (see FIG. S18 and S19).

For the cationic transient XAS we show additional overlays of the experimental spectra with

the simulated ones at times t = 0, 24, 48, 72, 99 fs (see FIG. S20).

A. Overall Spectra of Neutral and Cationic Vinyl Bromide

FIG. S18. Simulated transient XAS of the neutral trajectories starting in the bright ππ∗ state.

On the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue

overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and

d = 107.6 fs.
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FIG. S19. Simulated transient XAS of the cationic trajectories starting in the D1, D2 and D3

states. On the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in

blue overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs

and d = 107.6 fs.

FIG. S20. Overlays of the simulated transient XAS of the cationic trajectories starting in the D1,

D2 and D3 states in blue with the experimental transient absorption spectra in black. The times

0 fs, 24 fs, 48 fs, 72 fs and 99 fs correspond to experimental delays of 6.8 fs, 23.2 fs, 49.0 fs, 72.4 fs

and 107.6 fs.
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B. Spectra of the Different Initial States for Cationic Vinyl Bromide

FIG. S21. Simulated transient XAS of the 11 cationic trajectories starting in the D1 state. On

the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue

overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and

d = 107.6 fs.
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FIG. S22. Simulated transient XAS of the 26 cationic trajectories starting in the D2 state. On

the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue

overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and

d = 107.6 fs.

FIG. S23. Simulated transient XAS of the 45 cationic trajectories starting in the D3 state. On

the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue

overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and

d = 107.6 fs.
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C. Spectra of the Different Observed Dynamics for the D3 Trajectories

FIG. S24. Simulated transient XAS of the 21 trajectories, showing only vibrational dynamics.

On the left and right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue

overlaid with the experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and

d = 107.6 fs.
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FIG. S25. Simulated transient XAS of the eight slow dissociating trajectories. On the left and

right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue overlaid with the

experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and d = 107.6 fs.

FIG. S26. Simulated transient XAS of the 16 fast dissociating trajectories . On the left and

right the spectrum for time t = 0 fs and t = 99 fs, respectively, is shown in blue overlaid with the

experimental transient absorption spectrogram in black at delays d = 6.8 fs and d = 107.6 fs.
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V. CONICAL INTERSECTION AND EXCITED STATE MINIMA

A. Geometry of the Optimized D3/D4 Conical Intersection

The conical Intersection between the D3 and D4 state was optimized with OpenMolcas

at the CASSCF level of theory using the AS(8,7) shown in FIG. S7 and the ANO-RCC-

VTZP basis set. TABLE S8 shows the xyz coordinates of the optimized geometry depicted

in FIG. S27. As one can see the geometry of the conical intersection is characterized by

an elongated C–Br bond. Here the bond length is 2.339�A compared to the 2.10�A at the

ground state minimum. Furthermore the H–C––C bond angle is increased form 115° to 151°.

TABLE S8. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized conical intersection

between the D3 and D4 state of cationic vinyl bromide.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.000 000 0.000 000 0.000 000
2 C 0.000 000 0.000 000 1.332 924
3 H 0.000 000 0.916 808 −0.574 890
4 H −0.003 204 −0.944 947 −0.530 277
5 H −0.001 234 −0.895 278 1.938 618
6 Br 0.003 811 1.593 998 2.361 016

FIG. S27. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized conical intersection

between the D3 and D4 state of cationic vinyl bromide.
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B. Relaxed Scan of Cationic Vinyl Bromide

To further analyze the dissociation dynamics of the cation after excitation to D3 state,

we also performed a relaxed scan of the C–Br bond. The relaxed scan was done with Open-

Molcas utilizing the tracking feature (keyword TRACk) of the SLAPAF program, where one

is able to follow the character of a specific state throughout a geometry optimization. In our

case we choose to follow the character of the D3 state at the Frank-Condon region. At each

step in the scan the geometry was optimized at the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP

level of theory. The resulting potential energy surfaces (PES) of the first four states are

shown in FIG. S28. Their color corresponds to the electronic character of the state at the

Frank-Condon region. The D1 state, an ionization from the π2 orbital is shown in blue. In

green the D2 state, an ionization from the lone pair orbital n1 of the bromine. In yellow the

D3 state, an ionization from the π1 orbital and in magenta the D4 an ionization from the

σ1 orbitals of the C–Br bond.

FIG. S28. Relaxed scan of the the C–Br bond. The color of the potential energy surfaces corre-

sponds to the character of the state at the Frank-Condon region. The D1 state is shown in blue,

the D2 in green, the D3 in yellow and the D4 in magenta. The region of the conical intersection is

highlighted in grey.
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C. Geometries of the Optimized Excited State Minima

We also optimized the geometries for the first three doublet states of the cationic vinyl

bromide. All calculations were done in OpenMolcas at the CASSCF level of theory using

the AS(8,7) shown in FIG. S7 and the ANO-RCC-VTZP basis set. Table S9 lists the

same geometrical parameters, r(C−Br) and a(H−C−−C) of the optimized minima, that were

discussed for the conical intersection between the D3 and D4 state. Tables S10 to S12 show

the complete xyz coordinates of the optimized geometries. For comparison we also show

the CASSCF optimized structure and relevant geometrical parameters of the S0 minimum

of neutral vinyl bromide S13.

TABLE S9. Relevant geometry parameters of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized

D1 to D3 minima of cationic vinyl bromide and S0 minimum of neutral vinyl bromide. The

geometry parameters are the same as the ones discussed for the D3/D4 conical intersection.

State r(C−Br)[�A] a(H−C−−C)[°]
D1 1.831 124.2
D2 1.986 132.8
D3 2.054 127.4
S0 1.925 123.7

TABLE S10. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized D1 minimum of

cationic vinyl bromide.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.005 700 0.000 783 −0.007 271
2 C −0.005 194 −0.000 624 1.368 825
3 H 0.921 675 −0.001 144 −0.562 672
4 H −0.924 191 0.003 927 −0.540 602
5 H −0.894 950 0.000 654 1.962 577
6 Br 1.567 545 −0.002 967 2.306 523
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TABLE S11. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized D2 minimum of

cationic vinyl bromide.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C 0.003 837 0.000 924 −0.011 473
2 C −0.066 556 −0.000 548 1.311 030
3 H 0.919 151 0.000 160 −0.567 069
4 H −0.920 003 0.002 427 −0.556 157
5 H −0.887 536 0.001 749 1.993 988
6 Br 1.621 693 −0.004 084 2.357 061

TABLE S12. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized D3 minimum of

cationic vinyl bromide.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C −0.014 304 −0.000 047 −0.046 037
2 C −0.040 495 0.000 549 1.328 755
3 H 0.900 531 −0.001 117 −0.602 497
4 H −0.950 652 0.004 499 −0.569 772
5 H −0.902 086 0.000 077 1.962 333
6 Br 1.677 593 −0.003 331 2.454 598

TABLE S13. Geometry of the SA5-CASSCF(8,7)/ANO-RCC-VTZP optimized S0 minimum of

neutral vinyl bromide.

Number Element x [�A] y [�A] z [�A]
1 C −0.003 056 0.001 021 −0.005 306
2 C −0.001 250 0.000 048 1.329 286
3 H 0.897 925 −0.000 570 −0.582 734
4 H −0.940 094 0.002 997 −0.527 094
5 H −0.888 749 0.000 924 1.923 509
6 Br 1.605 811 −0.003 791 2.389 719
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